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I 

Abstract 

High strength steel (HSS – S500 and higher steel grades up to S960) structures are increasingly 

used in the field of structural engineering due to its favourable properties. The exact 

consideration of the flexural buckling resistance of HSS structures is important in the design 

because due to the higher yield strength smaller cross-sections can be used, which might be 

more sensitive to stability failure. According to the previous research results, the flexural 

buckling behaviour of HSS and NSS columns can be significantly different. However, these 

differences are not considered in the current design methods. The application range of the 

current EN 1993-1-1 [1] is limited for steel grades up to S460. The EN 1993-1-12 [2] gives 

design rules for materials up to steel grades of S700, however, there are no differences in the 

calculation method of the flexural buckling resistance of NSS and HSS box section columns. 

Therefore, the purpose of the current study is to investigate the column buckling behaviour of 

HSS welded box and cold-formed hollow section columns based on experimental investigations 

and numerical simulations and to give a revised flexural buckling curve for the determination 

of the flexural buckling resistance. 

Residual stresses have a significant influence on the global stability behaviour of steel structures 

and according to the previous research results the effect of residual stresses on HSS members 

are less severe than for NSS structures. Therefore, longitudinal residual stress measurements 

are carried out on welded and cold-formed sections. Based on the test results the shape and the 

intensity of the measured residual stresses are evaluated and a residual stress model is 

developed for welded box and for cold-formed hollow sections separately. 

An extensive experimental research program is carried out for the determination of the flexural 

buckling resistance. The experimental program contained the measurement of the initial out-

of-straightness imperfections and loading eccentricities. Based on the detailed experimental 

program deterministic and stochastic numerical analyses are executed. The effects of the 

influential parameters are analysed and the characteristic value of the buckling resistance is 

determined for HSS and also for NSS columns. Based on the executed experimental, 

deterministic and stochastic numerical analyses the buckling curves given in Table 1 are 

proposed for HSS columns. 

Table 1: Applicable buckling curves. 

Section type S420 S460 S500 S700 S960 
welded c c b b a 

cold-formed c b b b a 
 

Based on the experimental and numerical studies an enhanced analytical column buckling 

curve is developed for welded specimens, which considers the effect of the residual stresses in 

the Ayrton-Perry type formulation. This enhanced analytical solution can be used for welded 

box sections made from steel grades between S420 – S960. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and motivation of the research 

The application field of high strength steel (HSS – S500 and higher steel grades up to S960) is 

growing nowadays in the civil engineering praxis due to the numerous advantages of the HSS 

structures compared to the normal strength steel or mild steel (NSS – S235, S275, S355, S420, 

S460) structures: economic design, material saving, possibility of creation of lighter and more 

aesthetic structures. The stability behaviour of HSS structures is highly important because 

slender sections can be used due to the higher yield strength. The application range of the 

current EN 1993-1-1 [1] is limited to materials up to the steel grade of S460. The EN 1993-1-

12 [2] gives design background for materials up to steel grades of S700. However, for the 

determination of the column buckling resistance the proposed column buckling curve is the 

same in both standards. Previous research results prove that the flexural buckling behaviour of 

HSS structures is more favourable than that of NSS structures. The differences in the flexural 

buckling resistance come from the different (i) residual stresses, (ii) material properties and 

(iii) geometric imperfections. Many previous investigations and residual stress measurements 

prove that the residual stress amplitudes compared to the yield strength are smaller for HSS 

than for NSS structures. This fact results in significant benefit in the flexural buckling 

resistance, and therefore higher column buckling curves might be used for HSS than for NSS 

members, which is not covered in the current standard. The focus of present research is on the 

flexural buckling resistance of welded square box and cold-formed square hollow section 

columns made of steel grades between S420 – S960, although several conclusions of the 

research are supposed to be also applicable for conventional steel grades between S235 – S355. 

The general aim of the study is to clarify the different flexural buckling behaviour of columns 

made of HSS and to provide reliable buckling curves for the EN 1993-1-1 [1] depending on the 

steel grade. Moreover, the motivation is the improvement of the analytical flexural buckling 

curve formulation that provides a procedure having the same safety level for all steel grades 

without the need of selecting specific buckling curves. 
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1.2 Solution strategy 

It is widely known that axial residual stresses and geometric imperfections have dominant 

effect on the buckling resistance of steel columns. The previous residual stress measurements 

proved that HSS structures have significantly smaller axial residual stresses compared to the 

yield strength, than NSS structures having the same geometry. However, there are only a 

limited number of test results available for HSS sections and there are several unclarified 

questions regarding the effect of geometry and yield stress to the axial residual stress pattern. 

Therefore, in order to properly examine the flexural buckling behaviour, the clarification of the 

residual stress pattern in HSS sections is one of the main tasks of the current research work. In 

present study an extensive experimental residual stress measurement program is designed and 

executed. The obtained axial residual stress patterns are evaluated and an improved residual 

stress model is developed for welded box and cold-formed hollow sections.  

Based on the literature review it is concluded that there are a small number of previous test 

results available for HSS columns in the international literature dealing with the flexural 

buckling resistance. Therefore, in the current research program a large laboratory test program 

is designed and executed to enlarge the experimental database on welded box and cold-formed 

hollow section columns made from HSS material. All the previous researchers investigated only 

one specific steel grade in separated research programs but a systematic comparison of the 

buckling resistances depending on the steel grade was still missing in the international 

literature. Therefore, the current research program contains a large number of steel grades 

(S235, S355, S420, S460, S500, S700 and S960) making possible the exact comparison of the 

structural behaviour depending on the steel grade.  

The main task of present research is to give appropriate buckling curves for HSS columns. 

There are three different ways for the evaluation of the column buckling curves. The first 

option is based on an experimental way performing laboratory tests. Using this evaluation 

process the buckling curve representing the characteristic value of the buckling resistance can 

be determined by statistical evaluation. The second option is to perform stochastic numerical 

simulations using real residual stresses and geometric imperfections. It can be performed using 

Monte Carlo simulation technique. Based on this option the buckling curve representing the 

characteristic value of the buckling resistance can be determined by statistical evaluation. The 

third option is to carry out deterministic numerical simulations applying residual stresses and 

initial geometric imperfection with amplitude of L/1000. It is proved in the international 

literature for NSS structures, that these assumptions represent an excellent approximation of 

the characteristic value of the buckling reduction factor [3]. In frame of the current research 

work buckling curves for HSS members are determined based on all of these three ways and 

their results are compared and harmonized.  
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Based on the determined numerical buckling curves not only the suitable buckling curve of the 

EN1993-1-1 [1] is proposed, but analytical solution is also developed, modifying the Ayton-

Perry type formulation to provide more reliable flexural buckling resistance for HSS columns. 

The objectives of the research program are achieved by the following research strategy: 

1. literature review on the buckling behaviour (Section 2.1), 

2. literature review on the residual stress patterns (Section 2.2), 

3. experimental research program to determine axial residual stresses (Section 3), 

4. experimental research program to determine the global out-of-straightness 

imperfections (experimental program: Section 4.4, statistical evaluation: Section 6.2.4) 

5. experimental research program to determine the flexural buckling resistance (Section 4), 

6. deterministic numerical parametric study on the buckling resistance and proposals for 

applicable flexural buckling curves (Section 5), 

7. stochastic numerical parametric study on the buckling resistance using Monte Carlo 

simulations and proposals for applicable flexural buckling curves (Section 6), 

8. improvement of the Ayrton-Perry type formulation implementing the effect of the 

residual stresses, geometrical imperfections and the yield strength (Section 7).  
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2 Literature review on HSS square closed section members 

2.1 Flexural buckling of HSS columns 

2.1.1 Introduction 

There are a relatively large number of previous investigations available in the international 

literature dealing with the flexural buckling behaviour of NSS closed section columns. 

However, there are only a limited number of previous investigations dealing with flexural 

buckling behaviour of HSS square closed sections. The publications listed below are found and 

studied dealing with flexural buckling behaviour of HSS square closed section columns (welded 

box or cold-formed hollow section columns): 

 1970 – Nishino and Tall [4] (S690); 

 1983 – Fukumoto and Itoh [5] (database); 

 1994 – Rasmussen and Hancock [6] (S690); 

 2012 – Pavlovčič, Froschmeier, Kuhlmann and Beg [7] (S355);  

 2012 – Ban, Shi, Shi and Wang [8] (S460); 

 2013 – Ban, Shi, Shi and Bradford [9] (S960); 

 2014 – Wang, Li, Su-Wen and Fei-Fei [10] (S460); 

 2014 – Design guidelines of the SSAB [11] (S355, S420). 

It can be observed from the list, that there are several early publications from 1970 – 1994 

investigating the flexural buckling behaviour of HSS columns. Between 2012 – 2014 an 

intensive research activity was started in this subject especially in China, Australia and also in 

Europe in frame of the RUOSTE: Rules On High-Strength Steel RFCS Project (RFSR-CT-2012-

00036). The investigations made in China [8] – [10] are focusing on welded box section 

columns, the SSAB (former Ruukki) company in Finland [11] investigated cold-formed hollow 

section columns. The current investigation contains both, welded and cold-formed sections as 

well. All the previous papers were focusing on a specific new steel grade (S420, S460, S690 or 

S960) and the flexural buckling behaviour was characterised for that specific steel. However, 

the current investigation focuses on wide range of steel grades (S235, S355, S420, S460, S500; 

S700 and S960) ensuring the comparison possibility using the same loading equipment, 

support conditions and evaluation process. The results of all the previous experimental and 

numerical investigations are collected and used in the evaluation process determining the 

applicable column buckling curve. The collected experimental database ensures that the 

present research findings are based on test results executed on specimens made from different 

steel grades, coming from different steel producers from all over the word. Cross checks are 

tel:2012-00036
tel:2012-00036
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also made, because similar specimens which were previously tested by SSAB at the Lulea 

University of Technology are partly retested in the present research program and their results 

are compared. 

2.1.2 Previous experimental and numerical investigations 

Nishino and Tall [4] performed the first tests on HSS columns having rolled or welded box 

section and H-type cross-sections made from high strength steel ASTM514 with a nominal 

yield strength of 690 MPa. The tested columns were positioned such a way that the effect of the 

end-eccentricity and the initial out-of-straightness counteract each other. Therefore, the 

columns failed on a very high load level nearly by the bifurcation point.  

Fukumoto and Itoh [5] collected a total of 1665 column test results stored in an experimental 

database. Based on statistical evaluation the authors concluded that the annealed box section 

columns possess strengths about 20 – 30% higher than the NSS columns and even 10% higher 

than HSS columns. However, HSS columns showed definitely larger resistances (normalized by 

the yield strength) than NSS columns. 

Rasmussen and Hancock [6] performed flexural buckling tests on welded box and I-section 

specimens manufactured from BISALLOY80 steel plates with a nominal yield strength of 690 

MPa. The residual stress pattern of the test specimens were also measured and evaluated. The 

authors concluded that the European buckling curve b is conservative for the investigated 

columns especially at the intermediate and large slenderness region. It is proposed to use curve 

a for the box section columns manufactured from S690 steel material. 

Four buckling tests were executed on centrically loaded rectangular-shaped sections having 

yield strength of 373.4 MPa by Pavlovčič et al. [7]. Based on the experimental and numerical 

investigations the authors concluded that the residual stresses have significant impact on the 

column buckling resistance, which can reduce the column buckling resistance up to 37%. 

Numerical calculations demonstrated that the measured geometric imperfections and residual 

stresses may be suitably replaced by equivalent geometric imperfections with amplitudes 

according to the recommendations of the EN1993-1-1 [1] and EN1993-1-5 [12]. 

Ban et al. [8], [9] investigated the flexural buckling behaviour of welded box section columns 

made from S460 and S960 material. Prior to the buckling tests the residual stresses, geometric 

imperfections, loading eccentricities and material properties of all the specimens are measured. 

Their numerical calculations presented that all the results provided larger resistances in the 

whole analysed slenderness range than the buckling curve c which curve is proposed for this 

cross-section type in the EN 1993-1-1 [1]. The application of curve b and curve a are proposed 

by the authors for welded box section columns made of S460 and S960 material, respectively. 

Wang et al. [10] investigated the buckling behaviour of centrically loaded welded box section 

columns made from S460 material. The residual stresses of all the test specimens are measured 
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using sectioning technique. Prior to the tests the initial out-of-straightness of the specimen and 

the end-eccentricities during the loading were measured and recorded. The geometric 

imperfections varied between 0.19 × L/1000 – 1.5 × L/1000. It was stated based on the 

experiments that the average flexural buckling resistances are underestimated with cca. 20% 

using the buckling curve c. The main reason of the difference is the lower detrimental effect of 

residual stresses in HSS columns than those in conventional steel columns. Numerical 

calculations showed that the flexural buckling resistance of the welded box section columns 

made from S460 steel material may be determined using the column buckling curve b. 

Design guide [11] was developed by the SSAB company for the flexural buckling resistance 

calculation of cold-formed hollow section columns made from a double grade (S355, S420) 

steel material. Based on statistical evaluation (according to the proposal of the EN1990 Annex 

D [13]) it was concluded that in case of specimens with equal or higher nominal wall thickness 

than 3 mm the calculated safety factor (γM1*) is 1.05 using the buckling curve b. Using 

rounding 1.05 => 1.0 it was stated that the buckling curve b is suitable for hollow section 

columns with wall thickness not less than 3 mm. For hollow section columns with a nominal 

wall thickness of 2 mm the application of the buckling curve c was proposed. 

2.1.3 Origin of the European buckling curves 

This section summarizes the steps of the development of the European column buckling curves 

currently found in EN1993-1-1 [1] for NSS structures. The way of the column buckling curve 

development has a large importance for HSS members as well if the design method developed 

for NSS columns is wanted to extend to HSS structures. The development of the European 

column buckling curves was achieved by taking the following steps in chronological order 

according to [3] and [14]:  

Step 1: An extensive test program was carried out in order to obtain a large database 

representing the experimental results of the flexural buckling resistance [15],[16]. These tests 

were extended by the pioneering use of Monte Carlo simulations (FEM simulations), yielding 

absolutely comparable results [17]. The lower characteristic values of the resistances were then 

used to calibrate the assumptions made in numerical GMNIA calculations. 

Step 2: In spite of the large number of experimental and numerical results, a comprehensive 

numerical study was carried out by Beer and Schulz [18] using advanced GMNIA calculations 

in order to develop column buckling curves for a large number of different sections, 

distributions of residual stresses, geometrical imperfections etc.. The amplitude of the 

geometrical imperfections was fixed at a value of L/1000. The assumptions made for these 

numerical calculations yielded continuous column buckling curves that were in good 

agreement with the 2.3% quantile values of tests (mean value minus 2 standard deviations).  
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Step 3: The column buckling curves resulting from this numerical approach finally led to the 

tabulated ECCS column buckling curves [14]. The five original ECCS column buckling curves 

were only given as tabulated values, therefore different proposals were made for a formulaic 

representation. One of the proposals made by Rondal and Maquoi [19], [20] was eventually 

adopted in the European design codes. It was based on an Ayrton-Perry type formulation [21], 

[22] and calibrated to the best fit the tabulated values of the ECCS curves. However, it should be 

mentioned, that the Ayrton-Perry type formulations is just a tool for the representation of the 

characteristic value of the column buckling curve. It is not the theoretically correct description 

of the column buckling phenomena, because it does not consider the effect of the residual 

stresses, material models and manufacturing specialties. Therefore it is only applicable for the 

calibration of previously known buckling curves.  

Step 4: In a final step, the desired level of safety was established by determining appropriate 

values of the partial safety factors γM1 using the procedures that are outlined in EN1990 [13]. 

2.1.4 Summary on the flexural buckling behaviour 

Experimental and numerical investigations prove that the closed section columns made from 

HSS material provides significantly larger resistances than the columns having the same 

geometry made from NSS. It means that the buckling behaviour of the HSS columns is more 

favourable than for NSS columns which can lead to the application of higher buckling curves. 

In the international literature the total number of the tested HSS specimens is relatively small 

(10 pieces of S690, 3 pieces of S960) [4], [6], [9]. Since the number of the experiments is not 

enough to carry out a statistical evaluation to derive appropriate buckling curves, the previous 

investigations are extended by a numerical parametric study, to analyse and characterise the 

structural behaviour of HSS box section columns and to propose applicable column buckling 

curves. Based on the previous experimental and numerical calculations the following buckling 

curves are proposed for different steel grades for welded box section column having b/t<30 

(original column buckling curve c given by the EN1993-1-1 for NSS structures): S460 – curve 

b, S690 – curve a, S960 – curve a. In case of cold-formed section columns manufactured from 

S355/S420 steel grades the buckling curve b is proposed for sections with wall thickness not 

less than 3 mm and the buckling curve c was proposed with a nominal wall thickness of 2 mm. 
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2.2 Residual stress of HSS members 

2.2.1 Introduction 

There are previous investigations available in the international literature dealing with the 

residual stress distribution of NSS closed section members. However, there are only a limited 

number of previous investigations dealing with the residual stress distribution of HSS sections. 

The following publications listed below are found and studied dealing with the axial residual 

stress measurements of HSS or NSS closed section columns (SS means stainless steel material): 

Welded box sections: 

 1967 – Nishino, Ueda and Tall [23] (S690); 

 1982-1984 – Usami and Fukumoto [24][25] (S460, S690); 

 1992 – Rasmussen and Hancock [26] (S650 – fy = 670 MPa); 

 2001 – Uy [27] (fy = 784 MPa); 

 2004-2005 – Clarin and Lagerqvist [28][29] (S420, S700, S1100); 

 2012 – Pavlovčič, Froschmeier, Kuhlmann and Beg [7] (S355 – fy = 373 MPa); 

 2012 – Wang, Li and Chen [30] (S460 – fy = 506 MPa); 

 2013 – Ban, Shi, Shi and Wang [31] (S460 – fy = 506 MPa); 

 2013 – Ban, Shi, Shi and Bradford [9] (S960); 

Cold-formed hollow sections: 

 1993 – Key and Hancock [32] (S350); 

 2008 – Jandera, Gardner and Machacek [33] (SS – fy = 428 MPa); 

 2008 – Cruise and Gardner [34] (SS – fy = 362 – 599 MPa); 

 2009 – Li, Zeng, Ma, Guo and Lai [35] (S235, S355); 

 2012 – Huang and Young [36] (SS – fy,nom = 450 MPa, fy = 638 MPa); 

 2012 – Tong, Hou, Chen, Zhou, Shen and Yang [37] (S235, S355); 

 2014 – Sun and Packer [38] (S350, S690); 

 2015 – Ma, Chan and Young [39] (S700, S900). 

2.2.2 Previous investigations on welded box sections 

2.2.2.1 Literature review on welded sections 

Based on the literature review it can be concluded that the shape of the axial residual stress 

pattern in welded square box section members are commonly accepted by the researchers. It is 

also known, that the outer and the inner residual stresses are close to equal, therefore the 

membrane residual stresses are dominant. In the corner zones (welded regions) there are 

always high tensile residual stresses, which intensity can reach or exceed even the yield 
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strength of the material. On the middle part of the plates there is a moderate compression 

residual stress distribution. Its value is always smaller than the tensile residual stresses, thus the 

compressed part of the cross-section is always larger than the tension zone. However, 

regarding the extreme values of the tensile and compressive residual stresses there are 

contradicting information and conclusions in the international literature. The standardized 

models give the residual stresses in function of the yield strength multiplied by a constant 

factor. However the main part of the previous investigations [23], [24], [25], [28], [29], [30], 

[31], [9] showed that the residual stresses divided by the yield strength are smaller for HSS 

members than for NSS members, this means that using higher steel grades the increase of the 

residual stresses are not linear. This indicates that the multiplication factor should be also yield 

strength dependent. Several test results [26], [27], [30], [31], [9] revealed that the maximum 

compressive residual stresses are strongly dependent on the b/t ratio of the investigated cross-

section. Test results demonstrated that for different plate thicknesses this function can be also 

different, but another test results showed no dependency in function of the plate thickness [31]. 

Other contradiction is also observed in the maximum value of the tensile residual stresses; test 

results presented that the b/t ratio has significant influence on the tensile residual stress as well 

[30], but another test results showed no clear relationship between the maximum tensile 

residual stress and the b/t ratio of the tested specimens [31]. For NSS members it is commonly 

accepted, that the tensile residual stress in the corner region are equal to the yield strength. 

Tests made on HSS sections revealed that the maximum tensile residual stress can be smaller. 

Based on their test results Ban et al. [31] proposed analytical models for the residual stress 

determination for S460 and S960 material by Eq. (1),(2). 

 σrc,S460 = −10 − 1500
1

ℎ0/𝑡
− 550

1

𝑡
 , (1) 

 σrc,S960 = −95 − 1450
1

ℎ0/𝑡
− 270

1

𝑡
 , (2) 

The main part of the previous investigations were focusing only for one specific steel grade, 

and all the conclusions are drawn for that material. It means that there is a need to harmonize 

the previous test results and collect them into one design proposal. 

2.2.2.2 Standardized residual stress models for welded sections 

Different residual stress models are developed all over the word for welded box sections. Three 

of these models are presented in Fig. 1. The European ECCS model defines the compression 

residual stresses in function of the b/t ratio and the welding procedure. The tensile residual 

stresses in the corner zones are proposed to be equal to the yield strength. The Chinese standard 

gives similar model with rounded shape and constant values as maximum and minimum 

residual stresses independent from the b/t ratio. Third analytical model can be found in the 

Swedish code. All the presented models give the tensile as well as the compressive residual 
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stresses as a linear function of the yield strength. However, all the previous investigations 

proved that using higher steel grades the increase of the residual stresses are not linear. This 

fact calls the attention on the improvement request for residual stress models applicable for HSS 

structures.  

                           
 a) ECCS model b) Chinese model c) Swedish model 

Fig. 1 - Residual stress models [31], [28]. 

2.2.3 Previous investigations on cold-formed hollow sections 

2.2.3.1 Introduction – Manufacturing methods 

The manufacturing method of the thick-walled (plate thickness is cca. 6 – 8 mm) cold-formed 

sections can be different and the manufacturing process has significant effect on the residual 

stress distribution. There are two common manufacturing methods for the cold-formed hollow 

sections, called in the international literature as “direct forming” and “continuous forming” or 

“indirect forming”. The direct forming process includes the following manufacturing steps: (i) 

roll forming a strip directly to an open section with the desired rectangular shape, (ii) joining 

the edges of the open section by welding. The continuous forming includes (i) roll-forming of 

the straight strip first into a circular open tube, (ii) joining the edges of the open tube by 

welding, (iii) flattening the tube walls to form the desired rectangular shape [38]. In case of 

cold-formed steel sections the residual stresses are mainly caused by the cold bending effect 

during the forming process. The cold forming mechanism of a flat plate involves two events: (i) 

the elastic and plastic deformation of the flat plate and (ii) the elastic unloading of the bent 

shape [28]. The cold-formed specimens investigated in the current dissertation are produced by 

the continuous forming process. Therefore, the current investigations and conclusions are 

focusing only on the axial residual stress distribution of these product types. 

2.2.3.2 Literature review on cold-formed sections 

The literature overview proved that the axial residual stress distribution on cold-formed steel 

sections significantly depends on the manufacturing process. Test results demonstrated [35], 

[37], [38] that the direct forming method results in smaller residual stresses than the 
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continuous forming method and the heat treatment has a large effect on the residual stress 

intensity. The heat treated specimens contained not only the lowest but also the most uniform 

stress distribution around the cross-section. The currently investigated cold-formed specimens 

are produced by continuous forming manufacturing process, therefore the current 

investigations are focusing only on the residual stress distribution of these product types. The 

main part of the previous investigations [32], [34], [35], [37], [38], [39] showed that the 

bending residual stresses are dominant in case of cold-formed specimens, and the membrane 

residual stresses are significantly lower; tensile residual stresses on the outer and compressive 

stresses in the inner surfaces are measured on the investigated specimens. In the corner zone a 

significant decrease in the residual stresses is observed by the researchers. However, there were 

contradicting results as well. Some test results [36] presented that the magnitude of the 

membrane residual stresses is the same as the bending residual stresses, other test results [33] 

showed bending residual stresses with opposite signs (compressive residual stresses outside). 

This fact highlights the significant uncertainties that can be experienced in the topic of cold-

formed section’s residual stresses. Several through thickness measurements revealed that the 

residual stress distribution for thick plates is non-linear within the plate, however, other test 

results proved that the stress distribution along the thickness is almost linear [32], [35], [37]. 

On the other hand test results indicated that the residual stress distribution and the average 

bending residual stresses does not depend on the b/t ratio [37], but other test results proved a 

dependence on the b/t ratio [38] (increasing b/t ratio results in decrease in the residual 

stresses). Based on the test results design residual stress models are developed for both 

manufacturing methods [32], [37]. The model of Tong et al. [37] for continuous forming 

method is shown in Fig. 2, it gives the average bending residual stress as 55% of the yield 

strength in the flat parts and 18% in the corner zones. 

 

Fig. 2 – Proposed residual stress model for indirect forming manufacturing methods [37]. 
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In the international literature there is only one residual stress measurement that is 

accomplished on square hollow section made of HSS carbon steel manufactured by continuous 

forming [39]. The literature overview shows that the residual stress distribution in cold-formed 

thick-walled hollow sections is not fully clarified and it needs more investigations, especially 

for HSS members.  

2.3 Summary of the literature and research aims 

Based on the literature review on the residual stress measurements of closed sections it can be 

concluded that there are several unclarified questions (effects of b/t, t, fy) also for welded 

sections, but especially for cold-formed sections. Moreover, there are only a limited number of 

test results available in the international literature dealing with HSS sections. Therefore, in the 

current research work an experimental research program is developed and executed to analyse 

different steel grades and different b/t ratios on the residual stress pattern of welded and cold-

formed closed HSS sections. Results of the executed experimental research program are 

evaluated and improved residual stress models are developed, which are applicable for welded 

box and cold-formed hollow sections in wide range of steel grades. 

The literature review on the flexural buckling behaviour of HSS closed section columns shows 

that the total number of the tested HSS specimens is relatively small. The available results prove 

that the columns made from HSS material provides significantly larger normalized resistances 

than the columns having the same geometry made from NSS. It means that the buckling 

behaviour of the HSS columns is more favourable than for NSS columns. However, for the 

determination of the column buckling resistance the proposed column buckling curve is the 

same for NSS and HSS materials in the European standards. Therefore, in the current research 

work an extensive experimental and numerical research program is developed and executed to 

analyse different steel grades and different residual stress patterns on the flexural buckling 

resistance of welded and cold-formed closed HSS section columns. The results of the executed 

experimental and numerical research program are statistically evaluated and appropriate 

buckling curves are proposed for HSS welded and cold-formed columns. Not only the suitable 

buckling curve of the EN1993-1-1 [1] is suggested, but the Ayton-Perry type formulation of the 

buckling curves is modified in order to provide more reliable flexural buckling resistance for 

welded box section columns using S420 and higher steel grades. 
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3 Residual stress measurement 

3.1 Introduction 

The axial residual stress pattern of welded and cold-formed closed sections has a significant 

influence on the flexural buckling resistance. Therefore, the appropriate knowledge of the axial 

residual stress patterns is essential to analyse the flexural buckling behaviour of closed section 

columns. In frame of the current research program large number of residual stress 

measurements are carried out on welded and cold-formed closed section specimens. The aim of 

the tests is to determine and evaluate the axial residual stress patterns of HSS sections and to 

compare them to NSS sections. The experimental results are studied, evaluated and improved 

residual stress models are developed separately for welded and cold-formed closed square 

sections, which models are appropriate for HSS material. 

3.2 Investigated specimen geometries and materials 

In frame of the current research program the axial residual stress pattern of 13 cold-formed 

and 21 welded box section test specimens are investigated containing 7 different steel grades 

and 18 different cross-section geometries. Different cross-sections made from different steel 

materials are investigated to be able to study the effect of the cross-section geometry and the 

b/t ratio on the residual stress distribution. There are specific cross-sections which are 

manufactured from different steel grades having the same geometry to be able to study the 

effect of the material properties. Table 3.1 summarizes the geometries and the material grades 

of the test specimens. The specimens are labelled from that the manufacturing type, the steel 

grade, the cross-section geometry and the manufacturer can be identified: 

 the first one or two letters indicate the manufacturing type:  

CF – cold-formed, W – welded, 

 the following number refers to the steel grade: 

2 – S235, 3 – S355, 4.2 – S420, 4.6 – S460, 5 – S500, 7 – S700, 9 – S960, 

 two numbers mean the cross-section outer width and the plate thickness, 

 the last letter indicates the manufacturer company: R – Ruukki (Finnish),  

S – SSAB (Swedish), V – Voestalpine (Austrian), I – Iduman (Hungarian). 

All the specimens except one are tested using sectioning technique. The specimen CF9-

150×7_R is tested using sectioning technique and also using an alternative residual stress 

measurement method (called as “Laser-Falconeye” method [40]) to check the reliability of the 

sectioning technique measurement method. The cold-formed specimens are produced by the 

Voestalpine and Ruukki companies. The NSS welded specimens are produced by the Iduman 

Kft., the HSS welded specimens are produced by the Ruukki and SSAB companies. The 
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manufacturing process can have direct effect on the residual stresses, therefore the knowledge 

of the specimen’s manufacturer is an important task. The width of the cross-sections varies 

between 100 and 250 mm. The thickness of the analysed sections is between 3 and 8 mm. The 

blok/t ratio is in the range of 13.75 – 60.5. The blok is the buckling able width that is considered 

as the outer width minus the radius of the curvature of the corners (blok = b-2×rout) for cold-

formed specimens and as the inner width (blok = b-2×t) for welded specimens. The length of 

the specimens is at least 4 times the cross-section width. All the tests are carried out in the 

Structural Laboratory of the BME Department of Structural Engineering. 

Table 3.1: Investigated specimens. 

Specimen Material b t blok/t 
fy  

[MPa] 
fu 

[MPa] 
Performed 

test 

CF4.2-100×3_R 

S420 

100 3 28.67 458 552 1 

CF4.2-120×6_R 120 6 15.33 506 551 1 

CF4.2-150×5_R 150 5 25.60 479 561 1 

CF4.6-150×8_R 
S460 

150 8 14.00 508 563 1 

CF4.6-120×4_R 120 4 25.00 559 598 1 

CF5-120×6_V 

S500 
120 6 15.67 624 656 1 

CF5-130×4_V 130 4 28.00 573 649 1 
CF5-200×5_V 200 5 35.60 567 648 1 

CF7-150×8_R 
S700 

150 8 13.75 799 874 1 
CF7-150×4_V 150 4 32.50 742 (838) 839 (951) 1 

CF9-120×6_R 

S960 

120 6 15.33 1049 (1234) 1207 (1415) 2 
CF9-150×7_R 150 7.1 16.62 1088 (1153) 1182 (1271) 1+1* 
CF9-120×4_R 120 4 24.50 1114 (1318) 1199 (1399) 1 

W2-80×5_I 

S235 

80 5 14.0 327 469 1 

W2-120×6_I 120 6 18.0 324 451 1 

W2-150×6_I 150 6 23.0 325 482 1 

W2-180×8_I-1 180 8 20.5 318 445 1 

W2-180×8_I-2 180 8 20.5 320 448 1 

W3-80×5_I 

S355 

80 5 14.0 404 568 1 

W3-120×6_I 120 6 18.0 414 571 1 

W3-150×6_I 150 6 23.0 391 516 1 

W4.2-180×8_I S420 180 8 20.5 451 530 1 

W4.6-80×5_I 

S460 

80 5 14.0 506 574 1 

W4.6-120×6_I 120 6 18.0 488 540 1 

W4.6-150×6_I 150 6 23.0 479 542 1 

W5-120×6_R 

S500 

120 6 18.0 
546 636 

1 

W5-150×6_R 150 6 23.0 1 

W5-195×6_R 195 6 30.5 563 636 1 

W5-250×4_S 250 4 60.5 624 692 1 

W9-120×6_S 

S960 

120 6 18.0 1005 1047 1 

W9-120×6_R 120 6 18.0 

992 1084 

1 

W9-170×6_R 170 6 26.3 1 

W9-220×6_R 220 6 34.7 1 

W9-250×6_R 250 6 39.7 1 
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The measured material properties of all the test specimens are determined by coupon tests 

(Table 3.1) and the results are considered in the evaluation procedure of the measured residual 

stresses. For cold-formed specimens the material properties of the flat plate parts are measured. 

For four HSS cold-formed specimens the material properties in the corner zones are also 

determined and presented in brackets in Table 3.1. These values show the hardening effect in 

case of HSS materials as well. Based on the material tests it was observed that for the steel 

grades of S235, S355, S420 and S460 a clear yield plateau is existing in the stress-elongation 

diagram, while the S500, S700 and S960 materials did not have yield plateau, they behaved as 

usual HSS materials. 

3.3 Manufacturing process of test specimens 

The welded specimens are manufactured by MAG welding process from four plates welded by 

butt welds in the corner zones, as shown in Fig. 3 a). The width of the plates B and D are equal 

with the width of the cross-section (b), and the original width of the sides A and C are equal to 

the distance between the inner sides of B and D (b-2×t) aiming to get a square hollow section 

with equal dimensions. Weld toes are placed on side A and C. The weld position has influence 

on the residual stress distribution, therefore its position has importance in the further studies. 

The welded specimens are provided by three different manufacturers (Ruukki, SSAB, Iduman), 

but all of them used the introduced manufacturing method. The manufacturers of the welded 

HSS specimens provided all the available welding data used by the manufacturing process, 

these are summarized in Appendix 1. 

 
Fig. 3 – a) Welded specimens       b) Manufacturing process of cold-formed specimens [41]. 

The cold-formed specimens are provided by two manufacturers (SSAB, Voestalpine). The 

applied manufacturing process of the cold-formed specimens is the “continuous forming” 

process (see Section 2.2.3.1), its steps are presented in Fig. 3 b). The manufacturing process 

includes the following steps: 

  (i) roll-forming of the straight strip into a circular open tube,  

  (ii) joining the edges of the open tube by welding,  

  (iii) flattening the tube walls to form the desired rectangular shape. 

a) b) 
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3.4 Testing method 

There are several residual stress measurement techniques found in the international literature 

which are studied and compared before testing. Appendix 2 gives a summary of the allowable 

techniques to measure residual stress in steel members. In the present research work the 

sectioning method is selected to apply, as it is the most popular and most economical residual 

stress measuring method reported by several researchers in the past. The current section 

introduces each phases of the executed measurement. 

3.4.1 Phase I: Preparation, strain gauge locations 

The applied strain gauges are two wire 350 Ohm gauges with a basis length of 4 mm. The 

strain gauges are placed in one cross-section of each specimen. The distance between the strain 

gauge edges and the transversal cutting location is about 5 mm. The distance between the end 

of the tested specimen and the transversal cutting is always more than the width of the cross-

section (B). During the cutting steps continuous measurement is performed, therefore the 

electrical connections and strain gauges are protected against water and physical impact. For 

the protecting layer two different protecting materials are used in several layers: M-Coat A air-

drying polyurethane coating and Plasti Dip synthetic rubber coating. The layout of the applied 

strain gauges and the protection system is presented in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4 – Preparation of the test specimens. 

The number of the used strain gauges is differently specified for each test specimens based on 

the cross-section dimensions. The number of the applied strain gauges is between 12 and 36 

for all the specimens. The longitudinal residual stresses are measured at 772 points on the 34 

test specimens. This relative large number of measurements ensured to get a reliable and 

accurate residual stress distribution for the welded and cold-formed specimens for all the seven 

studied steel grades (S235, S355, S420, S460, S500, S700 and S960).The exact location of the 

applied strain gauges for a welded and a cold-formed specimen can be seen in Fig. 5. In case of 
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the welded specimens due to the symmetry, measurements are carried out only on two sides of 

the specimens. The corner regions are always investigated with a larger number of strain 

gauges to reach information on the slope of the tensile residual stress increase in the corner 

zones. Strain gauges on the outer side of the weld (Nr. 107 on Fig. 5) are applied in those cases, 

where it was possible to place the strain gauges. In case of the cold-formed specimens three 

sides are measured on all the tested specimens: the side with the longitudinal welding, the 

opposite side, and 1 side next to it. The corner region is measured if there was enough place 

(the radius is large enough) to place a strain gauge on it. 

   
Fig. 5 – Strain gauge positions on a welded and a cold-formed specimen. 

3.4.2 Phase II: Cutting step 1 – Transverse cutting 

 
Fig. 6 – Transversal cutting. 

The transversal cutting process is executed in a distance of about 5 mm from the strain gauges 

which completely cut the specimen into two parts (Fig. 6). During the cutting process the 

specimen gets continuous water cooling to avoid the thermal effects and to protect the strain 
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gauges and the adhesive layer. My previous control tests showed that the separation of the 

adhesive can happen at 100 °C. During the cutting process the temperature of the specimen 

near the strain gauges is continuously measured and the efficiency of the water cooling is 

controlled during the whole cutting process. No separation of the strain gauges and the 

specimens are observed during the tests. The elongation of the strain gauges are continuously 

measured and recorded during cutting. The effect of the thermal conditions was observable in 

the measured data, but the measurement is continued until the specimen cooled down to 

eliminate the thermal effect from the measured residual stresses. From the continuous 

measured data row it is observed that plastic deformation is not occurred during the cutting 

process that could corrupt the measured strain results. 

3.4.3 Phase III: Cutting step 2 – Longitudinal cuttings  

Longitudinal cuttings are executed at both sides of each strain gauges in a depth of about 15 

mm measured from the specimen edge. The distance between the cutting edge and the side of 

the strain gauges is about 1-2 mm (Fig. 7). During the cutting process the measured data of the 

strain gauges are recorded continuously. After the last cutting step the specimens are left to rest 

for several hours in order to ensure the whole cooling down process.  

 
Fig. 7 – Longitudinal cuttings. 

3.4.4 Phase IV: Evaluation of the results 

For the determination of the residual stresses only the last values of the strain gauge 

measurements are used. These values are multiplied by the Young’s modulus of the steel 

(E=210 GPa) considering elastic behaviour. The obtained values are considered as the residual 

stress on the location of the strain gauges. The continuously recorded data row is used to 
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discover the reason of any possible problems during the measurements, and they are used to fix 

and correct the results, if needed. The membrane residual stresses (residual stress on the middle 

of the plate) are determined as the average values of the inner and outer surface’s 

measurements on the same location.  

3.5 Results of the residual stress measurement on welded specimens 

3.5.1 Experimental results 

The residual stresses are determined for all strain gauges and the results are presented in tables 

and diagrams. The schematic overview of the measured residual stress pattern can be seen in 

Fig. 8. The measured results are in harmony with the expected tendencies based on the 

literature review. High tensile residual stresses are measured in the corner zones and moderate 

compression residual stresses in the middle part of the plates. The whole residual stress 

distribution diagram is determined for all test specimens. These diagrams are studied and 

evaluated and three values are determined for each investigated sides which are the followings:  

 maximum tensile stress in corner zone (σrt), 

 average compression stress in the plate middle zone (σrc), 

 length of the compressed plate width (Lc). 

 
Fig. 8 – Schematic model for measured residual stresses in welded cross-sections. 

The measured residual stresses are presented in Appendix 3 (A3.1). It is observed that the 

residual stresses on the inner and outer surfaces are close to each other, which means that 

there are only negligible bending residual stress in the plates, and the dominant residual stress 

is the membrane type stress. The membrane residual stresses are calculated for all the test 

specimens separately for side A and B (see Fig. 8). The calculated membrane residual stresses 

are presented in Appendix 3 (A3.2) for all the specimens. The results show that the tensile 

residual stresses in the corner zones are significantly larger in case of S960 specimens (500 – 

1000 MPa) than for the S500 specimens (400 – 500 MPa), what indicates its dependency on 

the yield strength. The tensile residual stresses are also calculated from the compression stresses 

based on the equilibrium and are compared with the measured values in Appendix 4.  
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The compressive residual stresses in the middle of the plates has more impact on the stability 

behaviour than the tensile residual stresses at the corners. Therefore, the magnitude of the 

average compressive residual stresses is highly important. The average compressive residual 

stresses are determined for all specimens on both sides dividing the integral of the residual 

stress curve on the compression side by the width of the compression zone. 

 
Fig. 9 – Calculation of average compression residual stress. 

Table 3.2 : Results of the residual stress measurements on welded specimens 

Specimen fy 
[MPa] 

fu 
[MPa] 

Membrane residual stress                                              
(average of outside and inside) [MPa] 

Normalized 
width of the 
Compression 
zone (Lc/b) 

A side - 
middle 

B side - 
middle 

Middle Corner 

min mean min mean mean max A side B side 

W2-80×5_I 327 469 -168 -153 -193 -171 -162 347 0.48 0.74 

W2-120×6_I 324 451 -203 -156 -313 -207 -182 365 0.57 0.74 

W2-150×6_I 325 482 -192 -155 -197 -165 -160 334 0.63 0.75 

W2-180×8_I-1 318 445 -200 -132 -155 -135 -134 390 0.66 0.78 

W2-180×8_I-2 320 448 -106 -94 -137 -88 -91 413 0.64 0.79 

W3-80×5_I 404 568 -144 -133 -295 -237 -185 396 0.47 0.70 

W3-120×6_I 414 571 -111 -96 -153 -126 -111 414 0.61 0.79 

W3-150×6_I 391 516 -205 -145 -218 -155 -150 440 0.64 0.76 

W4.2-180×8_I 451 530 -92 -69 -171 -149 -109 352 0.70 0.82 

W4.6-80×5_I 506 574 -147 -138 -251 -215 -176 431 0.49 0.74 

W4.6-120×6_I 488 540 -149 -115 -160 -127 -121 568 0.59 0.81 

W4.6-150×6_I 479 542 -119 -113 -208 -146 -130 526 0.69 0.81 

W5-195×6_R 563 636 -112 -96 -140 -111 -104 473 0.77 0.82 

W5-150×6_R 548 639 -151 -105 -174 -149 -127 420 0.67 0.76 

W5-120×6_R 548 639 -204 -186 -180 -152 -169 517 0.62 0.78 

W5-250×4_S 624 692 -142 -119 -144 -100 -109 527 0.82 0.85 

W9-250×6_R 992 1084 -82 -74 -88 -78 -76 931 0.82 0.86 

W9-220×6_R 992 1084 -146 -128 -136 -120 -124 793 0.78 0.87 

W9-170×6_R 992 1084 -116 -91 -138 -118 -104 889 0.71 0.85 

W9-120×6_R 992 1084 -143 -117 -224 -173 -145 840 0.63 0.80 

W9-120×6_S 1005 1047 -64 -48 -128 -93 -71 528 0.58 0.80 
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The width of the compression zones is also determined for all investigated specimens on side A 

and B separately. The calculation method and the obtained average compression stresses are 

presented in Fig. 9 for two specimens having different compression stress distributions. The 

continuous lines with the points present the measured membrane residual stresses and the 

dashed line represents the average compression residual stress and the width of the 

compression zone. The determined maximum tensile residual stresses, the averaged 

compression stresses and the width of the compression zones are summarized in Table 3.2. 

3.5.2 Evaluation of the measured residual stress 

Based on the current test results independent conclusions are drawn for (i) the maximum 

tensile residual stresses, (ii) the average compressive residual stresses and (iii) the width of the 

compression zone. These observations are compared to the previous residual stress 

measurements found in [7], [26], [28], [29], [30], [31] and final conclusions are drawn 

considering the complete database for different steel grades, local slenderness ratios and plate 

thicknesses. Total of 52 and 66 residual stress measurements are found in the international 

literature on the compressive and tensile residual stress, respectively. The collected database 

together with the new results of the current dissertation is given in Appendix 5. 

3.5.2.1 Maximum tensile residual stresses 

For welded NSS box sections it is commonly accepted, that the tensile residual stresses in the 

corner region are equal to the yield strength. The only difference between the different design 

models is the width of the tension zone. Previous tests made on HSS members by Clarin et al. 

[29],[28] showed, that the maximum tensile residual stresses for HSS member can be 

significantly lower compared to the yield strength, which indicates its dependency on the steel 

grade. Therefore, the current test results are evaluated in function of the measured yield 

strength and the results are presented in Fig. 10.  

 
Fig. 10: Measured and collected tensile residual stresses depending on fy. 
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The test results indicate that there is a slight decrease in the normalized maximum tensile 

residual stresses depending on the yield strength, however for steel grades between S235 – 

S460 the maximum tensile residual stress can exceed the measured yield strength. For steel 

grades between S500 – S960 all the measurements give lower tensile residual stresses than the 

measured yield strength, but in several cases the residual stresses still reaches the nominal yield 

strength. The results indicate a quite large scatter for all steel grades, and the scatter is similar 

for NSS and HSS materials. The reason for it is the followings:  

 significant influence coming from the manufacturing process is observed on the tensile 

residual stress measurements (528 MPa – 840 MPa, both values measured on 

specimens having same geometry and material, but produced by different 

manufacturer), 

 large differences are observed between the maximum tensile residual stresses in case of 

side A and B (see Fig. 8), what can be explained by the position of the weld toe, 

 the slope of the residual stress diagram is quite large in the corner zone, it means that 

1-2 mm difference can have large effect on the measured values. 

It has to be mentioned that the tensile residual stress measurements for the HSS materials are 

more difficult than for NSS structures, because the slope of the residual stress diagram in the 

corner zone is larger. The strain gauges give average values for the residual stresses on a 

specific gauge length, therefore the larger slope in the residual stress diagram makes the 

measurement uncertainties larger. These observations can explain the measured results 

published in the previous investigations, which presented reduced tensile residual stress levels 

for HSS members. The current investigation and the comparison with another previous 

investigation show that the maximum tensile residual stresses can reach the value of the yield 

strength independently from the steel grade. Therefore, considering the maximum measured 

values for the S500 and S960 materials the author suggests to take the tensile residual stress 

equal to the yield strength for all the analysed steel grades (S235 – S960). 

Previous publications stated that the residual stresses (especially the compression side) depend 

on the b/t ratio of the investigated specimen. Therefore, all the measured tensile residual 

stresses are evaluated in function of the b/t ratio. The comparison is presented in Fig. 11. The 

evaluation shows that there is no clear dependency between the maximum tensile residual 

stress and the b/t ratio, and this observation is valid for HSS and NSS materials as well. Fig. 12 

shows the tensile residual stress ratio in function of the wall thickness. A slight relationship can 

be observed between the wall thickness and the maximum tensile residual but this trend is not 

so strong and more investigation is needed to clarify this effect. However, its reason can be 

explained by the manufacturing process. In case of thicker plates if more welding paths are 

used during the welding process and the heat input is the same for all the welding paths, the 
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thicker plate has larger thermal conductivity and therefore the final residual stresses can be 

smaller. Since this effect is not so strong based on the test results, considering the maximum 

measured values, the author suggests to take the tensile residual stress equal to the yield 

strength for all plate thickness and for all the analysed steel grades (S235 – S960). 

 
Fig. 11: Measured tensile residual stresses at corners depending on b/t ratio. 

 
Fig. 12: Measured tensile residual stresses depending on plate thickness. 

3.5.2.2 Average compression residual stresses 

The previous publications found in the international literature [31], [9] stated that the 

compression residual stress can be different for different b/t ratios and for different steel 

grades. Therefore, the test results are evaluated in function of the yield strength (fy) and the b/t 

ratio. Fig. 13 proves that the compressive residual stresses do not increase by the yield strength. 

It means that the compression residual stress and yield strength ratio can be smaller for HSS 

structures. However, the compression residual stress depends on the b/t ratio, as shown in Fig. 

14. The results prove that the tendency depending on the b/t ratio is independent from the steel 

grade. For further evaluations the t/b ratio is used instead of the b/t ratio, since its relationship 
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is almost linear. All the accomplished and collected test results are presented in Fig. 15 

depending on the t/b ratio, separated for different plate thicknesses. Linear tendencies 

(presented in Fig. 15 by straight pale dotted lines) can be observed in function of the t/b ratio 

for all the individual plate thicknesses. However the slope of the lines and the intersection point 

by the vertical axis are different. 

 
Fig. 13: Average compression residual stresses depending on fy. 

 
Fig. 14: Average compression residual stresses depending on b/t ratio. 

Based on the test results the following conclusions can be drawn:  

 The intensity of the average compressive residual stresses does not depend on the steel 

grade. It also means that its value does not increase by increasing the yield strength. 

This observation has significant importance in the local and flexural buckling 

behaviour of compressed high strength steel columns.  

 The compressive residual stresses depend on the b/t ratio (linear relationship by t/b 

ratio) and its linear tendency (slope and zero value) depends on the plate thickness. It 

means that its value can be determined in function of b/t and t. 
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Based on the evaluation of the test results two different residual stress models are developed to 

determine the compressive residual stresses. Eqs. (3) – (4) are developed to give the best 

approximation of the measured average compressive residual stresses. The proposed residual 

stresses are shown in Fig. 15 by the strong lines. Eqs. (5) – (6) are developed to give the best 

estimation of the upper 5% quantile value of the measured residual stresses. The comparison of 

this model with the test results is presented in Fig. 16. This method gives a safe side 

approximation on the expected highest compressive residual stresses and it is proposed for 

design purposes. 

Average model: 

 If t ≤ 5 mm: 𝜎rc = 70 − 21𝑡 + 𝑡2 − (2900 − 3600 ∙ (𝑡 − 5)) ∙ (
𝑏

𝑡
)

−1

 (3) 

 If t ≥ 5 mm: 𝜎rc = 70 − 21𝑡 + 𝑡2 − (2900 − 290 ∙ (𝑡 − 5)) ∙ (
𝑏

𝑡
)

−1

 (4) 

Upper 5% model: 

 If t ≤ 5 mm: 𝜎rc,95% = 41 − 21𝑡 + 𝑡2 − (2900 − 3600 ∙ (𝑡 − 5)) ∙ (
𝑏

𝑡
)

−1

 (5) 

 If t ≥ 5 mm: 𝜎rc,95% = 41 − 21𝑡 + 𝑡2 − (2900 − 290 ∙ (𝑡 − 5)) ∙ (
𝑏

𝑡
)

−1

 (6) 

 
Fig. 15: Comparison of measured compressive residual stress and proposed residual stress model – 1. 

The tests results show considerably higher compression residual stresses assuming an equal b/t 

ratio related to wall thickness lower than 5 mm than for the cases related the equal or higher 

wall thicknesses. This behaviour is reflected by the two separated equations of the model. Its 

reason can be explained by the manufacturing process. Thick plates are welded by several 

passes, but thin plates are welded using one weld pass, the usual border between these cases is 

around 5 mm. This is supported by the fact that the specimens used for experiments in present 
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research having wall thickness 6 mm are welded by 2 passes. Using only one pass causes 

higher heat input, than using several passes for the same geometry, which results in higher 

residual stresses. 

 
Fig. 16: Comparison of measured compressive residual stress and proposed residual stress model – 2. 

The proposed models are evaluated based on the comparison of the calculated and measured 

values (σrc,model/σrc,meas). The results of the statistical evaluation are summarized in Table 3.3. 

The coefficient of variation of the error terms is 0.17 for both models. The distribution of the 

σrc,model/σrc,meas ratio is presented in Fig. 17 – Fig. 18 for both models. The diagrams show that 

the distribution of the test results is close to the normal distribution. Based on the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test normal distribution is applicable for the examined test results (p-value = 0.88). 

 
Fig. 17: Distribution function of the proposed “Average model”. 
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Fig. 18: Distribution function of the proposed “Upper 5% model”. 

Table 3.3: Evaluation of proposed models. 

σrc,model/σrc,meas 

Model Average COV Lower 5% quantile 
Accurate model 1.03 0.17 0.75 
Safe side model 1.28 0.17 1.00 

 

3.5.2.3 Width of the compression zone 

Based on the measured residual stress distribution the compression zone widths are determined 

for all the test specimens for side A and B, separately. The relevant compression zone widths 

normalized by the cross-section width are presented in Fig. 19 in function of the t/b ratio.  

 
Fig. 19: Width of the compression zone in the function of t/b ratio. 

Clear relationships can be observed between the normalized width of the compression zone 

and the t/b ratio for both sides of the specimens. The results prove that by increasing the t/b 

ratio, the normalized width of the compression zone decreases, and the size of the tension zone 

increases. This tendency can be explained by the fact that the maximum tensile stress is equal 

to the yield strength and the compressive residual stress depends on the b/t ratio. Therefore, the 

width of the compression zone has to be dependent on the b/t ratio in order to ensure 
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equilibrium within the cross-section. The width of the compression zone can be calculated by 

Eqs. (7) – (8) for the side A and B, respectively. 

 𝐿c,A = 0.99 ∙ b − 7.87 ∙ 𝑡 (7) 

 𝐿c,B = 0.92 ∙ b − 2.95 ∙ 𝑡 (8) 

3.5.3 Design residual stress model development 

3.5.3.1 Assumptions of the proposed design model  

Based on the test results and based on the extended database by the residual stress 

measurements found in the international literature residual stress model is developed for 

design purposes. The assumptions which are the basis of the proposed model are the 

followings: 

General model description: 

 the general shape of the proposed residual stress model for welded square box sections 

is presented in Fig. 20, 

 tension zone is modelled by a trapezoidal shape, 

 compression zone can be approximated by a constant stress distribution, 

 
Fig. 20: Proposed residual stress model for welded square box sections. 

 the welded (A) and the non-welded (B) sides are not distinguished. The shape of the 

stress volumes are the same for the two sides. Extreme values of the residual stress 

pattern, and the width of the compression zone can be different depending on the weld 

position. However in the civil engineering praxis the engineers usually do not know 

during the design process the welding details, and they do not know how the columns 

will be placed; which sides will be the welded and the non-welded ones, therefore its 

effect is neglected in the developed model,  
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 the tensile residual stress is based on the measured maximum values on both sides. The 

compressive residual stress is taken as the average measured value of the two sides, 

 the shape of the tension zone and the width of the compression zone should be 

determined in the function of the steel grade using equilibrium equations. 

Tension zone (σt): 

 for all the steel grades the tensile residual stress can be assumed equal to the yield 

strength by Eq. (9). 

 𝜎rt = 𝑓𝑦 (9) 

Compression zone (σc): 

 the compressive residual stresses can be considered as a constant value in the 

compression zone, 

 the measurements showed that the average compressive residual stress is independent 

from the steel grade, but it depends on the b/t ratio and the plate thickness (t). Its value 

may be determined by Eq. (10). In the equations t and b should be used in mm 

dimension and the stress is provided in MPa. 

 𝜎rc = 70 − 21𝑡 + 𝑡2 − (2900 − 𝑘rc ∙ (𝑡 − 5)) ∙ (
𝑏

𝑡
)

−1

 (10) 

where 𝑘rc = 3600 if 𝑡 ≤ 5𝑚𝑚 and 𝑘rc = 290 if 𝑡 > 5𝑚𝑚 

but 𝜎rc ≤ −0.07𝑓y and 𝜎rc ≥ −0.6𝑓y and 𝜎rc ≥ −200 𝑀𝑃𝑎 

Stress-shape of the tensioned zone (a, c) and width of the compression zone (Lc): 

 the stress-shape of the tension zone and the width of the compression zone depend on 

the steel grade, 

 the length of the constant part of the tension zone (a) may be determined depending on 

the steel grade and the plate thickness based on Table 3.4, 

Table 3.4: Width of the tension zone. 

Steel material a 
S235 2.5t 

S355 – S460 2t 
S500 1.5t 
S700 0.75t 
S960 0 

 

 compression zone width depends on the steel grade, b/t ratio and the thickness of the 

plate. It may be determined based on equilibrium equations given by Eq. (11), 

 𝐿c =
𝜎𝑟𝑡∙(𝑏−𝑡+2𝑎)

|𝜎𝑟𝑐|∙2+𝜎𝑟𝑡
, (11) 

 the width of the triangle part of the residual stress model in the tension zone (c) can be 

calculated based on the geometrical equation given by Eq. (12). 
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 c =
𝑏−𝑡−2𝑎−𝐿c

2
, (12) 

Application range of the developed model: 

 the residual stress model is developed based on a large number of test results (new and 

previous tests) executed on steel grades between S235 – S960 steel materials, 

 the model is validated for plate thicknesses between 4 – 12 mm,  

 the model is validated for b/t ratios between 15 – 60, 

 the developed model is also applicable for another geometries, however, the current 

studies does not cover the validation, 

 the developed values are relevant for welded square box sections, where the welds are 

placed in the four corner zones. 

Simplified model: 

 a simplified model variation is shown in Fig. 21, where Eq. (9)  – 

Hiba! A hivatkozási forrás nem található. is applicable for the tensile and compressive 

residual stress, the compression zone width may be determined based on equilibrium 

equations given by Eq. (13). 

 𝐿c,2 =
𝜎𝑟𝑡∙(𝑏−𝑡)

|𝜎𝑟𝑐|+𝜎𝑟𝑡
, (13) 

 
Fig. 21: Simplified residual stress model for welded square box sections. 

3.5.3.2 Validation of the proposed residual stress model 

The tension and compression residual stresses and the width of the compression zones are 

determined for all the investigated test specimens based on the developed residual stress model. 

The measured and the calculated values are compared in Fig. 22. The average error term for 

the compression stresses is only 2.8%, its coefficient of variation is 0.17. The average error term 

for the compression zone width is only 1.1% and its coefficient of variation is 0.046. The results 

prove that the proposed design model estimates the residual stresses with high accuracy. 
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Fig. 22: Comparison of (a) compression residual stresses and (b) compression zone width. 

3.6 Results of the residual stress measurement on cold-formed specimens 

3.6.1 Experimental results 

For all the 13 tested cold-formed specimens the residual stresses are measured on the outer and 

the inner surface as well. The results of the residual stress measurements are collected in 

Appendix 6. The results prove that on the outer surface tensile, on the inner surface 

compressive residual stresses are present, as expected based on the previous test results found 

in the international literature. Based on the test results the following conclusions can be drawn 

regarding the measured residual stress distributions:  

 tensile residual stresses are measured on the outer surface of the specimens, 

 compressive residual stresses are measured on the inner surface, 

 membrane stresses are close to zero, 

 bending residual stresses are the dominant residual stresses, 

 the residual stresses in the corner zone are significantly smaller than the values 

measured in the middle of the plates, 

 the residual stresses in the middle of the plates are slightly smaller than the residual 

stresses close to the corner zone, the difference depends on the b/t ratio, 

 residual stresses are slightly reduced in the welding zone, but the longitudinal weld 

does not have significant effect to the general residual stress pattern. 

The average bending residual stresses are determined for all the investigated specimens, 

separately for the outer and the inner surfaces. The calculation is based on the numerical 

integration of the measured residual stress distribution considering the measurements only on 

the flat plate side. For each strain gauge the considered width for the averaging process is 
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determined from the location of the adjacent strain gauges. Table 3.5 gives a summary of the 

executed residual stress measurements. The calculated average residual stresses and the 

maximum compressive and tensile stresses are given in the table for all the specimens. The 

averaged residual stresses divided by the measured yield strength are also presented. 

Table 3.5 : Residual stress results on the cold-formed test specimens. 

Specimen 

Material 
properties Residual stresses [MPa] 

Residual stress / yield strength 
 ratios 

Plate 

fy       
[MPa] 

fu    
[MPa] 

Outside Inside Outside Inside 

mean max mean min mean max mean min 

CF5-120×6_V 624 656 518 637 -488 -630 83% 97% -78% -96% 

CF5-130×4_V 573 649 557 729 -452 -649 97% 112% -79% -100% 

CF5-200×5_V 567 648 408 815 -387 -667 72% 126% -68% -103% 

CF7-150×8_R 742 839 579 711 -551 -786 78% 85% -74% -94% 

CF7-150×4_V 799 874 534 889 -561 -815 67% 102% -70% -93% 

CF9-120×6_R 1088 1182 452 549 -386 -408 42% 46% -35% -35% 

CF9-120×4_R 1049 1207 502 643 -619 -746 48% 53% -59% -62% 

CF9-150×7_R 1114 1199 391 557 -353 -511 35% 46% -32% -43% 

CF4.2-100×3_R 458 552 320 469 -292 -361 70% 85% -64% -65% 

CF4.2-120×6_R 506 551 331 466 -326 -544 65% 85% -64% -99% 

CF4.2-150×5_R 479 561 351 601 -331 -606 73% 107% -69% -108% 

CF4.6-150×8_R 508 563 467 561 -489 -627 92% 100% -96% -111% 

CF4.6-120×4_R 559 598 297 423 -349 -421 53% 71% -62% -70% 
 

3.6.2 Evaluation of the residual stress measurements 

The measured residual stresses are evaluated together with previous results found in the 

international literature [32][35][37][38][39] in function of the b/t ratio and the yield strength 

(fy). The collected database together with the new results is given in Appendix 7. Fig. 23 shows 

that in case of cold-formed specimens the measured normalized residual stresses are 

independent from the b/t ratio. This conclusion is validated in the current research program 

only for specimens produced by the indirect manufacturing method in the parameter range of 

b/t = 10 – 40. 

Fig. 24 – Fig. 25 demonstrate the measured residual stresses in function of the measured yield 

strength. The results indicate significant differences between NSS and HSS sections. For NSS 

sections (S235 – S460) the measured residual stresses show quasi-linear correlation to the yield 

strength and by increasing yield strength the residual stresses are also increasing. For HSS 

sections from S700 to S960 an opposite tendency can be observed, where the measured 

residual stresses show decreasing tendency by increasing yield strength. 

The average residual stresses divided by the yield strength are higher than 80% for S500, 68% 

for S700 steel grades and this value is only 34 – 48% for S960 steel grade for the outer and 32 

– 59% for the inner residual stresses. These results confirm the previous predictions that the 

residual stresses are less severe for cold-formed HSS members. Based on the observed tendency 
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the average bending residual stresses on the flat parts of HSS cold-formed specimens (shown by 

blue dashed line) can be approximated by Eq. (14) in function of the yield strength. 

 σrb,flat,HSS = ± (1.28 −
𝑓𝑦

1270 𝑀𝑃𝑎
) ∙ 𝑓𝑦, (14) 

 
Fig. 23: Average normalized bending residual stresses in function of b/t ratio. 

 
Fig. 24: Average bending residual stresses in function of yield strength. 

 
Fig. 25: Average normalized bending residual stresses in function of yield strength. 
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This equation is only applicable for steel grades between S500 – S960 and gives the mean value 

of the residual stresses at the flat plate parts. Based on the observed tendency related to NSS 

members the average bending residual stress on the flat parts of cold-formed specimens 

(shown by brown dotted line) can be approximated by Eq. (15) in function of the yield 

strength. 

 σrb,flat,NSS = ±(0.8 ∙ 𝑓𝑦 − 67 𝑀𝑃𝑎) (15) 

This equation is only applicable for steel grades between S235 – S460 and gives the mean value 

of the residual stresses in the flat plate parts. Eq. (14) and (15) suggests different residual stress 

level around yield stress of 500 MPa. The reason for this is the different material behaviour of 

NSS and HSS type materials (whether yield plateau exists or not). However, the residual stress 

measurements show high scatter for NSS materials, therefore, for design purpose the maximum 

measured values (shown by brown dashed line) are proposed by Eq. (16). Using this equation 

the proposed residual stress value is the same for yield stress of 500 MPa as the proposed value 

based on Eq. (14). 

 σrb,flat,NSS,max = ± (0.55 +
𝑓𝑦

1500 𝑀𝑃𝑎
) ∙ 𝑓𝑦, (16) 

 
Fig. 26: Reason of the different residual stress intensity for NSS and HSS materials. 

The reason of the different structural behaviour and the different residual stresses depending 

on the yield strength can be explained by the different σ – ε diagram of the NSS and HSS 

materials. The square hollow section specimens are manufactured in three main 

manufacturing steps: (i) deformation from flat to circular, (ii) longitudinal welding, (iii) 

deformation from circular to rectangular. From the three steps in two steps the material is 

bended in different directions. The first plastic deformation is the fabrication of the circular 

hollow section, which results in tensile residual stresses in the outer surface and compression 

stresses in the inner side at transversal direction. However the second deformation makes the 

four plates of the cross-section flat, resulting compressive residual stresses on the outer surface 

and tensile stresses on the inner one in transversal direction. The axial residual stresses develop 
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due to the Poisson-effect. These two plastic deformations are similar to a cyclic loading of the 

base material. It is well known from previous investigations found in the international 

literature [42] that the Bauschinger effect is much more dominant for HSS than for NSS 

materials. It can indicate that the target deformation can be reached on a smaller stress level, 

resulting smaller residual stresses in the cold-formed square hollow section. The deformation 

process, the bending directions and the modified Bauschinger effect is presented and explained 

in Fig. 26. 

Table 3.6 : Residual stress results on the corners of cold-formed test specimens. 

Specimen 
Material properties Measured residual stress [MPa] 

RScorner/RSflat fy,plate    
[Mpa] 

fu,plate    
[Mpa] 

Average on     
flat part 

Corner 

CF7-150×8_R 742 839 579 323 55.8% 
CF9-120×6_R 1088 1182 452 290 64.1% 
CF9-150×7_R 1114 1199 391 179 45.8% 

CF4.2-120×6_R 506 551 331 287 86.7% 
CF4.2_150×5_R 479 561 351 253.5 72.2% 
CF4.6_150×8_R 508 563 467 259.5 55.6% 

 

The residual stresses in the corner zones are measured on three HSS specimens (on one S700 

and two S960 specimens) and on three NSS specimens (on two S420 and one S460 specimens). 

The test results are summarized in Table 3.6. The results show that the average bending 

residual stress in the corner zone is 55% of the residual stresses measured on the flat plate parts 

for HSS members and 72% for the measured NSS members. 

  
Fig. 27: Residual stress difference in the flat plate part in function of b/t ratio.  

However, the test results proved that the average bending residual stress does not depend on 

the b/t ratio, but the b/t ratio has effect on the difference in the residual stress distribution 

between the plate middle and plate edges, as shown in Fig. 27 a). The tendency of the residual 

stress difference divided by the average residual stress level is presented in Fig. 27 b) in 

function of the b/t ratio. The test results indicate that the bending residual stresses in the 

middle of the plates are smaller for larger b/t ratios, what can have positive effect on the local 

buckling behaviour of the HSS members. Based on the current test results there are not enough 

a) b) 
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data points to draw final conclusions, or to develop design approach for this effect, but the 

beneficial effect of the b/t ratio is clearly proved by the current investigations. 

3.6.3 Residual stress measurement using laser interferometric technique 

To evaluate the accuracy of the sectioning technique for the residual stress measurements and 

to have information about the through thickness residual stress distribution of the cold-formed 

specimens the residual stresses are determined by an alternative measurement technique for 

one cold-formed specimen (CF9-150×7_R). This method is called as laser interferometric 

technique (also called as “Laser-Falconeye” method in the literature). The measurements are 

executed by the HOLOMETROX Ltd. [43] and TECHNOORG-LINDA Ltd. [40] using holographic 

gage camera to record the residual stress distribution in the analysed specimen. The basis of the 

laser interferometric technique is a small [in the magnitude of mm] hole drilled on the surface 

of the specimen. The holographic gage camera records the 2D deformations on the surface 

caused by the drilling, and the residual stress field can be calculated from the recorded 

deformations. This method is also usable to make through thickness measurements. The 

longitudinal residual stresses measured by the Laser-Falconeye technique are presented in Fig. 

28 a) compared to the originally used sectioning technique. The results show that there is a 

good agreement between the results of the sectioning and the Laser-Falconeye method. This 

cross-check proves the accuracy of the test results provided by the sectioning method, which 

are the bases of the design model development. The result of the through thickness longitudinal 

residual stress measurement can be seen in Fig. 28 b). The measured residual stresses reveal 

that the stress distribution along the plate thickness is not linear, but it can be approximated as 

a linear stress distribution with appropriate safety. The results also prove the dominancy of the 

bending-type residual stresses in the analysed specimen. 

  
Fig. 28: a) Longitudinal residual stress results using laser interferometry technique,  

b) Longitudinal stress distribution through the thickness of the plate.  

a) 

b) 
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3.6.4 Design residual stress model development 

3.6.4.1 Assumptions of the proposed design model 

Based on the test results and based on the extended database by the residual stress 

measurements found in the international literature residual stress model is developed for 

design purposes. The assumptions which are the basis of the developed model are the 

followings:  

General model description: 

 the general shape of the developed residual stress model for cold-formed hollow section 

is presented in Fig. 29, 

 
Fig. 29: Developed residual stress mode for cold-formed sections. 

 constant stress distributions are assumed in the flat as well as in the corner zones, 

 bending residual stresses are the dominant residual stresses, 

 membrane residual stresses are neglected, 

 tensile residual stresses are on the outer surface of the specimens, 

 compressive residual stresses are in the inner surface, 

 the residual stresses in the corner zone are significantly smaller than the values 

measured in the middle of the plates, 

 the residual stresses in the middle of the plate are slightly smaller than the residual 

stresses close to the corner zone, the difference depends on the b/t ratio, but this effect 

is neglected in the design model, 

 residual stresses are slightly reduced in the weld zone, but its effect is neglected in the 

design model, 

 the average bending residual stresses may be determined by Eq. (17) in the flat plate 

parts for HSS steel grades (S500 – S960) and by Eq. (18) for NSS steel grades (S235 – 

S460). In the corner zone the residual stress may be determined by Eqs. (19) – (20). 

 σrb,flat,HSS = ± (1.28 −
𝑓𝑦

1270 𝑀𝑃𝑎
) ∙ 𝑓𝑦, (17) 

 σrb,flat,NSS = ± (0.55 +
𝑓𝑦

1500 𝑀𝑃𝑎
) ∙ 𝑓𝑦 (18) 
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 σrb,corner,HSS = ±0.55 ∙ σrb,flat,HSS, (19) 

 σrb,corner,NSS = ±0.72 ∙ σrb,flat,NSS, (20) 

Application limitations: 

 the developed residual stress model is only applicable for specimens produced by the 

“continuous forming“ (“indirect forming”) manufacturing method, 

 the model can be applied for HSS square hollow sections using steel grades up to S960, 

 the model is validated for plate thicknesses between 4 – 8 mm in case of HSS steel 

grades and for plate thicknesses between 5 – 13 mm in case of NSS steel grades, 

 the model is validated for b/t ratios between 19 – 40 in case of HSS steel grades and for 

b/t ratios between 11 – 40 mm in case of NSS steel grades. 

 the developed model is also applicable for another geometries, however, the current 

studies does not cover the validation. 

3.6.4.2 Validation of the proposed residual stress model 

The predicted values of the average bending residual stresses for the flat parts are determined 

for the investigated HSS test specimens. The measured and the calculated values are 

summarized in Table 3.7. The average error term for the bending residual stress is only 2%, its 

coefficient of variation is 0.14. The results prove, that the given design model estimates the 

average bending residual stresses with high accuracy. 

Table 3.7: Validation of the developed design method for bending residual stresses (flat part). 

Specimen 

Plate Residual stress [MPa] 
Predicted σrb 

σrb − σmeas.

σmeas.
 

fy       
[MPa] 

fu    
[MPa] 

Outside Inside 

mean max mean min Outside Inside Outside Inside 

CF5-120×6_V 623 656 518 637 -488 -630 492 -492 -0.050 0.009 

CF5-130×4_V 573 649 557 729 -452 -649 475 -475 -0.147 0.050 

CF5-200×5_V 567 648 408 815 -387 -667 473 -473 0.160 0.222 

CF7-150×8_R 742 839 579 711 -551 -786 516 -516 -0.113 -0.063 

CF7-150×4_V 799 874 534 889 -561 -815 520 -520 -0.026 -0.073 

CF9-120×6_R 1088 1182 452 549 -386 -408 461 -461 0.018 0.193 

CF9-120×4_R 1049 1207 502 643 -619 -746 476 -476 -0.052 -0.231 

CF9-150×7_R 1114 1199 391 557 -353 -511 449 -449 0.154 0.270 

                mean: 0.02 

             Coefficient of variation: 0.14 
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4 Experimental investigation on flexural buckling resistance  

4.1 Introduction 

The main research aim of current dissertation is the determination of the flexural buckling 

resistance of HSS closed section columns. To analyse the flexural buckling behaviour a 

comprehensive experimental test program is carried out on welded and cold-formed square 

section columns. The experimental results are analysed, statistically evaluated and applicable 

buckling curves are proposed for different material grades. 

4.2 Investigated specimen geometries and materials 

Total of 94 flexural buckling tests are carried out at the Budapest University of Technology and 

Economics, Department of Structural Engineering. In the test series two different closed section 

types are investigated: (i) welded and (ii) cold-formed specimens. All the tested specimens 

fulfilled the requirements of the cross-section class 3, and no class 4 sections are investigated. 

Therefore, no local buckling occurred during the tests as the relevant failure mode. The 

investigated global slenderness range is between λ=0.51 – 1.49. (In present dissertation the 

expression of global slenderness is used for the slenderness ratio / non-dimensional 

slenderness of EN 1993-1-1 [1] and for its symbol λ is used instead of �̅�) A total of 18 different 

cross-sections types made from welded square box sections and 12 different cross-sections 

made from cold-formed square hollow sections are investigated by using 7 different steel 

grades (S235, S355, S420, S460, S500, S700 and S960). Before the buckling tests the width 

and thickness of the test specimens are measured and summarized in Appendix 8. For the 

evaluation process the area, inertia of the cross-section, and the local and global slenderness of 

the specimens are calculated based on the measured geometries. The yield stress of all the 

different types of specimens are measured and considered in the evaluation procedure, but the 

modulus of elasticity is always considered as 210 GPa. The results of the coupon test are 

summarized in Appendix 8. The test specimens are labelled such that the manufacturing type, 

the steel grade, the cross-section geometry, the nominal length and the manufacturer can be 

identified (for example: CF4.6-R150×8_2B, W5-R150×6-2000): 

 the first one or two letters indicate the manufacturing type:  

CF – cold-formed, W – welded, 

 the following number refers to the steel grade: 

2 – S235, 3 – S355, 4.2 – S420, 4.6 – S460, 5 – S500, 7 – S700, 9 – S960, 

 the letter after the first hyphen (-) indicates the manufacturer: 

R – Ruukki (Finnish), S – SSAAB (Swedish), V – Voestalpine (Austrian), I – Iduman 

(Hungarian), 
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 the following two numbers mean the cross-section outer width and the plate thickness, 

 the following number indicates the nominal length in case of the welded specimens. In 

case of cold-formed specimens this number refers to the type of the specimen based on 

the nominal length. 

 the last letter (if any) indicates the numbering, if more specimen are tested with the 

same geometry.  

4.3 Strategy of the experiments and test setup 

For each specimen the following data are measured to be able to evaluate the buckling test 

results and to determine the appropriate column buckling curve: 

 residual stresses for each specimen types for all analyzed steel grades, 

 global geometric imperfections (out-of-plane straightness) for each specimens, 

 loading eccentricities calculated for each specimen from strain gauge measurements, 

 material properties for each analyzed steel grade and plate thickness measured by 

coupon tests.  

 load-displacement diagrams regarding longitudinal and lateral displacements, 

 stress distribution within the plate parts to check the local buckling phenomenon and to 

calculate the initial loading eccentricities, 

 ultimate flexural buckling resistance. 

The manufacturing process of the test specimens of the flexural buckling tests is identical to the 

test specimens of the residual stress measurements (see in Section 3.3). The specimens are 

tested between cylindrical testing rigs (Fig. 30) which provided hinged support conditions in 

one direction and fixed support conditions in the perpendicular direction. The fixture’s hinge-

like behaviour is verified in Appendix 9 by two different methods. The flexural buckling always 

occurred in the hinged direction. The experimental layout and the location of the measuring 

devices are shown in Fig. 31. 

  
Fig. 30 – Testing rig for column buckling test. 
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Fig. 31: Flexural buckling test – experimental configuration.  

During the buckling tests the following data are measured: 

 stress distribution at the top and bottom cross-sections using 4 – 4 strain gauges placed 

at the plate middle points, respectively (20 cm away from the column end), 

 stress distribution in middle cross-section using 8 or 12 strain gauges, 

 rotation of the top and bottom hinges using 4 displacement transducers, 

 axial displacement at two sides of the specimen (uz1, uz2), 

 lateral displacement in the direction of buckling plane (uy1, uy2), 

 lateral displacement in the direction perpendicular to buckling plane (ux). 

The location of the applied strain gauges is indicated in Fig. 32a) and the arrangement of the 

displacement transducers is presented in Fig. 32b). The axial displacement (uz) is measured 

between two points of the specimen. The duz, dB,up, dD,up, dB,down, dD,down distances are measured 

independently for each test. Using the results of the displacement transducers the average axial 

deformation (εz) and the rotation of the hinges are calculated and evaluated. The rotation of the 

hinges are measured to be sure that they cannot provide significant clamping effect during the 

tests. Inductive transducers are placed in the middle of the specimens, which are used to 

determine the load – deformation diagrams for the in-plane and out-of-plane deformations. 

The strain gauges located at the end of the specimens are used to measure the applied 
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eccentricity of the loading equipment. The strain gauges in the middle cross-section are used to 

determine the load level of the first yielding and to check the stress distribution in the middle 

cross-section during the loading process.  

  
Fig. 32: Buckling test – arrangement of strain gauges (a) and displacement transducers (b). 

4.4 Geometric imperfection and loading eccentricity 

4.4.1 Geometric imperfection (Out-of-straightness) 

The exact geometry of the test specimens are measured prior the buckling tests. The shape and 

magnitude of the imperfection is measured in two directions on each corner of all the 

specimens. It means 8 measurement lines on each specimen which locations are shown in Fig. 

33. The measurements of the lines AB, AD, CB, CD represent the imperfection in the direction 

x. The measurements of BA, BC, DA, DC lines represent the imperfection in the direction y. The 

measurement is accomplished using special equipment based on a moving inductive 

displacement transducer. The equipment can be seen on Fig. 34 during measurement. The 

imperfection shape of the specimens is measured at least 4 times (2 times forward and 2 times 

backward) on each of the presented eight measuring lines. For the 94 specimens it results in at 

least 3008 (94×8×4) continuous data lines. However, in case of several specimens the 

measuring lines are measured 6 times (3 times forward and 3 times backwards) to eliminate 

measuring bugs through averaging. Using this measuring method the regular errors (such as 

the deformation of the measuring device) could be filtered out with adequate safety and the 

global shape of each specimen are derived for both direction perpendicular to the column’s 

axis. The evaluation method and the resulted global shape diagrams are presented in Appendix 

10.  
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Fig. 33 – Measuring lines for global imperfection measurement. 

 
Fig. 34 – Equipment for global imperfection measurement. 

 
Fig. 35 – Maximum imperfection magnitudes for welded specimens. 

The magnitude of the imperfections are determined for all the specimens in both directions and 

normalized to the total length of the tested specimen. The normalized magnitudes are presented 

in Fig. 35 for the welded and in Fig. 36 for the cold-formed specimens. It can be seen that the 

measured out-of-straightness imperfections are significantly smaller than the manufacturing 

tolerance (L/750) given by EN 1090-2 [44], and its value varies between 0 – L/1000 for 

welded and 0 – L/3000 for cold-formed specimens. The measured average out-of-straightness 

imperfection magnitude is about L/3000 for welded and L/8000 for cold-formed specimens. 

These average values are only informative values, because the magnitudes have a strong 

scattering depending on the global slenderness ratio and manufacturing process.  
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Fig. 36 – Maximum imperfection magnitudes for cold-formed specimens 

No clear tendencies in the imperfection magnitudes can be observed depending on the steel 

grade and depending on the global slenderness ratio. Therefore, the same out-of-straightness 

imperfection shape and magnitudes are expected for HSS and NSS members. This observation 

suggests that the same geometric imperfection shape and magnitude can be used in the FE 

calculations for HSS and NSS members. 

4.4.2 Measured loading eccentricities 

Beside the initial out-of-straightness of the specimens the loading eccentricities are also 

measured during the tests. The bending moments of the end cross-sections are determined from 

the measured strains 200 mm far from the column ends. The normal force – end-moment 

diagrams are plotted and evaluated for both ends of all the specimens. Fig. 37 shows two 

examples for the evaluation of these diagrams. The initial slope of these diagrams are 

determined and considered as the end-eccentricity in the further evaluation process. The 

loading eccentricities are measured by another method using optical determination. The results 

of the two methods are compared in Appendix 9 (A9.1) and based on the comparison the 

hinge-like behaviour of the testing fixture is verified. 

   
Fig. 37 – Normal force – end-moment diagram for Specimen 12 and 4a 
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4.4.3 Total imperfection 

The total imperfections are calculated by the out-of-straightness plus the average of the upper 

and lower end-eccentricities. The total geometric imperfections are presented depending on the 

global slenderness ratio and the steel grade in Fig. 38 for cold-formed and in Fig. 39 for welded 

specimens. 

 
Fig. 38: Total imperfection magnitudes for cold-formed specimens. 

 
Fig. 39: Total imperfection magnitudes for welded specimens. 

The results show that there is a large scatter in the applied total geometric imperfections. For 

the welded specimens a total of 23 columns have larger imperfection magnitudes than L/1000, 

and the average imperfection magnitude is equal to L/945. It means that the average total 

imperfection used in the tests is close to the expected L/1000. For cold-formed specimens a 

total of 7 columns have larger imperfections than L/1000, and the average imperfection 

magnitude is equal to L/1800. However, in several cases the total imperfection is especially 

low, which could result in increased buckling resistance. It should be mentioned that the exact 

placement of the specimens into the loading equipment is difficult, and therefore it is almost 
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impossible to guarantee the expected L/1000 imperfection magnitude. The exact imperfection 

values are measured, and its effect is considered in the evaluation process of the test results. 

4.5 Flexural buckling resistances 

4.5.1 Buckling resistances of welded specimens 

A detailed summary of the tested columns can be found in Appendix 11. The measured flexural 

buckling resistances are summarized in Table 4.1. The relevant column lengths, yield strengths 

and global slenderness ratios are also given in the table together with the buckling direction. 

From the measured ultimate resistances the buckling reduction coefficients (χc) are determined 

using the expression of Eq. (21). 

 𝜒𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
𝑁𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝐴𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡∙𝑓𝑦,𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
 (21) 

where χtest is calculated by the actual measured geometries and material properties. The 

calculated buckling reduction factors (χtest) are plotted in Fig. 40 in the function of the global 

slenderness ratio and steel grade together with the column buckling curves of the EN1993-1-1 

[1]. The previous test results on HSS members [6],[9],[10] are also presented in the diagrams. 

 
Fig. 40: Buckling reduction factors (χtest) for welded specimens. 

The results show that the lowest reduction factors belong to the specimens made of S355 and 

S420 steel grades. It can also be observed that there is a good agreement between the new test 

results and the test results found in the international literature. However, the total imperfection 

magnitude strongly influences the flexural buckling resistance. Therefore, in the further 

evaluation process the specimens with larger imperfection than 2×L/1000 and with smaller 

imperfection than 0.1×L/1000 are omitted from the evaluation process. The rest of the test 

results are presented in Fig. 41.  
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Table 4.1: Load carrying capacities and reduction factors of the tested columns. 

Name Code 
Lhinge 

[mm] 
fy 

[MPa] 
λgl 

Ntest 
[kN] 

χtest 
Buckling 
direction 

W2-80×5-2500A 21/1 2638 326 1.08 322 0.63 A-C 
W2-80×5-2500B 21/2 2638 326 1.08 417 0.79 A-C 
W2-80×5-2000A 34/2 2137 324 0.88 479 0.93 A-C 
W2-80×5-2000B 34/3 2139 322 0.87 436 0.84 A-C 

W2-120×6-2800A 23/1 2938 325 0.79 761 0.84 A-C 
W2-120×6-2800B 23/2 2938 325 0.79 745 0.80 A-C 
W2-120×6-2500A 24/1 2640 325 0.71 719 0.79 A-C 
W2-120×6-2500B 24/2 2640 325 0.72 824 0.90 A-C 
W2-150×6-2800A 25/1 2939 325 0.63 1019 0.88 A-C 
W2-150×6-2800B 25/2 2938 325 0.63 971 0.85 A-C 
W2-180×8-2800A 26/1 2940 307 0.54 1644 0.99 A-C 
W2-180×8-2800B 26/2 2940 307 0.51 1544 0.91 A-C 
W3-80×5-2000A 27/1 2138 415 0.99 467 0.74 A-C 
W3-80×5-2000B 27/2 2138 415 0.99 423 0.64 A-C 

W3-120×6-2800A 28/1 2941 411 0.90 742 0.63 A-C 
W3-120×6-2800B 28/2 2940 411 0.89 707 0.60 A-C 
W3-120×6-2500A 29/1 2641 411 0.80 847 0.73 A-C 
W3-120×6-2500B 29/2 2641 411 0.80 950 0.84 A-C 
W3-120×6-1800A 30/1 1942 411 0.59 990 0.86 A-C 
W3-120×6-1800B 30/2 1941 411 0.59 995 0.87 A-C 
W3-150×6-2800A 31/1 2938 393 0.69 1114 0.81 A-C 
W3-150×6-2800B 31/2 2940 393 0.68 1069 0.78 A-C 
W3-180×8-2800A 32/1 2940 397 0.58 2014 0.93 A-C 
W3-180×8-2800B 32/2 2939 397 0.58 2193 1.00 A-C 
W4-120×6-2800A 35/1 2941 464 0.94 905 0.69 A-C 
W4-120×6-2800B 35/2 2938 464 0.94 1125 0.89 A-C 
W4-120×6-2500A 36/1 2640 464 0.85 975 0.76 A-C 
W4-120×6-2500B 36/2 2638 464 0.85 1152 0.89 A-C 
W4-120×6-2000A 37/1 2140 464 0.68 1051 0.82 A-C 
W4-120×6-2000B 37/2 2141 464 0.69 1055 0.83 A-C 
W4-120×6-1500A 38/1 1642 464 0.52 1191 0.94 A-C 
W4-120×6-1500B 38/2 1641 464 0.52 1158 0.91 A-C 
W4-180×8-2800A 40/1 2949 458 0.62 1976 0.80 A-C 
W4-180×8-2800B 40/2 2949 458 0.62 2085 0.84 A-C 
W4-80×5-2500A 33/1 2639 514 1.36 390 0.50 A-C 
W4-80×5-2500B 33/2 2639 508 1.35 544 0.70 A-C 
W4-80×5-2000A 34/1 2140 507 1.09 564 0.70 A-C 
W4-80×5-2000B 34/4 2140 499 1.08 549 0.72 A-C 

W4-150×6-2800A 39/1 2938 476 0.76 1364 0.84 A-C 
W4-150×6-2800B 39/2 2938 476 0.76 1281 0.77 A-C 
W5-R120×6-2800 6 2940 558.5 1.04 1168 0.77 B-D 
W5-R120×6-2300 7 2440 524 0.84 1418 0.99 B-D 
W5-R150×6-2000 8 2140 551.5 0.60 1849 0.99 B-D 
W7-S140×6-2800 17 2940 670 0.96 1942 0.90 B-D 
W7-S140×6-1500 18 1641 670 0.54 2347 1.08 B-D 
W7-R180×8-2800 9 2940 741 0.79 3386 0.83 B-D 
W9-S120×6-2800 10 2940 1005 1.43 1598 0.59 B-D 
W9-S120×6-1200 11 1340 1005 0.65 2615 0.96 B-D 
W9-R160×8-2600 12 2740 1073 1.01 3730 0.72 B-D 
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Fig. 41: Buckling reduction factors (χtest) for welded specimens, imperfection restriction. 

The diagram proves that the test resistances (except one S420 specimen) are located over the 

column buckling curve b according to EN1993-1-1 [1]. It means that the measured resistances 

are significantly larger than the expected values based on the buckling curve c, which would 

be the proposed buckling curve according to EN1993-1-1 [1] and EN1993-1-12 [2]. In case of 

the test results regarding S500 – S960, all the reduction factors are located over the column 

buckling curve a. The test results prove that the normalized resistance of HSS members is 

higher than the normalized resistance of the specimens made from S235, S355 and S420 steel 

grades, and significantly larger than the standard normalized resistance developed for NSS 

structures. 

4.5.2 Buckling resistances of cold-formed specimens 

A detailed summary of the tested columns can be found in Appendix 11. The measured load 

carrying capacities are summarized in Table 4.2. The relevant column lengths, yield strengths 

and global slenderness ratios are also given in the table together with the buckling direction. 

From the measured ultimate resistances the buckling reduction coefficients (χc) are determined 

using the expression of Eq. (21). The calculated buckling reduction factors (χtest) are plotted in 

Fig. 42 in the function of the global slenderness ratio and steel grade together with the column 

buckling curves of the EN1993-1-1 [1]. The previous test results available in the international 

literature (test results of the SSAB on S420 specimens [11]) are also indicated in the diagrams. 

The results show that the lowest reduction factor belongs to the specimens made from S420 

steel grade. Two S700 test specimens provided lower buckling resistances compared to the 

others, but for these two specimens the applied geometric imperfections are larger than 

L/1000. All the test results even for these two cases are over the column buckling curve b 

according to EN1993-1-1 [1]. A few test specimens provided higher resistance, then the Euler-
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force, in most of these cases the direction of the initial out-of-straightness was different than 

the direction of the end-eccentricities, which can cause the higher resistance. 

Table 4.2: Load carrying capacities and reduction factors of the tested columns. 

Code Name Lhinge fy λgl Ntest χtest χnom 
Buckling 
direction 

1/1 CF4.2-R100×3_3A 2939 458 1.11 310.4 0.54 0.65 B-D 

1/2 CF4.2-R100×3_3B 2939 458 1.11 333.7 0.59 0.70 B-D 

2/1 CF4.2-R100×3_3C 2739 458 1.03 363.3 0.65 0.76 B-D 

2/2 CF4.2-R100×3_3D 2739 458 1.04 406.4 0.74 0.85 B-D 

3/1 CF4.2-R120×6_2A 2938 506 0.99 920.3 0.67 0.83 B-D 

3/2 CF4.2-R120×6_2B 2939 506 1.00 876 0.64 0.79 B-D 

4/1 CF4.2-R120×6_2C 2640 506 0.90 1080.9 0.82 0.97 B-D 

4/2 CF4.2-R120×6_2D 2639 506 0.90 939.2 0.70 0.85 B-D 

5/1 CF4.2-R150×5_1A 2939 479 0.76 1397.9 0.97 1.17 B-D 

5/2 CF4.2-R150×5_1B 2939 479 0.76 1247.7 0.85 1.05 B-D 

6/1 CF4.2-R150×5_1C 2540 479 0.65 1452.6 1.03 1.22 B-D 

6/2 CF4.2-R150×5_1D 2539 479 0.65 1461.5 1.02 1.23 B-D 

7/1 CF4.2-R150×5_1E 2040 479 0.53 1415.1 1.00 1.19 B-D 

7/2 CF4.2-R150×5_1F 2039 479 0.52 1453.9 1.02 1.22 B-D 

10/1 CF4.6-R80×5_3A 2639 601 1.49 477.6 0.55 0.72 B-D 

10/2 CF4.6-R80×5_3B 2639 601 1.50 461.8 0.52 0.70 B-D 

11/1 CF4.6-R80×5_3C 2239 601 1.27 691.2 0.78 1.05 B-D 

11/2 CF4.6-R80×5_3D 2239 601 1.27 650 0.73 0.98 B-D 

12/1 CF4.6-R80×5_1A 1240 601 0.70 879.1 1.00 1.33 B-D 

12/2 CF4.6-R80×5_1B 1240 601 0.70 871.2 0.98 1.32 B-D 

13/1 CF4.6-R120×4_2A 2939 559 1.02 784.6 0.78 0.94 B-D 

13/2 CF4.6-R120×4_2B 2939 559 1.02 865 0.81 1.04 B-D 

14/1 CF4.6-R120×4_1A 2240 559 0.78 935.2 0.86 1.12 B-D 

14/2 CF4.6-R120×4_1B 2241 559 0.78 867.3 0.80 1.04 B-D 

8/1 CF4.6-R150×8_2A 2938 508 0.81 1748 0.78 0.88 B-D 

8/2 CF4.6-R150×8_2B 2940 508 0.81 1903.3 0.86 0.96 B-D 

9/1 CF4.6-R150×8_1A 2540 508 0.70 1940 0.87 0.98 B-D 

9/2 CF4.6-R150×8_1B 2539 508 0.70 2022.6 0.91 1.02 B-D 
1a CF5-V120×6_3A 2946 624 1.11 1168 0.71 0.88 B-D 

1b CF5-V120×6_3B 2946 624 1.11 1422 0.86 1.08 A-C 
1c CF5-V120×6_3C 2946 624 1.11 1281 0.77 0.97 B-D 

13 CF5-R140×8_2A 2640 614 0.85 1974 0.82 0.99 B-D 

14 CF5-R140×8_1A 1940 614 0.63 2435 1.01 1.22 B-D 

2a CF7-R150×8_2A 2940 742 0.96 2606 0.82 0.86 B-D 

2b CF7-R150×8_2B 2940 742 0.96 2562 0.81 0.85 B-D 
15a CF7-R150×8_1A 2140 751 0.71 3106 0.96 1.03 B-D 

15b CF7-R150×8_1B 2140 751 0.71 2852 0.88 0.94 B-D 
16a CF7-R120×6_3A 2940 741 1.20 992 0.51 0.54 B-D 

16b CF7-R120×6_3B 2940 741 1.20 1015 0.52 0.55 B-D 

3a CF9-R120×6_3A 2938 1088 1.46 1686 0.59 0.66 A-C 
3b CF9-R120×6_3B 2940 1088 1.46 1554 0.54 0.61 B-D 

4a CF9-R150×7_2A 2940 1114 1.16 3278 0.76 0.88 B-D 
4b CF9-R150×7_2B 2940 1114 1.16 2876 0.68 0.77 B-D 

5a CF9-R150×7_1A 1840 1114 0.72 4237 0.99 1.14 B-D 

5b CF9-R150×7_1B 1840 1114 0.72 4506 1.06 1.21 B-D 
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Fig. 42: Buckling reduction factors (χtest) for cold-formed specimens. 

 
Fig. 43: Buckling reduction factors (χtest) for HSS cold-formed specimens, imperfection restriction. 

Fig. 43 presents the test results regarding S500 – S960 steel grades with smaller geometric 

imperfections than L/1000. In this case all the reduction factors are located over the column 

buckling curve a. There is a large experimental database available from the international 

literature for S420 steel grade [11]. The previous and the current test results are compared in 

Fig. 44. The test results made by the SSAB in 2013 and the current test results made in present 

dissertation give almost the same reduction factors for the same global slenderness ratios. This 

comparison proves that the current test results are comparable with the previous test results 

and can form the basis of standard design buckling curve development. The test results prove 

that the normalized resistances of HSS members are larger than the normalized resistance of 
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the specimens made from S420 – S460 steel grades, and significantly larger than the standard 

normalized resistances developed for NSS members.  

 
Fig. 44: Buckling reduction factors (χtest) for S420 specimens 

4.6 Statistical evaluation of measured resistances and buckling curve proposal 

4.6.1 Statistical evaluation method 

The purpose of the statistical evaluation is to obtain the applicable buckling curve for HSS 

closed section columns based on the test results. Using statistical evaluation, the safety levels of 

the examined buckling curves are calculated. Two different safety approaches (lower 2.3% 

quantile, predefined partial safety factor) are used for the determination of the safety levels as 

described below. The calculations of the necessary statistical parameters are executed based on 

the rules of the EN1990 Annex D [13]. The statistical evaluation of the entire test set without 

subdividing them into groups results in a conservative result, as shown in [45]. Therefore, the 

calculated safety factors are calculated for different steel grade groups. Moreover the available 

test results for each steel grade groups are grouped into subgroups based on the global 

slenderness ratio. For all the subgroups the same evaluation process is executed and the final 

partial safety factor for each steel grade group is determined by averaging the safety factors of 

the subgroups. The evaluation without subgrouping is also made for comparison purpose.  

4.6.1.1 Lower 2.3% quantile method 

The lower 2.3% quantiles of the experimental results are determined and proposed as the 

relevant column buckling curve. This evaluation method is the bases of the current column 

buckling curves used in the EN1993-1-1 [1]. This method is applied to deliver comparable 

values to the current buckling curves for NSS structures. In frame of this method a k2.3% safety 

factor is determined for the examined subgroups and for each examined buckling curve based 
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on Eq. (22). If the criterion of k2.3% ≥ 1.0 is met, the necessary safety is ensured and the column 

buckling curve can be used in the design. 

 𝑘2.3% = 𝑏 ∙(1 − 𝑘𝑛 ∙ 𝑉𝛿) (22) 

where b  is the linear regression coefficient according to EN1990 Annex D [13], Equation D7, 

 𝑉𝛿   is the coefficient of variation of the error term according to EN1990 Annex D [13],  

 𝑘𝑛 is equal to 2. 

4.6.1.2 Determination of the predefined partial safety factor 

This method ensures that the design value of the examined population is determined using the 

proposed buckling curve and the predefined partial safety factor. The relevant safety factor for 

column buckling in EN1993-1-1 is equal to 1.0 for buildings and 1.1 for bridges. In [46] 

γM1*=1.1 is proposed, but the code still uses γM1*=1.0 for buildings. The average necessary 

partial safety factors are calculated for the examined subgroups and for each examined 

buckling curve to determine the design value of the flexural buckling resistance and to ensure 

the required safety level according to EN 1990 Annex D [13]. The determination of the 

predefined partial safety factor (γM*) is done following the basic concept given in [46] and [47]. 

The applied method is summarized in Eqs. (23) – (25). 

 𝛾𝑀 =
𝑟𝑘

𝑟𝑑
= 𝑒1.4∙𝑄 (23) 

where: 𝑄 is the log-normal variation coefficient according to EN1990 Annex D [13],  

 Δ𝑘 =
𝑒

−2∙𝑄𝑓𝑦−0.5∙𝑄𝑓𝑦
2

𝑏∙𝑒−1.64∙𝑄−0.5∙𝑄2 =
0.867

𝑏∙𝑒−1.64∙𝑄−0.5∙𝑄2 (24) 

where: 𝑄𝑓𝑦 = 0.07 is the coefficient of variation of the yield strength. 

 𝛾𝑀
∗ = Δ𝑘 ∙ 𝛾𝑀 (25) 

In the statistical evaluation process the coefficient of variations in Eq. (26) are taken into 

account for the yield strength, for the wall thickness and for the width of the cross-section 

based on the suggestion of JCSS [48]: 

 𝜈𝑓𝑦 = 0.07,  𝜈𝑡 = 0.05,  𝜈𝑏 = 0.005 (26) 

4.6.2 Buckling curve proposal for welded specimens 

The statistical evaluation is made only for those specimens, whose total imperfection is between 

L/10000 and L/500 (see Fig. 41.). In case of welded specimens the evaluation is made for three 

different steel grade groups: 

 S960 – S500 (8 specimens), 

 S460 – S420 (13 specimens), 

 S355 – S235 (19 specimens). 
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The comparison of the test results (Nb.test, re) and the standard resistances (Nb,Rk,c, rt) are shown 

in Fig. 45a) for all the HSS specimens (S500 – S960) and in Fig. 45b) for all NSS specimens 

(S235 – S460). It can be observed that the average re/rt ratio is significantly higher for HSS 

than for NSS specimens. 

 
Fig. 45: Statistical analysis for welded a) HSS and b) NSS specimens – using curve c. 

The results of the statistical evaluations are summarized in Table 4.3 and in Table 4.4 for the 

buckling curve c and buckling curve b, respectively. The final safety factors are highlighted 

with colourful background. Green background means that the safety criteria are met. For the 

partial safety factor the background is yellow, if it is between 1.00 and 1.10. It means that the 

test population reaches the safety level of the current standard. Red background means that 

γM*>1.1. For the k2.3% the background is yellow, if the safety factor is between 1.00 and 0.95, 

red background means that k2.3%<0.95. Results show that for all the studied steel grades (S235 

– S960) the relevant safety using the buckling curve c is met or the safety level of the present 

standard is reached. The application of the buckling curve c is proper for S420 – S460 material 

grades, since the γM1* is equal to 0.98. The lower 2.3% quantile of the test results is 10% higher 

in case of S420 – S460 specimens than the resistance calculated by the buckling curve c. For 

S235 – S355 the lower 2.3% quantile of the test results is 1% higher than the resistance 

calculated by the buckling curve c, but the γM1* is equal to 1.04, thus for S235 – S355 material 

grades the necessary safety level is not completely reached using buckling curve c, but the same 

safety level is reached that is presented in the Eurocode background document [46] based on 

the original experiments that were used to calibrate the buckling curves. However, the 

application of the buckling curve c is conservative for S500 – S960 material grades, since the 

γM1* based on the HSS specimens is equal to 0.91 and the lower 2.3% quantile of the 

experiments is 17% higher than the resistance calculated by the buckling curve c. 
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Table 4.3: Statistical evaluation for welded specimens – curve c. 

Curve c 

Type Specimens λgl n b Vδ k2.3% Δk γM1* 

Welded 

S960      
S700       
S500 

all 8 1.34 0.122 1.01 0.83 1.03 
0.5 – 0.8 3 1.26 0.030 1.19 0.80 0.91 
0.8 – 1.5 5 1.43 0.094 1.16 0.75 0.90 
mean of the factors for the groups: 1.17   0.91 

S460      
S420 

all 13 1.15 0.128 0.85 0.98 1.22 
0.5 – 0.65 3 1.07 0.040 0.99 0.95 1.08 
0.65 – 0.8 3 1.16 0.048 1.05 0.88 1.01 
0.8 – 1.0 4 1.34 0.125 1.00 0.84 1.04 
1.0 – 1.4 3 1.43 0.030 1.34 0.71 0.80 
mean of the factors for the groups: 1.10   0.98 

S355      
S235                

all 19 1.17 0.098 0.94 0.92 1.11 
0.5 – 0.65 7 1.17 0.054 1.04 0.88 1.02 

0.65 – 0.8 5 1.16 0.067 1.01 0.90 1.04 
0.8 – 1.0 5 1.21 0.088 1.00 0.88 1.05 
1.0 – 1.4 2 1.45 0.154 1.00 0.81 1.04 
mean of the factors for the groups: 1.01   1.04 

 

Table 4.4: Statistical evaluation for welded specimens – curve b. 

Curve b 

Type Specimens λgl n b Vδ k2.3% Δk γM1* 

Welded 

S960      
S700       
S500 

all 8 1.23 0.115 0.95 0.90 1.10 
0.5 – 0.8 3 1.17 0.047 1.06 0.87 1.00 
0.8 – 1.5 5 1.29 0.098 1.04 0.84 1.01 

mean of the factors for the groups: 1.05   1.00 

S460      
S420 

all 13 1.07 0.117 0.82 1.04 1.28 
0.5 – 0.65 3 1.01 0.048 0.91 1.02 1.17 
0.65 – 0.8 3 1.07 0.046 0.97 0.96 1.10 
0.8 – 1.0 4 1.21 0.125 0.91 0.93 1.14 
1.0 – 1.4 3 1.30 0.024 1.23 0.78 0.88 
mean of the factors for the groups: 1.01   1.07 

S355      
S235                

all 19 1.10 0.089 0.90 0.97 1.16 
0.5 – 0.65 7 1.10 0.055 0.98 0.93 1.08 
0.65 – 0.8 5 1.07 0.063 0.94 0.97 1.12 

0.8 – 1.0 5 1.10 0.086 0.91 0.97 1.15 
1.0 – 1.4 2 1.31 0.154 0.91 0.90 1.14 
mean of the factors for the groups: 0.93   1.12 

 

Based on the test results the buckling curve b sufficiently met the safety criteria for the S500 – 

S960 specimens; while γM1* is 1.00 and the 2.3% lower quantile of the experimental results is 

5% higher than the resistances of the buckling curve b. According to the current test results the 

column buckling curve b can be used for welded box section members using S500 or higher 

steel grades. Moreover a tendency can be observed that higher steel grades could be considered 

using higher buckling curves. This fact is clearly visible based on both safety approaches. This 

tendency suggests that very high strength steel grades (S960 or higher) may have a proper 

safety level using buckling curve a.  
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4.6.3 Buckling curve proposal for cold-formed specimens 

In case of cold-formed specimens the evaluation is made the following different steel grade 

groups: 

 S960 (6 specimens), 

 S960 – S500 (17 specimens), 

 S460 (14 specimens), 

 S420 (14 specimens), 

 S420 – results based on the Ruukki tests [11] (29 specimens). 

The Ruukki company accomplished a test series on the same S420 material in 2014 [11] that 

are tested now in present research program. For comparison purposes the final result of their 

statistical evaluation is also presented here. The comparison of the test results (Nb.test, re) and the 

standard resistances (Nb,Rk,c, rt) are shown in Fig. 46a) for all the HSS specimens (S500 – S960) 

and in Fig. 46b) for S420 and S460 specimens. Fig. 46a) reveals that the average re/rt ratio is 

higher for the S960 than for S500 and S700 specimens. Therefore, the statistical evaluation is 

also made only based on the S960 specimens. This group contains only 6 specimens without 

subgrouping based on the slenderness ratio, therefore its result should be considered carefully, 

but it can still give important information for the very high strength steel materials. Comparing 

the results presented in Fig. 46a) and Fig. 46b), it can be observed that the average re/rt ratio is 

higher for HSS than for NSS specimens.  

  
Fig. 46: Statistical analysis for cold-formed a) HSS and b) NSS specimens – using curve c. 

The results of the statistical evaluations are summarized in Table 4.5 – Table 4.7 for the 

buckling curve c, b, and a, respectively. The final safety factors are highlighted with colourful 

background using the same concept that is used for the tables of the welded specimens (see 

Section 4.6.2). Results show that for all the studied steel grades (S420 – S960) the relevant 
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safety is met using buckling curve c. The application of the buckling curve c is proper for S420 

material grade, since γM1* is equal to 0.97. The lower 2.3% quantile of the test results is 9% 

higher than the resistance calculated by the buckling curve c. The statistical evaluation on the 

experiments executed by the Ruukki company [11] provides practically the same partial safety 

factor, according to their publication; γM1* is equal to 0.98 for S420 steel grade considering 

buckling curve c. It proves the reliability of the present experiments. 

Table 4.5: Statistical evaluation for cold-formed specimens – curve c. 

Curve c 

Type Specimens λgl n b Vδ k2.3% Δk γM1* 

Cold-
formed 

S960 all 6 1.50 0.098 1.20 0.72 0.87 

S500         
S700         
S960 

all 17 1.42 0.134 1.04 0.80 1.00 
0.5 – 0.8 5 1.37 0.073 1.17 0.77 0.90 
0.8 – 1.1 3 1.41 0.065 1.23 0.74 0.86 
1.1 – 1.5 9 1.57 0.160 1.07 0.75 0.97 

mean of the factors for the groups: 1.16   0.91 

S460 

all 14 1.28 0.166 0.85 0.94 1.22 
0.7 – 0.85 8 1.25 0.058 1.10 0.83 0.96 
1.0 – 1.5 6 1.64 0.099 1.31 0.66 0.80 

mean of the factors for the groups: 1.21   0.88 

S420 

all 14 1.28 0.073 1.09 0.82 0.96 
0.5 – 0.85 6 1.29 0.065 1.12 0.81 0.94 
0.85 – 1.2 8 1.24 0.077 1.05 0.85 1.00 

 mean of the factors for the groups: 1.09   0.97 

S420 
(Ruukki) 

all             
0.5 – 1.7 

29 based on [11]: 0.98 

 

Table 4.6: Statistical evaluation for cold-formed specimens – curve b. 

Curve b 

Type Specimens λgl n b Vδ k2.3% Δk γM1* 

Cold-
formed 

S960 all 6 1.37 0.096 1.11 0.79 0.94 

S500         
S700         
S960 

all 17 1.31 0.132 0.96 0.87 1.08 
0.5 – 0.8 5 1.27 0.071 1.09 0.83 0.97 
0.8 – 1.1 3 1.28 0.062 1.12 0.81 0.94 
1.1 – 1.5 9 1.42 0.161 0.96 0.83 1.07 

mean of the factors for the groups: 1.06   0.99 

S460 

all 14 1.17 0.163 0.79 1.01 1.31 
0.7 – 0.85 8 1.15 0.060 1.01 0.90 1.05 
1.0 – 1.5 6 1.48 0.102 1.18 0.73 0.88 

mean of the factors for the groups: 1.09   0.97 

S420 

all 14 1.18 0.076 1.00 0.89 1.05 
0.5 – 0.85 6 1.21 0.058 1.07 0.85 0.99 
0.85 – 1.2 8 1.12 0.077 0.95 0.94 1.10 

 mean of the factors for the groups: 1.01   1.05 
S420 

(Ruukki) 
all             

0.5 – 1.7 
29 based on [11]: 1.06 

 

However, the application of the buckling curve c is conservative for S460 and S500 –  S960 

material grades, since the γM1* based on these specimens is equal to 0.88 and 0.91, respectively, 

and the lower 2.3% quantile of the experiments is 21% and 16% higher than the resistance 
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calculated by the buckling curve c. Based on the present test results the buckling curve b 

sufficiently met the safety criteria for the S500, S700, S960 specimens; γM1* is 0.99 and the 

2.3% lower quantile of the experimental results is 6% higher than the resistances of the 

buckling curve b. The same statement can be done for the S460 material grade as well; γM1* is 

0.97 and the 2.3% lower quantile of the experimental results is 9% higher as the resistance 

level of the buckling curve b. Therefore based on the experiments the buckling curve b is 

applicable for S460 and higher steel grades. 

Table 4.7: Statistical evaluation for cold-formed specimens – curve a. 

a curve 

Type Specimens λgl n b Vδ k2.3% Δk γM1* 

Cold-
formed 

S960 all 6 1.26 0.096 1.02 0.86 1.03 

S500         
S700         
S960 

all 17 1.19 0.131 0.88 0.95 1.18 
0.5 – 0.8 5 1.17 0.069 1.01 0.89 1.04 
0.8 – 1.1 3 1.15 0.057 1.02 0.90 1.04 
1.1 – 1.5 9 1.29 0.164 0.86 0.93 1.20 
mean of the factors for the groups: 0.96   1.09 

S460 

all 14 1.08 0.160 0.73 1.10 1.42 
0.7 – 0.85 8 1.05 0.064 0.92 0.99 1.15 
1.0 – 1.5 6 1.34 0.108 1.05 0.82 0.99 
mean of the factors for the groups: 0.98   1.07 

 

Based on the test results it can be clearly stated that the behaviour of the S460, S500, S700 and 

S960 specimens are more favourable than the behaviour of the S420 specimens. According to 

the current statistical evaluation the buckling curve b is usable with adequate safety for HSS 

cold-formed hollow section columns instead of the buckling curve c. Moreover a tendency can 

be observed that higher steel grades could be calculated using higher buckling curves. This 

tendency continues if we examine the statistical evaluation made only for S960 specimens 

considering buckling curve a, as shown in Table 4.7. There are available test results only for 6 

specimens, therefore its result is not so reliable to confidently develop individual column 

buckling curve, but based on the 2.3% quantile method the experimental results reach the 

safety criteria for buckling curve a as well, and the γM1* is equal to 1.03 which in only slightly 

higher than 1.0. This observation suggests that for S960 steel grade the buckling curve a may 

be suitable, but it needs more investigations to confidently support this statement.  
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5 Flexural buckling resistance based on deterministic numerical modelling 

5.1 Introduction 

The aim of the deterministic numerical study is to investigate the structural behaviour and to 

determine the flexural buckling resistance of compressed cold-formed hollow sections and 

welded box sections using parametric numerical simulations. The focus of the investigation is 

on the differences in the structural behaviour coming from the different material properties of 

NSS and HSS structures. The analysed numerical models are developed using the finite element 

software Ansys 14.5 [49]. The two different manufacturing types are discussed separately in 

the following sections.  

5.2 Deterministic numerical modelling of welded sections 

5.2.1 Description of the numerical model 

The numerical model is based on a full shell model using four node thin shell elements, as 

shown in Fig. 47. The ultimate loads are determined by geometrical and material nonlinear 

analysis using geometric imperfections and residual stresses (GMNIA). The Newton-Raphson 

approach is used in the nonlinear analysis. In the numerical model quadrilateral shell finite 

elements are applied. The mesh size is governed by the width of the cross-section, each single 

plate consists of 16 finite elements within one cross-section. The number of the finite elements 

within the individual plates is regulated to ensure the correct (fine enough) application of the 

residual stress pattern. The width of the cross-section in the numerical model is considered as 

the actual outer width of the cross-section reduced by the wall thickness. Pinned supports are 

applied on the two ends of the specimens. The rotation centre of the hinge is considered 70 mm 

far from the specimen’s end, therefore the buckling length of a specimen is always 140 mm 

longer than its geometrical length. This model corresponds to the loading situation used in the 

laboratory tests. The rotation of the supporting nodes are allowed around one symmetry axis 

and prevented in the other direction. The load is applied through displacement-control.  

In the numerical model both the global and the local imperfection shapes are modelled using 

user-defined imperfection shapes. The shape of the global imperfection is a half-sinus wave 

shape. The shape of the local imperfection is a continuous sinus wave on each side along the 

longitudinal axis. The number of the half waves is equal to the L/b ratio rounded up, where L is 

the actual length of the specimen, b is the cross-section width in the numerical model. The 

amplitude of the continuous sinus wave is varied as a half-sinus wave along the longitudinal 

axis. The shape of the local imperfection along the cross-section is a half sinus wave on each 

side of the cross-section. The enlarged imperfection shape is demonstrated in Fig. 47. Previous 

research results showed that a numerical simulation using residual stresses and global 
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imperfection with an amplitude of L/1000 gives appropriate results to the Monte Carlo based 

column buckling curve development [3], [15]. In the numerical parametric study the global 

imperfection is always considered as the leading imperfection, the local imperfection is 

considered as the accompanying imperfection, and its magnitude is multiplied by 0.7 according 

to EN1993-1-5 [12]. Therefore, the applied imperfection magnitudes in the numerical 

simulations are L/1000 for the global and 0.7×bin/1000 for the local imperfections, where bin 

is the inner-width of the plate. It should be mentioned that the effect of the local imperfection 

was studied and the calculations revealed that it has a minor effect on the calculated flexural 

buckling resistance. 

The residual stress model that is developed in Section 3.5.3 is used in the numerical 

simulations. The compression residual stress is calculated by Eq. (10), the tensile residual stress 

is taken equal to the yield strength. 

 
Fig. 47: Finite element model: mesh, imperfection shape, support conditions. 

In the presented research work different material models are used for the numerical parametric 

study and for the model validation. In the parametric study the yield strength (fy) is always 

considered as the characteristic value, but during the model validation the measured material 

properties are applied. The Young’s modulus of elasticity (E) is always considered equal to 210 

GPa. Furthermore, in the numerical parametric study two different material model types are 

used. For the studied S235 and S355 material grades a linear elastic hardening plastic material 

model is applied using von-Mises yield criterion and kinematic hardening rule. Yield plateau is 

also included in the material model with a length of 2% relative elongation. For S420 and 

higher steel grades the Ramberg-Osgood material model is applied. The character of the 

Ramberg-Osgood material model is a non-linear elastic – hardening plastic material model 

using von-Mises yield criterion. This material model has an isotropic hardening behaviour in 

the plastic domain. The material is assumed to behave according to Eq. (27) up to 1.1fy. 

Thereafter in case of the HSS steel grades the material behaves linearly with a reduced modulus 
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of E/1000 up to ε=10%. For comparison purposes, in the parametric study the S235 and S355 

material grades are also studied using Ramberg-Osgood material model as well, however they 

real behaviour is significantly different. In this case after 1.1fy the material behaves linearly 

until it reaches the ultimate strength, defined by ε=10%. 

 ε =
𝜎

𝐸
+ 0.002 ∙ (

𝜎

𝑓𝑦
)

𝑛

 (27) 

The parameter n of the Ramberg-Osgood model is validated based on the measured material 

properties determined by coupon tests. For S500, S700 and S960 steel grades n=14 gave the 

best fit to the results of the coupon tests. 

 
Fig. 48 – Load – axial deformation diagrams for specimen W9-S120×6_1 

Table 5.1: Comparison of the test results and the results of the numerical model 

# Specimen number steel grade Ntest [kN] Nnum [kN] diff. 

1 Pavlovčič 1. 

S355 

706 649 -8.0% 

2 Pavlovčič 2. 564 568 0.7% 

3 Pavlovčič 3. 630 670 6.3% 

4 Pavlovčič 4. 584 594 1.8% 

6 W5-R120×6_3 

S500 

1168 1105.6 -5.3% 

7 W5-R120×6_2 1418 1358.6 -4.2% 

8 W5-R150×6_1 1849 1793.8 -2.9% 

10 W9-S120×6_3 

S960 

1598 1587.2 -0.67% 

11 W9-S120×6_1 2615 2511.8 -3.9% 

12 W9-R160×8_2 3730 3648.7 -2.2% 
 

The numerical model is verified based on the current laboratory tests and based on tests results 

found in the international literature. The numerical model is validated for the S500 and S960 

steel grades based on the own tests, and for S355 steel grade based on four test results of 

Pavlovčič et al. [7]. This model verification strategy proves that the flexural buckling resistance 

of the welded square box section columns can be determined using the developed numerical 

model with adequate accuracy. The typical failure modes observed in the test and in the 
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numerical model are compared. The measured and computed load – axial deformation 

diagrams are also compared and presented in Fig. 48 for one specific specimen. The 

comparison of the measured and computed flexural buckling resistances is given in Table 5.1. 

The load – deformation curves and the observed resistances show a good agreement, which 

proves the applicability and the reliability of the developed numerical model. 

5.2.2 Results of the parametric numerical study 

5.2.2.1 Strategy of the parametric study 

The aim of the numerical parametric study is to obtain the appropriate buckling curve for 

welded box section columns made from HSS material. In order to achieve this goal as a first 

step the effects of the different properties between NSS and HSS materials are studied and 

evaluated separately. The following properties are different between NSS and HSS welded 

columns and it is found that they have significant effect to the buckling behaviour: 

 the yield strength, 

 the residual stress pattern (value of the compression residual stresses), 

 the material behaviour (character of the stress – strain curve). 

In the following sections the effect of these properties are discussed and evaluated separately. In 

each section only one property is changed, all the other relevant parameters are kept constant. 

After these parametric studies regarding the influential parameters, another parametric study is 

executed using the realistic material and residual stress patterns, and based on these results 

appropriate buckling curves for all the investigated steel grades are proposed.  

5.2.2.2 Effect of yield strength 

At first the effect of yield strength is investigated, all the other material properties and residual 

stresses are kept constant in order to get a simple understanding on the effect of the yield 

strength on the flexural buckling behaviour. Columns with a cross-section size of 120×6 with 

and without residual stresses are investigated using steel grades of S235, S355, S500, S700 and 

S960. The length of the investigated columns is varied to obtain results in the global 

slenderness range between 0.2 and 2.0. The obtained column buckling curves are shown in Fig. 

49 and Fig. 50. Without using residual stresses the effect of the yield strength on the flexural 

buckling resistance can be clearly studied. If residual stresses are also applied, a residual stress 

model is used where the tensile and compressive residual stresses are linear functions of the 

yield strength, in order to keep its effect steel grade independent. Results prove that increased 

yield strength results in an increase of the buckling reduction factor. It is observed that the 

effect of the yield strength without residual stress is the highest if the global slenderness ratio is 

about 1.0. The increase of the buckling reduction factor from S235 to S960 can reach about 

15%. If residual stress is also applied this increasing tendency can reach 13%. 
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Fig. 49: Effect of the yield strength without residual stresses. 

  
Fig. 50: Effect of the yield strength with residual stresses. 

5.2.2.3 Effect of residual stresses 

The effect of residual stresses is investigated using welded box section columns with a cross-

section size of 180×8. The ratio of the buckling resistances between the numerically calculated 

buckling curves with and without the residual stresses are presented and compared in Fig. 51. 

For better visibility only the results of the S235 and S960 steel grades are presented. For NSS 

grades the results using linear elastic hardening plastic material model and Ramberg-Osgood 

material model are also executed. The results proved that the residual stress has a significant 

decreasing effect on the buckling resistance if the global slenderness ratio is higher than ~0.6. 

In the lower global slenderness range the specimens have dominant plastic failure mode where 

the tension and compression residual stresses eliminate their influences. It is also observed that 

the effect of the residual stress is the largest in the global slenderness range between 0.9 – 1.2, 

which can reach 17% resistance decrease for S235, but only 5% for S960 steel grade. It can be 

observed that in case of higher steel grade the residual stress has significantly smaller 

decreasing effect on the buckling resistance. The explanation for this is that the magnitude of 
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the residual stress does not increase linearly by increasing the yield strength. Therefore, in case 

of higher steel grades the magnitude of residual stress is proportionally lower than in case of 

lower steel grades. It can also be observed that the decreasing effect of the residual stresses are 

smaller in case of the Ramberg-Osgood material models compared to the linear elastic 

hardening plastic material model. 

 
Fig. 51: Effect of residual stresses – 180×8 using different materials. 

 
Fig. 52: Buckling curve with the two material models – specimen 120×6 S960. 

5.2.2.4 Effect of material behaviour 

In this study the effect of the different material behaviour of NSS and HSS is investigated and 

compared by two different material models; the linear elastic hardening plastic (lin.-

hardening) and the Ramberg-Osgood (R-O) material model. For this study the HSS materials 

are also calculated using the same linear elastic hardening plastic material model which is used 

for the NSS grades. In these cases, the value of fu is set equal to 1.10 fy. Results showed that in 

the low slenderness range the Ramberg-Osgood material model results in higher resistances, 
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because in these cases the plastic region is reached and the hardening effect of the Ramberg-

Osgood model is significantly higher. However, if the global slenderness is higher, the buckling 

starts in the elastic region, and the Ramberg-Osgood type model has larger plastic elongations 

than the linear elastic hardening plastic material model, which results in reduction of the 

buckling resistance. The ratio between the buckling reduction coefficients using the two 

material models are calculated and presented in Fig. 52. It can be observed that for larger 

global slenderness than 0.8 the load carrying capacity is 5 – 10% smaller using the Ramberg-

Osgood type material model than using the linear elastic hardening plastic material model. 

5.2.2.5 Buckling curve proposal based on numerical parametric study 

Based on the numerical investigations the following statements are made for the difference on 

the buckling resistance between welded NSS and HSS steel columns:  

 the buckling reduction factor of HSS columns can be higher due to the increased yield 

strength, 

 the buckling reduction factor of HSS columns can be higher due to the reduced relative 

magnitude of the compression residual stresses (in case of HSS grades the residual 

compression stress does not increase linearly with the yield strength), 

 the buckling reduction factor of HSS columns could be slightly reduced because the HSS 

type material behaviour can have a negative effect on the buckling resistance 

depending on the slenderness range and steel grade. 

 
Fig. 53: Buckling curves for different material grades – 120×6. 

The results of the numerical simulations indicate that there are two phenomena that increase 

and there is one which decreases the buckling reduction factor of welded HSS columns 

compared to NSS. To propose applicable column buckling curve for HSS columns a second 

parametric study is also executed where the buckling resistances of 7 different welded square 
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box section columns are calculated using realistic properties (material model, residual stresses, 

imperfection magnitude L/1000). The buckling resistances are calculated using different 

column lengths to obtain results in the global slenderness range between 0.2 and 2.0. The 

obtained buckling curves for the cross-section 120×6 are shown in Fig. 53. The results 

demonstrate that the applicable buckling curve increases, if higher steel grades are used. The 

buckling curves are compared to the buckling curve b in Fig. 54. The numerical buckling 

curves are determined for seven different cross-sections (100×10, 90×6, 120×6, 160×8, 

180×8, 150×6, 180×6). The results show that the calculated buckling curves are 

outstandingly close to each other, therefore they are independent from the cross-section 

geometry. It is observed that the obtained resistances for the S500 and S700 material grades are 

always over the column buckling curve b, moreover the results of the S960 material grade are 

always over the column buckling curve a. 

 
Fig. 54: Comparison of simulation results to buckling curve b – 120×6. 

Table 5.2: Final comparison between numerical results and column buckling curve a. 

kmin – curve a 

Section b/t 
Ramberg-Osgood Lin-hard. 

S235 S355 S500 S700 S960 S235 S355 
100×10 10 0.85 0.89 0.93 0.97 1.01 0.90 

 90×6 15 0.84 0.88 0.93 0.97 1.02 0.89 
 120×6 20 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96 1.00 0.90 0.92 

160×8 20 0.83 0.87 0.92 0.96 1.00 0.89 
 180×8 22.5 0.83 0.87 0.92 0.96 1.00 0.90 
 150×6 25 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96 1.00 0.91 
 180×6 30 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.94 1.05 0.93 
 Min 0.83 0.87 0.92 0.94 1.00 0.89 0.92 

 

In the further evaluation process all of the numerical results are compared to the EN 1993-1-1 

column buckling curves a, b and c. The ratios between the numerical reduction coefficient and 

the corresponding reduction coefficient of the relevant buckling curves are determined. For 
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each buckling curve the minimum of these ratios is calculated by Eq. (28) and presented in 

Table 5.2 – Table 5.4. 

 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min
𝜆𝑔𝑙

𝜒𝐹𝐸𝑀

𝜒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒
 (28) 

Table 5.3: Final comparison between numerical results and column buckling curve b. 

kmin – curve b 

Section b/t 
Ramberg-Osgood Lin- hard.  

S235 S355 S500 S700 S960 S235 S355 
100×10 10 0.90 0.95 1.04 1.09 1.11 0.99   

90×6 15 0.94 0.98 1.04 1.08 1.12 0.99   
120×6 20 0.93 0.98 1.03 1.06 1.09 0.99 1.00 
160×8 20 0.93 0.97 1.02 1.05 1.09 0.98   
180×8 22.5 0.92 0.97 1.02 1.05 1.07 0.99   
150×6 25 0.93 0.97 1.02 1.06 1.11 0.99   
180×6 30 0.93 0.97 1.01 1.03 1.15 0.99   

Min 0.90 0.95 1.01 1.03 1.07 0.98 1.00 
 

Table 5.4: Final comparison between numerical results and column buckling curve c. 

kmin – curve c 

Section b/t 
Ramberg-Osgood Lin- hard.  

S235 S355 S500 S700 S960 S235 S355 
100×10 10 0.97 1.01 1.08 1.12 1.15 1.00   

90×6 15 1.01 1.05 1.09 1.13 1.16 0.99   
120×6 20 1.00 1.04 1.08 1.11 1.09 1.01 1.01 
160×8 20 1.00 1.04 1.07 1.10 1.09 1.04   
180×8 22.5 0.99 1.04 1.06 1.07 1.10 0.99   
150×6 25 1.00 1.04 1.06 1.09 1.22 0.99   
180×6 30 0.99 1.02 1.04 1.12 1.23 0.99   

Min 0.97 1.01 1.04 1.07 1.09 0.99 1.01 
 

Moreover, the safety factors that are introduced in Section 4.6.1 are calculated based on the 

results of the numerical parametric study. However, the calculation method of the safety factors 

is modified compared to Section 4.6.1, because the flexural buckling resistances of the 

parametric numerical study represents the lower 2.3% quantile [3], [15], not the expected 

value. During the calculation of both safety factors only the results having not less than 0.45 

slenderness ratio is taken into account. The k2.3% safety ratio is calculated on the same way as 

the kmin ratios by Eq. (28). The predefined partial safety factor (γM*) is calculated using the basic 

concept defined in Section 4.6.1, but instead of the Δ𝑘 parameter, Δ𝑘∗ is used by Eqs. (29) – 

(30). In the form of Δ𝑘∗ the „1 − 2 ∙ 𝜈𝑟𝑡” denominator is an extra addition compared to [32], 

which is needed to convert the correction coefficient 𝑏 of the lower 2.3% quantile values 

represented by the numerical study to the correction coefficient of the mean values. 

 Δ𝑘∗ =
𝑒

−2∙𝑄𝑓𝑦−0.5∙𝑄𝑓𝑦
2

𝑏

1−2∙𝜈𝑟𝑡
∙𝑒−1.64∙𝑄−0.5∙𝑄2 =

0.867

𝑏∙𝑒−1.64∙𝑄−0.5∙𝑄2 (29) 

 𝜈𝑟𝑡 = √𝜈𝑓𝑦
2 + 𝜈𝑡

2 + 𝜈𝑏
2 (30) 
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The calculated safety factors for HSS steel grades are summarized in Table 5.5. The background 

is marked by green, if the necessary safety level is met; by red, if the necessary safety level is not 

ensured; and by yellow if the test population reaches the safety level of the current standard. 

The results show that based on all analysed cross-sections the buckling curve b is applicable for 

S500 and S700 steel grades, and the buckling curve a is applicable for S960 steel grade. At the 

same time the results also prove the applicability of the EN 1993-1-1 column buckling curve c 

for the steel grades of S235 – S355 that is currently proposed in the EN1993-1-1 [1]. 

Table 5.5: Calculated safety parameters of the analysed steel grades. 

Comparison to: curve c curve b curve a 

Material grade k2.3% γM
* k2.3% γM

* k2.3% γM
* 

S420 1.08 0.86 0.98 0.94 0.88 1.03 
S460 1.08 0.85 0.99 0.93 0.90 1.02 
S500 1.08 0.84 1.01 0.91 0.92 0.99 
S700 1.12 0.81 1.03 0.87 0.94 0.96 
S960 1.15 0.78 1.08 0.84 1.00 0.92 

 

5.2.2.6 Evaluation of alternative buckling curve - αmod method 

In the international literature [50] an alternative design method (αmod method) can be found to 

determine the column buckling resistance which is proposed for high strength steel grades. 

According to the proposed method the imperfection parameter α should be replaced in the 

function of the relevant steel grade according to Eq. (31):  

 𝛼 = 𝛼0 ∙ (
235 𝑀𝑃𝑎

𝑓𝑦
)

𝑛

 (31) 

where α0 is the original α parameter based on EN 1993-1-1 [1] and the parameter n is 

suggested to be equal to 1.0. The numerically calculated buckling curves are compared to the 

αmod method using the EN 1993-1-1 column buckling curve c as the basis of the method (α0 

=0.49). The results reveal that this method can effectively consider the resistance increase 

depending of the steel grade. However, in the slenderness range between 0.6 and 1.4, where 

the effect of the residual stress is the largest, the proposed method slightly overestimates the 

flexural buckling resistance. The original formulation is calibrated to the current numerical 

results and the results show that good agreement could be found if the parameter n is set equal 

to 0.6 instead of 1.0. The results using this modified equation are presented in Fig. 55. In this 

case all the calculated resistances would be on the safe side, and the method would be not so 

conservative for higher steel grades as the original buckling curve c. Based on the numerical 

simulations it can be concluded that the αmod method with n=0.6 is applicable for welded HSS 

material grades between S235 – S960. 

 𝛼 = 0.49 ∙ (
235 𝑀𝑃𝑎

𝑓𝑦
)

0.6

 (32) 
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Fig. 55 – Comparison of numerical results and the αmod buckling curve (n=0.6) 

5.3 Deterministic numerical modelling of cold-formed sections 

5.3.1 Description of the numerical model 

The numerical modelling is based on a full solid model using eight node rectangular 3-D solid 

elements as shown in Fig. 56. The ultimate loads are determined by geometrical and material 

nonlinear analysis using geometric imperfections and residual stresses (GMNIA). The Newton-

Raphson approach is used in the nonlinear analysis. The mesh size is governed by the wall-

thickness so that the wall of the section consists of three finite elements through the thickness. 

 
Fig. 56: Finite element model: mesh, imperfection shape, support condition. 
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The number of the finite elements through the wall thickness is regulated to ensure the correct 

application of the residual stress pattern. The other two dimensions of the finite elements are 

larger in order to decrease the processing time. In the present study three different cross-

section types are studied with the dimensions of 100×10, 120×6 and 150×6. Fig. 57 

demonstrates the finite element mesh of all of the three cross-sections. Table 5.6 summarizes 

the applied finite element dimensions for all the studied cross-sections. It can be seen that the 

ratio between the smallest and the biggest dimensions are never higher than 4. Hinge support is 

applied on the two ends of the specimens, the rotation centre of the hinge is considered 70 mm 

far from the end of the specimen, thus the critical length of a specimen is always 140 mm 

longer than the geometrically length of the specimen. This model corresponds to the loading 

situation used in the tests, where the middle point of the hinged support was located 70 mm far 

from the specimen end. The centre of rotation and the end nodes of the specimen are connected 

using rigid members as shown in Fig. 56. The rotation of the supporting nodes is allowed 

around one symmetry axis and permitted in the other direction. The load is applied through 

displacement-control. 

     
Fig. 57 – Meshing of studied cross-sections: a)100×10 b)120×6 c)150×6 

Table 5.6: Applied mesh sizes of numerical model [mm]. 

Cross-
section 

t 
Dimension of the 

finite elements  
Ratio 

 

a b=c b/a 

100×10 10 3.3 10 3 

120×6 6 2 8 4 

150×6 6 2 8 4 
 

In the numerical model global and local geometric imperfections are also applied, both of them 

are defined as eigenmode imperfections. The EN1993-1-5 [12] allows to use the lowest 

eigenshape as equivalent geometric imperfection that corresponds to the buckling shape of the 

analysed specimen. In case of each studied specimen the lowest eigenshape as global shape and 

as local shape are also evaluated. Fig. 58 illustrates the first local and global eigenmodes in a 

specific case. The amplitudes of the eigenshapes are scaled to the imperfection magnitudes to be 

applied in the numerical simulations. The imperfection magnitudes are set to L/1000 for the 

a) b) c) 
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global shape and to 0.7×bin/1000 for the local shape following the same concept as introduced 

for the welded sections. 

 
Fig. 58: First local and global eigenmodes. 

 
Fig. 59 – Applied residual stress in the numerical model 

  
Fig. 60 – Validation of Ramberg-Osgood parameter for cold-formed sections 

The residual stress model that is developed in Section 3.6.4 is used in the numerical 

simulations, which has a test based origin. The bending stress at the middle of the plates can be 

calculated by Eq. (17) for HSS steel grades (S500 – S960) and by Eq. (18) for NSS steel grades 

(S235 – S460). In the corner zone the residual stress may be determined by Eq. (19). Fig. 59 
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illustrates the applied residual stress pattern on the numerical model. The applied material 

models are the same as is introduced in Section 5.2.1. The parameter n of the Ramberg-Osgood 

model is validated based on the measured material properties of the cold-formed specimens 

determined by coupon tests. Based on the S500, S700 and S960 material grades n=14 

Ramberg-Osgood parameter gives the best fit to the coupon test results. The validation method 

of the material model is shown for S500 and S960 specimens in Fig. 60. 

The numerical model is verified based on the current laboratory tests for S500, S700 and for 

S960 steel grades separately, which proves that the flexural buckling resistance of HSS cold-

formed square hollow section columns can be determined by using the developed numerical 

model with adequate accuracy. The typical failure modes and the measured and computed load 

– axial deformation diagrams are compared and presented in Fig. 61 for one specific specimen. 

The comparison of the measured and computed flexural buckling resistances for 5 specimens 

are given in Table 5.7. The load – deformation curves show a good agreement between the 

measured and calculated results. However, the buckling resistances of the numerical model are 

about 6% lower in average than the test results. In the numerical model the hardened material 

behaviour of the corner is applied only for the corner region, however in the reality the 

material behaviour is already enhanced on the flat zone close to the corner. This difference 

between the numerical model and the reality explain the about 6% lower resistances of the 

model. The comparison proves the applicability and the reliability of the developed numerical 

model for steel grades from S500 up to S960.   

 
Fig. 61 – Load – axial deformation diagrams for specimen CF7-R150×8_1B 

Table 5.7: Comparison of the test results and the results of the numerical model 

# Specimen number steel grade Ntest [kN] Nnum [kN] diff. 

1 CF5-V120×6_3A S500 1168 1016 -13.0% 

2 CF7-R150×8_2B 
S700 

2562 2334 -8.9% 

3 CF7-R150×8_1B 2852 2728 -4.3% 

4 CF9-R150×7_2B 
S960 

2876 2733 -5.0% 

5 CF9-R150×7_1A 4237 3968 -6.4% 
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5.3.2 Results of the parametric numerical study 

5.3.2.1 Strategy of the parametric study 

The aim of the numerical parametric study is to obtain the appropriate buckling curve for cold-

formed hollow section columns made from HSS. In order to achieve this goal as a first step the 

effects of the different properties between NSS and HSS material grades are studied and 

evaluated separately. The comparison is made on the same way as described for the welded 

specimens. In each parametric study only one property is changed, all the other relevant 

parameters are kept constant. After these parametric studies regarding the influential 

parameters, another parametric study is executed using the realistic material and residual 

stress properties for HSS cold-formed columns. Based on these results appropriate buckling 

curves are proposed for all the investigated steel grades. 

5.3.2.2 Effect of yield strength 

The effect of the yield strength is studied using a cross-section size of 120×6 without residual 

stresses. Steel grades of S235, S355, S500, S700 and S960 are studied. All of them are using 

Ramberg-Osgood material model. Columns with different lengths are investigated in order to 

obtain results in the global slenderness range between 0.2 – 2.0. The obtained column buckling 

curves are shown in Fig. 62. Results prove that increasing yield strength results in increase in 

the flexural buckling reduction factor. It can be observed that the effect of the yield strength 

without residual stress is the highest if the global slenderness ratio is about 1.0. In this case the 

increase of the buckling resistance from S235 to S960 can reach ~20%. The increase of the 

buckling resistance in case of λgl=0.5 and λgl=1.5 are slightly smaller; ~15% from S235 to 

S960, and the smallest (~12%) if λgl=2.0. 

5.3.2.3 Effect of residual stresses 

The effect of the residual stresses is investigated using a cross-section size of 120×6 having 

steel grades of S500, S700 and S960. The basis of the investigation is the comparison of the 

buckling resistance based on the corresponding buckling curves in the global slenderness range 

of 0.2 – 2.0. The numerically determined buckling curves with and without residual stress are 

compared and presented in Fig. 63. The results proved that the residual stress has significant 

decreasing effect on the buckling resistance if the global slenderness is higher than ~0.6. In the 

lower global slenderness range the specimens have dominant plastic failure under compression 

where the tension and compression parts of the bending residual stresses eliminate their 

influences, therefore the effect of the residual stress is not significant in this slenderness range. 

It is also observed that the effect of the residual stress is the largest if the global slenderness of 

the analysed specimens is about ~1.2. In this case the decreasing effect of the residual stress 
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reaches almost 12% for S500 but only 6% for S960 steel grade. The results also show that 

higher yield strength results in smaller resistance reduction. The explanation for this behaviour 

is that the magnitude of the bending residual stress according to the proposed HSS residual 

stress model does not increase linearly by increasing of the yield strength. 

 
Fig. 62: Effect of yield strength without residual stresses. 

 
Fig. 63 – Effect of residual stress – S500, S700, S960. 

5.3.2.4 Effect of material behaviour  

In this study the effect of the different material behaviour of NSS and HSS is investigated and 

compared by two different material models; (i) linear elastic hardening plastic (lin.-hardening) 

and (ii) Ramberg-Osgood (R-O) material models. For this study the HSS materials are also 

calculated using the same linear elastic hardening plastic material model which is used for the 

NSS grades. In these cases the fu value is set equal to 1.10 fy. Results revealed that in the low 

slenderness range the Ramberg-Osgood type material model results in higher resistances, 

because in these cases the plastic region is reached and in this region the hardening effect of 

the Ramberg-Osgood model is significantly higher. However, if the global slenderness is higher, 
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the buckling starts in the elastic region, and in the elastic region close to the yield stress the 

Ramberg-Osgood model has larger elongations than the linear elastic hardening plastic 

material model with yield plateau, which results in decreasing buckling resistance. The ratio 

between the buckling reduction coefficients using the two material models are calculated and 

presented in Fig. 64. It can be observed that for larger global slenderness than 0.6 the load 

carrying capacity is ~5% smaller using the Ramberg-Osgood type material model than the 

linear elastic hardening plastic material model in case of HSS grades. 

 
Fig. 64: Buckling curve with the two material models – specimen 120×6 S960. 

5.3.2.5 Buckling curve proposal based on numerical parametric study 

Based on the numerical investigations on the effect of the individual properties the following 

statements are made for the difference on the buckling resistance between cold-formed NSS 

and HSS steel columns: 

 the buckling reduction factor of HSS columns can be higher due to the increased yield 

strength, 

 the buckling reduction factor of HSS columns can be higher due to the reduced relative 

magnitude of the bending residual stresses (in case of HSS grades the residual bending 

stresses does not increase linearly with the yield strength), 

 the buckling reduction factor of HSS columns could be slightly reduced because the HSS 

type material behaviour can have a negative effect on the buckling resistance 

depending on the slenderness range and steel grade. 

The results of the numerical simulations indicate that similarly to the welded sections, there are 

two phenomena that increase and there is one which decreases the buckling reduction factor of 

cold formed HSS columns compared to NSS. To propose applicable column buckling curve for 

HSS columns a second parametric study is also executed where the buckling resistances of 3 
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different cold-formed square hollow section columns are calculated using realistic properties 

(material model, residual stresses, imperfection magnitude L/1000). The buckling resistances 

are calculated using different lengths to obtain results in the global slenderness range between 

0.2 and 2.0. The studied cross-section dimensions are 100x10 (b/t=10), 120x6 (b/t=20) and 

150x6 (b/t=25). Fig. 65 demonstrates the obtained buckling curves for the cross-section 

120×6. The results show that the buckling curve increases, if higher material grade is used. 

The buckling curves are compared to the buckling curve b in Fig. 66. 

 
Fig. 65 –Buckling curves for different material grades – 120×6. 

 
Fig. 66 – Comparison of simulation results to curve b – 120×6. 

The numerical buckling curves are determined for all of the three analysed cross-sections. The 

calculated buckling curves are outstandingly close to each other for 120×6 and 150×6 cross-

sections and they are slightly higher for the cross-section 100×10. The results of the numerical 

parametric study show that the obtained resistances for the S500 and S700 material grades are 

always over the column buckling curve b, moreover the results of the S960 material grade are 

always over the column buckling curve a. In the further evaluation process all the numerical 
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results are compared to the column buckling curves a, b and c. The ratios between the 

numerical buckling reduction coefficient and the corresponding reduction coefficient of the 

relevant buckling curves are determined. For each buckling curves the minimum of these ratios 

are calculated based on Eq. (33) and presented in Table 5.8 – Table 5.10.  

 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min
𝜆𝑔𝑙

𝜒𝐹𝐸𝑀

𝜒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒
 (33) 

Table 5.8: Final comparison between numerical results and column buckling curve a. 

kmin – curve a 

Km. b/t 
Ramberg-Osgood Lin. hardening 

S235 S355 S420 S460 S500 S700 S960 S235 S355 
100×10 10 0.89 0.94  0.95 0.96 0.96 1.01 1.06 1.01   
120×6 20 0.85 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.96 1.02 0.98 0.98 
150×6 25 0.85 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.95 1.01 0.97   

Min 0.85 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.95 1.01 0.97 0.98 
 

Table 5.9: Final comparison between numerical results and column buckling curve b. 

kmin – curve b 

Km. b/t 
Ramberg-Osgood Lin. hardening 

S235 S355 S420 S460 S500 S700 S960 S235 S355 
100×10 10 0.97 1.01  1.03 1.04 1.04 1.09 1.14 1.01   
120×6 20 0.93 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.09 0.99 0.99 
150×6 25 0.93 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.03 1.08 0.98   

Min 0.93 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.03 1.08 0.98 0.99 
 

Table 5.10: Final comparison between numerical results and column buckling curve c. 

kmin – curve c 

Km. b/t 
Ramberg-Osgood Lin. hardening 

S235 S355 S420 S460 S500 S700 S960 S235 S355 
100×10 10 1.02 1.07 1.08  1.10 1.11 1.15 1.19 1.01   
120×6 20 0.98 1.03 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.11 1.15 1.01 0.99 
150×6 25 0.98 1.02 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.09 1.16 0.99   

Min 0.98 1.02 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.09 1.15 0.99 0.99 
 

Table 5.11: Calculated safety parameters of the analysed steel grades. 

Comparison to: curve c curve b curve a 

Steel grade k2.3% γM
* k2.3% γM

* k2.3% γM
* 

S420 1.06 0.87 0.98 0.93 0.90 1.02 
S460 1.06 0.86 0.99 0.93 0.91 1.01 
S500 1.06 0.86 0.99 0.93 0.90 1.01 
S700 1.11 0.82 1.03 0.88 0.95 0.97 
S960 1.15 0.78 1.08 0.84 1.01 0.91 

 

The safety factors that are introduced in Section 4.6.1 are calculated based on the results of the 

numerical parametric study on the same way that is presented for welded columns in Section 

5.2.2.5. The calculated safety factors for HSS steel grades are summarized in Table 5.11. The 

results show that based on all of the analysed cross-section the column buckling curve b is 

applicable for S460, S500 and S700 steel grades, and the column buckling curve a for S960 

steel grade (for S460 and S500 steel grades the curve b is found appropriate, because the 
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difference between the calculated k2.3% and the target value is less than 1%). These results are 

in harmony with the results of the laboratory test and the statistical evaluation of the measured 

column buckling resistances. In the same time the results also prove the applicability of the 

ECCS column buckling curve c for the steel grades of S235 – S420 which is currently proposed 

in the EN1993-1-1 [1]. 

5.3.2.6 Evaluation of alternative buckling curve – αmod method 

The alternative design method (αmod method) for high strength steel [50] that is introduced in 

Section 5.2.2.6 is evaluated based on the numerical results of the cold-formed specimens. The 

numerically calculated buckling curves are compared to the αmod method using the EN 1993-1-

1 column buckling curve c as the basis of the method (α0 =0.49). The results reveal that this 

method can effectively consider the resistance increase depending on the steel grade. However, 

in the slenderness range between 0.5 and 1.5, where the effect of the residual stress is the 

largest, the proposed method slightly overestimates the flexural buckling resistance. The 

original formulation is calibrated to the current numerical results and the results show that 

good agreement could be found if the parameter n is set equal to 0.5 instead of 1.0. The results 

using this modified equation are presented in Fig. 67. In this case all the calculated resistances 

would be on the safe side, and the method is not significantly more conservative for higher 

material grades as the original buckling curve c. Based on the numerical simulations it can be 

concluded that the αmod method with n=0.5 is applicable for cold-formed HSS material grades 

between S235 – S960 according to Eq. (34).  

 𝛼 = 0.49 ∙ (
235 𝑀𝑃𝑎

𝑓𝑦
)

0.5

 (34) 

 
Fig. 67 – Comparison of numerical results and the αmod buckling curve (n=0.5). 
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6 Flexural buckling resistance based on stochastic numerical analysis 

6.1 Introduction 

A stochastic numerical analysis is executed for welded and cold-formed HSS columns. The 

purpose of these analyses is to obtain buckling curves using the real distributions of the 

influential parameters. In stochastic analysis the influential parameters and attributions are 

treated as variables with a certain distribution type, mean value and scattering. The basic 

concept of the stochastic analysis is to generate numerous test specimens considering the 

realistic distributions of the parameters such as the geometrical and material parameters and 

the structural and geometrical imperfections. The flexural buckling resistance of the generated 

test specimens are determined by the numerical model. Afterwards, the numerous resistance 

values representing real tests can be statistically evaluated and the characteristic and design 

values of the flexural buckling resistance can be determined. In present research work 

numerous Monte Carlo simulations are executed separately for welded and cold-formed 

specimens and the lower 2.3% quantile value of the buckling resistance as the characteristic 

value is determined for large number of different global slenderness ratios. For the stochastic 

analysis the same validated numerical models are used which are introduced in the previous 

Sections. 

6.2 Applied variables 

6.2.1 Geometrical parameters 

The cross-section of the column is defined as an exact square section in the stochastic analysis, 

therefore the width of each section side are set to equal (b = b1 = b2). The geometrical variables 

are the width of the cross-section (b ) and the thickness of the plate (t ). The flexural buckling 

resistance is evaluated in the function of slenderness. Therefore, the numerical simulations are 

carried out for several global slenderness ratios. In order to have the same slenderness value 

during a single Monte Carlo analysis the length of the column is treated as a dependent 

variable, defined according to Eq. (35). 

 𝐿 = 𝜆𝑔𝑙 ∙ √
𝜋2∙𝐸∙𝐼

𝐴∙𝑓𝑦
 (35) 

For the width and thickness values normal distributions are defined according to the 

recommendation of JCSS (Joint Committee on Structural Safety) [48]. Based on this 

recommendation the coefficient of variation (CoV) is set equal to νt=0.05 for the plate 

thickness and νb=0.005 for the width. The mean value is assumed equal to the nominal value. 
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6.2.2 Material parameters 

The Young’s-modulus of the steel is set equal to E=210 GPa in, and it is kept as a constant value 

in the stochastic analysis. The yield strength is treated as a variable, according to JCSS [48] the 

distribution of the yield stress should have a lognormal distribution with a coefficient of 

variation of νfy=0.07. However, this recommendation is valid for NSS, not for HSS material. To 

have more reliable values for HSS grades, coupon test results are collected from the 

international literature. These coupon test results (Table 6.1) show that there are test sets where 

the CoV is greater and also where it is smaller as the recommended value (7%) according to 

JCSS [48]. The average CoV value for S690 and higher steel grades is equal to 4.7%. Therefore, 

the JCSS recommendation (νfy=0.07) is used for the studied S500 and lower steel grades, and 

the steel grades of S700 and S960 are investigated using νfy=0.07 and νfy,5%=0.05 coefficient of 

variations as well. 

Table 6.1 – CoV values for the yield strength in case of HSS material. 

Source Steel grade Mean fy [MPa] CoV Number of specimens 

HILONG project 
[51] 

S420 458.5 3.82% 35 
S460 513.6 5.65% 1070 
S500 593.3 7.18% 8 
S690 793.0 4.26% 588 
S700 786.0 9.31% 42 
S890 935.9 2.62% 7 
S900 1033.7 6.93% 17 
S960 991.7 3.66% 34 

SSAB database 
[52] 

S700 754.8 3.22% 12 
S700 763.7 2.71% 19 

 

According to EN1993-1-1 [1] the nominal value of a steel grade should be treated as the 

characteristic value of the yield strength. Moreover, according to Chapter 4.2 (3) of EN1990 

[13] the characteristic value should be defined as the 5% quantile value. In case of lognormal 

distribution and νfy=0.07 the 5% quantile value equals to 0.8892 times the mean value. 

Therefore, the mean value is calculated from the nominal value of the steel grade according to 

Eq. (36). 

 𝑓𝑦,𝑚 =
𝑓𝑦,𝑛𝑜𝑚

0.8892
     𝑓𝑦,𝑚,5% =

𝑓𝑦,𝑛𝑜𝑚

0.9199
 (36) 

The material models introduced in Section 5.2.1 are used in the stochastic analyses. For the 

studied NSS (S235 – S460) grades linear elastic hardening plastic material model is applied, for 

HSS material grades (S420 – S960) Ramberg-Osgood type material model is applied. For steel 

grades of S420 and S460 materials the analyses is made using both material model types.  

6.2.3 Structural imperfection – residual stresses 

The applied residual stress distribution is according to the residual stress models introduced in 

Section 3.5.3 for welded and in Section 3.6.4 for cold-formed specimens. In the stochastic 
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analysis the compressive residual stresses (σrc) and the bending type residual stress (σrb) are 

considered as independent variables. The other parameters, as the tensile residual stresses (σt), 

the width of the tension zone (a and c) and the width of the compressive part (Lc) of the 

residual stress diagram are calculated according to Section 3.5.3. Since these values are the 

function of the yield strength, these values are considered as dependent variables. For the 

independent residual stress variables (σrc and σrb) normal distributions are used with νrc=0.17 

for the welded sections and νrb=0.14 for the cold-formed sections based on the statistical 

evaluations of the experimental results. The mean values are calculated based on the 

introduced models using the nominal geometrical parameters. 

6.2.4 Geometrical imperfection – out-of-straightness 

The amplitude of the global imperfection shape (v0) is considered as a variable in the stochastic 

analysis. The distribution, the mean value and the CoV of the global imperfection is defined 

based on the imperfection measurements that are presented in Section 4.4.1. Table 6.2 

summarizes the 94 out-of-straightness measurements. The value of the imperfection is 

measured in both directions perpendicular to the axis and parallel to the sides, so this means 

188 measured values altogether. 

Table 6.2 – Out-of-straightness measurement list 

Manufacturing type Material type Steel grade Number of specimens 
Cold-formed NSS S420, S460 28 
Cold-formed HSS S500, S700, S960 17 

Welded NSS S235, S355, S420, S460 40 
Welded HSS S500, S700, S960 9 

 

The ratios between the measured imperfection magnitudes and the length of the columns 

(v0/L) are calculated for each case and these values are statistically evaluated. The distribution 

obtained based on the tests is evaluated and parametric distributions are fitted to the measured 

data pool. In this evaluation process the following distributions are investigated: Burr, 

Exponential, Gamma, General Extreme Value (GEV), Lognormal, Normal, Weibull. The 

function fitting is made using five different grouping as follows: 

 All specimens (188 data),  

 Cold-formed specimens (90 data), 

 Welded specimens (98 data), 

 NSS specimens – S235, S355, S420, S460 (136 data), 

 HSS specimens – S500, S700, S960 (52 data). 

The main principle during the fitting process is that the maximum deviation between the 

empirical and the fitted cumulative distribution function (CDF) should be minimal. The 

different types of distributions are evaluated based on the p-value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
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test. The results are summarized in Appendix 12. The probability density function (PDF) of the 

best 3 distributions in case of the 5 different grouping is also compared with the empirical PDF. 

The results reveal that the GEV distribution gives the best approximation for the experimental 

data pool. The p-value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is 0.7 or higher for all studied sub-

groups. Fig. 68 shows the comparison between the empirical CDF and CDF of the fitted GEV 

distributions. The fitted distribution for all the specimens (red curve) is indeed a good 

approximation of the empirical distribution (blue curve). Moreover, the figure indicates that 

the fitted GEV distribution separately for NSS and for HSS specimens (dotted lines) do not differ 

significantly from the distribution that refers to all test specimens. It means that the yield 

strength does not influence the geometrical imperfection significantly. However, significant 

difference between the welded and the cold-formed specimens can be observed. The out-of-

straightness of the cold-formed specimens is significantly lower than the imperfection of the 

welded specimens. Therefore, in the stochastic analysis the distribution of the global 

imperfection is treated separately for the cold-formed and for the welded specimens. 

 
Fig. 68 – Empirical and fitted cumulative distribution functions in case of all grouping 

The stochastic numerical analysis is executed using the Probabilistic Design Module of the 

ANSYS software [49]. Its built-in distributions are used to define the variables. The software 

does not support the application of the GEV distribution, therefore Gamma distribution is used 

for the distribution of the global imperfection, since the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests also 

supported the usage of the Gamma distribution (see Appendix 12). The Gamma distribution fits 

theoretically better the imperfection phenomenon, because its domain is only the positive 

numbers. The GEV distribution gives also negative results, despite the global imperfections are 

treated as their absolute values. The statistical evaluation show that the Gamma distribution 

gives back accurately the experimental distributions (p=0.806 for cold-formed and p=0.524 

for welded specimens). The fitted parameters of the Gamma distribution are presented in Table 

6.3. The PDF and CDF of the experimental data, the fitted GEV and the fitted Gamma 
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distribution are compared in Fig. 69 and Fig. 70. The comparison demonstrates that the 

difference between the two distribution functions is relatively small and both can be applied 

with large accuracy in the numerical simulations. 

Table 6.3 – Parameters of fitted Gamma distribution 

Grouping α β 
Cold-formed 1.5284 0.059 

Welded 1.0627 0.21095 
 

 
Fig. 69 – Empirical and fitted CDF and PDF in case of cold-formed specimens 

 
Fig. 70 – Empirical and fitted CDF and PDF in case of welded specimens 

6.2.5 Summary of variables 

All the applied variables used in the numerical simulations are summarized in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4 – Properties of the variables 

Variable Distribution type Mean value CoV 

Width b Gauss (Normal) Nominal 0.005 
Thickness t Gauss (Normal) Nominal 0.05 

Yield stress #1 fy Lognormal Nominal/0.8892 0.07 
Yield stress #2 fy Lognormal Nominal/0.9199 0.05 
Residual stress 

(welded/cold-formed) σc Gauss (Normal) 
Calculated from 
nominal values 

0.17/0.14 

Global imperfection v0 Gamma Based on experimental results 
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6.3 Stochastic numerical research program 

For the statistical analysis Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) is executed on the developed and 

verified numerical model using the above presented probabilistic variables. The main purpose 

of the statistical analysis is to obtain the flexural buckling resistance of numerous differently 

parametrized closed section columns. Latin hypercube sampling is used in the MCS because it 

provides more reliable result from lower number of samples, than the random sampling (also 

known as direct sampling or brute force). This is truth especially if reliable results are needed 

in the low probability region (at the tails of the distribution), because the method ensures to be 

appropriate number of samples in the low probability region in accordance with the 

distribution. The required number of the samples (n) for MCS does not depend on the number 

of input variables, but it depends on the probabilistic result that is being looked for. For 

assessment of the statistics of output parameters (mean, sigma) n ≈ 30 – 100 is sufficient, but 

for assessment of low probabilities (tails of the distribution) much larger number of sample is 

needed. The required number of the samples depends on the desired probability (P); n ≈ 30/P – 

100/P. In the case of the flexural buckling phenomenon the 2.3% lower quantile is considered 

as the characteristic resistance, therefore, the required number of samples is n ≈ 1300 – 4350. 

A possible solution to reduce the required number of simulations is the application of the 

response surface concept. In this concept a MCS is executed with reduced number of samples 

using Latin hypercube sampling, then a response surface is fitted to these results using 

regression model according to Eq. (37). 

 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓 = �̅� ∙ �̿� ∙ �̅�𝑇 + �̅� ∙ �̅�𝑇 + 𝑐 (37) 

 where  �̅� = [𝑥1 … 𝑥𝑛]     is the vector of the variables, 

  �̿� = [

𝑎11 … 𝑎1𝑛

0 … …
0 0 𝑎𝑛𝑛

]  is the matrix of the quadratic coefficients, 

  �̅� = [𝑏1 … 𝑏𝑛]       is the vector of the linear coefficients, 

  𝑐                                  is a constant. 

Fitting the response surface the required number of samples in the original MCS depends on 

the number of the independent variables. In the current problem there are 5 independent 

variables (width, thickness, yield strength, residual stresses and geometrical imperfection). It 

means 21 coefficients for the response surface, so n = 21 is the minimum required number of 

the samples in the original MCS. After the determination of the response surface another MCS 

simulation is executed on the fitted response surface using Latin hypercube. In case of this 

second simulation n2 = 10000 samples are used, which fulfils the current theoretical 

requirement (n ≈ 1300 – 4350). To validate the applied simulation technique and to determine 

the adequate number of samples in the first MCS (n1) a sensitivity analysis is executed 
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separately for the welded and cold-formed sections. For the welded sections 7 full analyses 

(first MCS on numerical model + fitting of response surface + second MCS on response 

surface) is carried out on the same geometry (S355, b = 120mm, t = 6mm,   λ = 0.5). The 2.3% 

lower quantile values are calculated for each case and the results are summarized in Table 6.5. 

One simulation is executed with n1 = 250 (this is considered the accurate solution), one with 

n1 = 100, and five simulations are made with n1 = 50. The average difference between these 

five analyses and the accurate solution is less than 0.1%. The coefficient of variation of the 

characteristic resistance in case of n1 = 50 is only 0.006. For cold-formed sections Table 6.6 

summarizes the results of the sensitivity analysis. In this case the average difference between 

the five simulations using n1 = 50 and the accurate solution is 0.65%, the coefficient of 

variation of the characteristic resistance in case of n1 = 50 is only 0.003. Based on the good 

agreement and on the low scattering n1 = 50 is considered as an appropriate value for the 

further analysis. All the other MCS-s are executed with n1 = 50 and n2 = 10000 sample 

numbers. 

Table 6.5 – Sensitivity analysis for the n1 number of the samples in MCS (welded). 

Characteristic buckling 
Difference between 
n1=250 and n1=50 

resistance [kN] 
n1=250 n1=100 n1=50 
896.6 898.6 898.8 0.2% 

  905.7 1.0% 
  897.4 0.1% 
  892.2 -0.5% 
  892.7 -0.4% 

 Mean: 897.4 0.09% 
 CoV: 0.006  

 

Table 6.6 – Sensitivity analysis for the n1 number of the samples in MCS (cold-formed). 

Characteristic buckling 
Difference between 
n1=250 and n1=50 

resistance [kN] 
n1=250 n1=50 
2059.8 2071.8 0.6% 

 2063.7 0.2% 
 2074.3 0.7% 
 2079.1 0.9% 
 2077.0 0.8% 

Mean: 2073.2 0.65% 
CoV: 0.003  

 

In order to obtain a continuous buckling curve in the analysed relative slenderness range 

several MCS-s are executed for different fix slenderness values (λ = 0.2, 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.8, 

1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.7 and 2.0). Whole buckling curves are calculated for 16 different cases 

(different steel grades) which are summarized in Table 6.7. NSS type material means the linear 

elastic hardening plastic material, the HSS type material refers to the non-linear elastic – 

hardening plastic (Ramberg-Osgood) material model. The simulations for the cold-formed 
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sections take much longer time due to the application of solid model, therefore for cold-formed 

sections only those cases are executed that provided the key findings based on the experience of 

the simulations of the welded sections. The demonstrated numerical program contains 16×10 

= 160 independent MCS-s on the numerical model, which means 160×50 = 8000 virtual 

experiments. 

Table 6.7 – Accomplished Monte Carlo simulations 

Material 
grade 

Material 
type 

CoV of 
fy 

Analysis executed 

Welded Cold-formed 
S235 NSS 0.07 1 - 
S355 NSS 0.07 1 - 
S420 NSS 0.07 1 - 
S420 HSS 0.07 1 1 
S460 NSS 0.07 1 - 
S460 HSS 0.07 1 1 
S500 HSS 0.07 1 1 
S700 HSS 0.07 1 1 
S700 HSS 0.05 1 - 
S960 HSS 0.07 1 1 
S960 HSS 0.05 1 - 

  Sum: 16 

6.4 Results of the stochastic numerical analysis on welded sections 

6.4.1 Results of a single Monte Carlo simulation 

From the 110 independent MCS-s one is chosen to present the applied evaluation method and 

the obtained results in a detailed manner. Material grade of S500 and relative slenderness of 

0.8 is chosen for the detailed presentation. Fig. 71 a) shows the load - displacement diagrams of 

all the 50 numerical simulations. It can be observed that there is quite large scatter in the 

buckling resistance depending on the applied statistical variables. This scatter is in harmony 

with the scatter observed in the laboratory tests.  

  
Fig. 71 – Force-displacement diagram of the 50 samples and comparison of MCS and Resp. Surface. 

a) b) 
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Fig. 72 a) presents the mean value plot for the buckling resistance. The curve clearly flattens 

out, therefore the mean value of the buckling resistance converges, which proves that n1 = 50 

simulation number is sufficient. Fig. 71 b) demonstrates the comparison of the resistance values 

of the initial MCS and the fitted Response Surface. The diagram proves that the Response 

Surface gives good approximation of the MCS results, the maximum difference is 0.94% and 

the average absolute relative difference is only 0.13%. Fig. 72 b) illustrates the calculated 

histogram for the buckling resistance based on the MCS on the Response Surface. It can be 

observed that the histogram is close to a normal distribution.  

   
Fig. 72 – Mean value plot and histogram for buckling resistance.  

Table 6.8 – Statistics of the buckling resistances of the 10000 samples for S500 material. 

Slenderness 
Mean 
[kN] 

Min 
[kN] 

Max 
[kN] 

CoV Skewness 
2.3% lower 

quantile 
0.2 1685 1202 2284 0.09 0.24 1412 
0.3 1614 1151 2226 0.09 0.25 1343 

0.45 1526 1037 2140 0.09 0.23 1267 
0.6 1436 1010 2031 0.09 0.21 1186 
0.8 1218 800 1752 0.09 0.24 1007 
1.0 1005 678 1623 0.10 0.38 819 
1.2 843 533 1252 0.11 0.31 672 
1.4 709 432 1052 0.10 0.11 554 
1.7 521 331 732 0.10 0.13 422 
2.0 385 259 556 0.09 0.18 316 

 

Table 6.8 summarizes the statistics of the buckling resistances from the MCS using the 

Response Surface for all the examined slenderness ratios in case of the S500 steel grade. It is 

observed that the mean and CoV values do not change between the two MCS-s. This 

observation verifies the correctness of the Response Surface. The skewness is slightly positive 

for all slenderness ratio, which means that the right tail of the histogram is slightly longer and 

the mass of the distribution is concentrated on the left hand side. It can be observed on Fig. 72 

b). The positive skewness is the consequence of the gamma distribution for the global 

a) b) 
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imperfection magnitude, since the gamma distribution results in more cases with low 

imperfection. The 2.3% lower quantiles are calculated and presented in Table 6.8. These values 

are considered as the characteristic flexural buckling resistances for all analysed relative 

slenderness ratios. 

6.4.2 Obtained buckling curves based on the stochastic analysis 

Based on the obtained numerical buckling resistance values the buckling reduction factors are 

calculated using Eq. (38).  

 𝜒 =
𝑁

𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑚∙𝑓𝑦,𝑛𝑜𝑚
 (38) 

 where  𝑁 is the corresponding buckling resistance from the stochastic analysis, 

  𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑚 is the nominal area of the cross-section, 

  𝑓𝑦,𝑛𝑜𝑚 is the nominal yield strength of the analysed material. 

Fig. 73 shows the obtained buckling curves based on the mean, 2.3% upper and 2.3% lower 

quantile values for two HSS type steel grades (S500 and S960). The obtained 2.3% lower 

quantile values give for each studied steel grade the characteristic buckling curve that can be 

the basis of a new buckling curve proposal. 

 
Fig. 73: Mean, upper and lower 2.3% quantile curves for S500 and S960. 

Fig. 74 presents the characteristic buckling curves for NSS type material grades (using linear 

elastic hardening plastic material model). Fig. 75 shows the buckling curves for HSS type 

material grades (using Ramberg-Osgood type material model). It can be observed that higher 

steel grades result in higher buckling curves, as already stated based on the deterministic 

numerical modelling. The comparison between NSS and HSS type materials for S420 and S460 

material grades reveal that the HSS type material produces slightly lower resistances using the 

same steel grade. This observation is in accordance with the statement of Section 5.2.2.4, where 
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it is shown that the Ramberg-Osgood type material model decreases the resistances in case of 

slender columns. In order to be on the safe side the S420 and S460 material grades are 

considered as HSS type material grades for the further evaluations. The results indicate that the 

characteristic buckling curve (2,3 % lower quantile) for steel grades of S235 and S355 are 

located over the buckling curve c, but under the buckling curve b. Therefore, the 

recommendation of the EN1993-1-1 [1] for the applicability of the curve c is proved to be 

sufficient. 

 
Fig. 74 – Characteristic buckling curves for NSS type material grades 

 
Fig. 75 – Characteristic buckling curves for HSS type material grades 

Fig. 76 shows the buckling curves for the HSS type material grades, the reduction factors (𝜒) 

are scaled by the reduction factors of the buckling curve c. Dashed lines represent the 
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simulation results, where the coefficient of variation of the yield strength is equal to 0.05 

instead of their original value 0.07. The diagram reveals that practically there is no difference 

in case of the characteristic buckling curves between the two cases where the CoV of the yield 

strength is set to 0.05 or 0.07. The maximum difference between them is 0.8%, and the average 

difference is only 0.4%. This result proves that the CoV of the yield stress does not have 

significant effect on the 2.3% lower quantile value of the buckling resistance, if the 

characteristic value of the yield strength remains unchanged. Therefore, in the further studies 

only the simulation results with the CoV of the yield strength equal by 0.07 are discussed.  

 
Fig. 76 – Characteristic buckling curves for HSS type material grades compared to curve c 

The diagrams show that the characteristic numerical buckling curve for the S500 material 

grade is always higher than the buckling curve b. In case of S960 steel grade it is always higher 

than the buckling curve a. Therefore, the curve b can be proposed for S500 and S700 steel 

grades, and the curve a can be used for S960 and higher steel grades. However, the results 

prove that the shape of the numerical buckling curves based on the stochastic analysis is 

significantly different from the buckling curves of the EN1993-1-1 [1]. The analysis results in 

higher resistances in the high slenderness region compared to the buckling curves of the 

Eurocode. This observation encourages the need of new buckling curve formulations that better 

approximates the results of the stochastic analysis. In Section 7 the author provides an 

analytically derived formula to achieve this goal. Appendix 13 (A13.1) evaluates the coefficient 

of variation of the characteristic buckling resistances and analyse the correlation between the 

characteristic buckling resistances and the influential parameters. 
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6.4.3 Safety levels of the proposed buckling curves 

The safety factors that are introduced in Section 4.6.1 are calculated based on the results of the 

stochastic numerical study as well. The k2.3% safety ratios are calculated based on the 

characteristic resistances by Eq. (39). 

 𝑘2.3% = min
𝜆𝑔𝑙

𝜒2.3%

𝜒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒
 (39) 

The predefined partial safety factor (γM*) is calculated using the basic concept defined in 

Section 4.6.1, but the linear regression coefficient (b) and the coefficient of variation of the 

error term (𝑉𝛿) is obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations. The calculation of the γM* is done 

separately for the 10 analysed slenderness ratios, and the results are averaged. The calculated 

safety levels are summarized in Table 6.9. The background is marked by green, if the necessary 

safety level is met; red, if the necessary safety level is not ensured, and yellow, if the γM* is 

between 1.0 and 1.1.  

Table 6.9: Calculated safety parameters of the analysed steel grades. 

Comparison to: curve c curve b curve a 

Steel grade k2.3% γM
* k2.3% γM

* k2.3% γM
* 

S420 1.05 0.88 0.98 0.94 0.88 1.00 
S460 1.06 0.87 0.98 0.93 0.88 0.99 
S500 1.06 0.86 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.98 
S700 1.09 0.82 1.05 0.88 0.96 0.94 

S700-5% 1.09 0.85 1.05 0.90 0.95 0.96 
S960 1.10 0.81 1.06 0.86 1.00 0.91 

S960-5% 1.09 0.83 1.05 0.88 1.00 0.94 
 

Based on the calculated safety parameters the conclusions are the followings: 

 for steel grades of S420 and S460 the currently used buckling curve c of the EN 1993-

1-1 [1] is sufficient, 

 for steel grades of S500 and S700 the buckling curve b is proposed, 

 for steel grade of S960 the buckling curve a is proposed. 

In case of the proposed buckling curves the calculated partial safety factors are lower than 1.0, 

therefore the proposed buckling curves reach the necessary safety level of the EN 1993-1-1 [1] 

and EN 1990 Annex D [13]. The proposed buckling curves based on the stochastic analysis 

support the results of the deterministic analysis and the experimental tests. 
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6.5 Results of the stochastic numerical analysis on cold-formed sections 

6.5.1 Obtained buckling curves based on the stochastic analysis 

Similarly to Section 6.4.2, the buckling reduction factors are calculated using Eq. (38) based on 

the obtained numerical buckling resistances. Fig. 77 shows the obtained characteristic buckling 

curves for the studied steel grades. It can be observed that higher steel grades result in higher 

buckling curves, as already stated based on the deterministic numerical modelling. Fig. 78 

presents the characteristic buckling curves, but the reduction factors (𝜒) are scaled by the 

reduction factors of buckling curve c. The diagram reveals that the characteristic numerical 

buckling curve for the S460 material grade is always higher than the buckling curve b. The 

calculated values are always higher then buckling curve a for the S960 steel grade. Therefore 

the buckling curve b is proposed for S460, S500 and S700 material grades, and the buckling 

curve a can be used for S960 and higher steel grades. However, the results prove that the shape 

of the numerical buckling curves based on the stochastic analysis is significantly different from 

the buckling curves of the EN1993-1-1 [1]. This observation encourages the need of new 

buckling curve formulations that better approximates the results of the stochastic analysis. 

Appendix 13 (A13.2) presents and evaluates the coefficient of variation of the characteristic 

buckling resistances. 

 
Fig. 77 – Characteristic buckling curves for cold-formed sections. 
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Fig. 78 – Characteristic buckling curves for HSS type steel grades compared to curve c. 

6.5.2 Safety levels of the proposed buckling curves 

The safety factors are calculated following the same procedures that are introduced in Section 

6.4.3. The calculated safety levels are summarized in Table 6.10. The background is marked by 

green, if the necessary safety level is met; red, if the necessary safety level is not ensured. 

Table 6.10: Calculated safety parameters of the analysed steel grades. 

Comparison to: curve c curve b curve a 

Steel grade k2.3% γM
* k2.3% γM

* k2.3% γM
* 

S420 1.03 0.86 0.99 0.92 0.92 0.98 
S460 1.04 0.86 1.00 0.91 0.92 0.97 
S500 1.05 0.85 1.00 0.90 0.93 0.97 
S700 1.08 0.82 1.03 0.87 0.97 0.93 
S960 1.11 0.78 1.07 0.83 1.01 0.88 

 

Based on the provided safety parameters the conclusions are the followings: 

 for steel grades of S420 the currently used buckling curve c of the EN 1993-1-1 [1] is 

sufficient, 

 for steel grades of S460, S500 and S700 the buckling curve b is proposed, 

 for steel grade of S960 the buckling curve a is proposed. 

In case of the proposed buckling curves the calculated partial safety factors are lower than 1.0, 

therefore they reach the necessary safety level of the EN 1993-1-1 [1] and EN 1990 Annex D 

[13]. The proposed buckling curves based on the stochastic analysis support the results of the 

deterministic analysis and the experimental tests. 
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7 Buckling curve development for welded closed sections 

7.1 Introduction 

The current section gives an overview of the original Ayrton-Perry type formulation, which is 

the base of the currently used buckling curves. This chapter also presents the concept of the 

generalised imperfections used in the EN 1993-1-1 currently and introduces an improved 

method implementing the effect of the residual stresses and the yield strength in the 

analytically derived buckling curves. The improved column buckling curve might be used for 

all type of welded box sections knowing the magnitude of the compressive residual stresses and 

the yield strength of the material. The influential parameters of the improved buckling curves 

are studied and evaluated in a detailed manner. Based on the results of the stochastic numerical 

analysis the improved column buckling curve is calibrated for welded square box sections 

made from steel grades between S420 – S960. 

7.2 Overview of the original Ayrton-Perry type formulation 

7.2.1 Derivation of the formula 

The main assumptions of the Ayrton-Perry type formulation are the followings: 

 concentric axial compression load, 

 linear elastic – perfectly plastic material model, 

 no residual stress are considered, 

 flexural buckling failure occurs, if the yield strength is reached in the compressed 

extreme fibre. 

Based on these assumptions the flexural buckling resistance is reached when the maximum 

axial stress in the extreme fibre equals the yield strength according to Eq. (40) and Fig. 79. 

 𝑓𝑦 = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑁

𝐴
+

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑊
 (40) 

where 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 bending moment due to the imperfect shape, 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑁 ∙ 𝑣, 

 N normal force acting on the top of the column, 

𝑣 actual out-of-straightness during loading, 𝑣 = 𝑣0 ∙
1

1−
𝑁

𝑁𝑐𝑟

, 

Ncr Euler critical force of the column having pinned-pinned support conditions, 

A ; W  cross-section properties of the column. 

Using the extracted symbols Eq. (40) can be expressed by Eq. (41). 

 1 =
𝑁

𝐴∙𝑓𝑦
+

𝑁∙𝑣0

𝑓𝑦∙𝑊
∙

1

1−
𝑁

𝑁𝑐𝑟

=
𝑁

𝐴∙𝑓𝑦
+

𝑁∙𝑣0∙𝐴

𝐴∙𝑓𝑦∙𝑊
∙

1

1−

𝑁
𝐴∙𝑓𝑦
𝑁𝑐𝑟
𝐴∙𝑓𝑦

. (41) 
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Using the expressions of 𝜒 =
𝑁

𝐴∙𝑓𝑦
 and 𝜆2 =

𝐴∙𝑓𝑦

𝑁𝑐𝑟
 Eq. (41) can be simplified to the form of Eq. 

(42). 

 1 = 𝜒 + 𝜒 ∙
𝑣0∙𝐴

𝑊
∙

1

1−𝜒∙𝜆2. (42) 

Eq. (42) can be rearranged as a pure quadratic equation for the reduction factor (𝜒): 

 0 = 𝜆2 ∙ 𝜒2 − (1 + 𝜆2 +
𝑣0∙𝐴

𝑊
) ∙ 𝜒 + 1 (43) 

The appropriate solution of Eq. (43) from the two possible solutions is given by Eq. (44). 

 𝜒 =
1+𝜆2+

𝑣0∙𝐴

𝑊
−√(1+𝜆2+

𝑣0∙𝐴

𝑊
)

2
−4∙𝜆2

2∙𝜆2  (44) 

 
Fig. 79: The basic concept of the original Ayrton-Perry type formulation. 

Up to this point the effect of the residual stress is ignored from the solution and the magnitude 

of the global imperfection (𝑣0) is considered as an independent value from the geometry. 

Ayrton and Perry [21], [22] suggested 𝑣0 as a linear function of the column length. However, 

based on a validation process using experimental data Rondal and Maquoi [19], [20] proposed 

a semi-empirical equation (Eq. (45)) for the value of the generalized imperfection. The left side 

of Eq. (45) is known as generalized imperfection. This equation includes explicitly the effect of 

residual stresses, the global initial imperfection and also other influential effects which might 

have influence on the flexural buckling resistance. 

 
𝑣0∙𝐴

𝑊
= 𝛼 ∙ (𝜆 − 0.2) (45) 

Using the expression Φ =
1+𝜆2+𝛼∙(𝜆−0.2)

2
 and Eq. (45), Eq. (44) can be expressed in form of Eq. 

(46), which is currently given in the EN 1993-1-1 [1]. 

 𝜒 =
Φ

𝜆2 − √(
Φ

𝜆2)
2

−
1

𝜆2 =
1

Φ+√Φ2−𝜆2
 (46) 

7.2.2 Evaluation of the generalized imperfection concept of EN 1993-1-1 

In the current investigations Eq. (45) is rearranged into the form of Eq. (47) in order to 

evaluate the “Generalized imperfection” concept. 
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 𝑣0 = 𝛼 ∙
2𝑖2

ℎ
∙ (𝜆 − 0.2) = 𝛼 ∙

2

𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒
∙ (

𝐿

𝜆1(𝑓𝑦)
− 0.2 ∙ 𝑖) (47) 

where 𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 =
ℎ

𝑖
   cross-section shape parameter, 

𝜆1(𝑓𝑦) = 𝜋 ∙ √
𝐸

𝑓𝑦
  Euler-slenderness. 

Based on Eq. (47) it can be concluded, that the value of the imperfection (𝑣0) depends on the 

imperfection factor 𝛼, on the geometry (length of the column, 𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 cross-section shape 

parameter, radius of gyration) and on the yield strength based on the generalized imperfection 

concept. The effect on the yield strength is studied and presented in Fig. 80 in case of a welded 

box section column having a dimension of 120×6. It can be observed that higher yield strength 

results in higher imperfection. However, this tendency contradicts with the previous 

experimental and numerical observations. In Section 4.4 it is proved that the initial geometric 

imperfection is not larger for HSS sections, moreover the compression residual stress also does 

not increase linearly with the yield strength. These observations are valid for welded box 

sections as well as for cold-formed hollow sections. It means that the generalized imperfection 

in the Ayrton-Perry type formulation overestimates the imperfections in case of columns made 

from HSS, leading to uneconomical design.  

  
Fig. 80: Generalized imperfection in function of the yield strength. 

7.2.3 Conclusions and research aims 

The generic problem of the current flexural buckling curves, which are based on the original 

Ayrton-Perry type formulation is that they consider the initial geometric imperfection and the 

residual stresses only through the empirical based generalized imperfection concept, which 

was derived and determined for NSS structures. Therefore, for structures whose typical initial 

imperfections and residual stresses are different from those that were examined during the 

validation process (such as high strength steel or stainless steel structures) the generalized 

imperfection cannot be used on the same way. An improved formula that includes analytically 
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the effect of the residual stresses and the effect of the real initial imperfection could be used 

much more effectively in the design process of HSS compressed columns. However, the 

implementation of the residual stresses and the geometrical imperfection in the analytical 

solution needs also a calibration and validation process. This calibration is done in present 

research work for welded box section columns and presented in the following Sections. 

7.3 Improved Ayrton-Perry type formulation for welded sections 

7.3.1 Derivation of the formula 

The main assumptions of the currently modified Ayrton-Perry type formula are the followings: 

 concentric axial compression load, 

 linear elastic – perfectly plastic material model, 

 residual stresses are directly considered, 

 flexural buckling occurs when the yield strength is reached in the compressed extreme 

fibre considering stresses coming from action forces and compressive residual stresses. 

The basic concept of the improved formulation is shown in Fig. 81. The only difference 

compared to the original formulation is the consideration of the residual stresses. In order to 

use this improved formula, the magnitude of the typical axial compressive residual stress has to 

be known. In case of elastic buckling in the high slenderness region the maximum normal 

stress in the extreme fibre (𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥) equals to the sum of the stresses coming from the loading 

(𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑) and from the compressive residual stresses (𝜎𝑅𝑆). Based on this assumption Eq. (40) can 

be modified according to Eq. (48), and 𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑 should be used, instead of the yield strength. 

 𝑓𝑦 = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑁

𝐴
+

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑊
+ 𝜎𝑅𝑆   →   𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑 =

𝑁

𝐴
+

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑊
= 𝑓𝑦 − 𝜎𝑅𝑆 , (48) 

where 𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the reduced maximum stress allowed for action forces. 

 
Fig. 81: Concept of the improved Ayrton-Perry type formulation. 

However, in case of plastic buckling in the low slenderness range, the residual stress does not 

have significant effect on the buckling resistance due to the plastic stress redistribution. 

Therefore, in this case the effect of the residual stresses should be reduced. Considering this 
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phenomenon a reduction factor (𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝜆)) is introduced to modify the value of the considered 

compressive residual stress in the function of the slenderness. The reduction factor is 

implemented according to Eq. (49) to ensure correct results for plastic and elastic buckling 

cases as well.  

 𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑓𝑦 − 𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝜆) ∙ 𝜎𝑅𝑆 , (49) 

The reduction factor equals to zero in case of low slenderness region and it equals to 1 in the 

high slenderness region. The reduction function is validated based on experimental and 

numerical results. Using the previously defined expressions for 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑣 Eq. (48) can be 

rearranged as a pure quadratic equation for 𝑁 in form of Eq. (50). 

 0 =
1

𝐴∙𝑁𝑐𝑟
∙ 𝑁2 − (

𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝑐𝑟
+

1

𝐴
+

𝑣0

𝑊
) ∙ 𝑁 + 𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑 (50) 

The appropriate solution of Eq. (50) from the two possible solutions is given by Eq. (51), which 

can be rearranged to the form given by Eq. (52) using the expression of 𝜒 =
𝑁

𝐴∙𝑓𝑦
. 

 N =
𝐴∙𝑁𝑐𝑟

2
∙ (

𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝑐𝑟
+

1

𝐴
+

𝑣0

𝑊
− √(

𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝑐𝑟
+

1

𝐴
+

𝑣0

𝑊
)

2

− 4 ∙
𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝑐𝑟
) (51) 

 χ =
1

2
∙ (

𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑓𝑦
+

𝑁𝑐𝑟

𝑓𝑦
∙ (

1

𝐴
+

𝑣0

𝑊
) − √(

𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑓𝑦
+

𝑁𝑐𝑟

𝑓𝑦
∙ (

1

𝐴
+

𝑣0

𝑊
))

2

− 4 ∙
𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑓𝑦
∙

𝑁𝑐𝑟

𝐴∙𝑓𝑦
) (52) 

Extracting the expressions of 𝑁𝑐𝑟 =
𝐴∙𝑓𝑦

𝜆2  and 𝑊 =
2∙𝐼

ℎ
 and using the expression of 𝑖2 =

𝐼

𝐴
 the 

equation given by Eq. (53) can be reached. 

 χ =
1

2
∙ (𝑘𝑓𝑦 +

1

𝜆2 ∙ (1 +
ℎ∙𝑣0

2∙𝑖2 ) − √(𝑘𝑓𝑦 +
1

𝜆2 ∙ (1 +
ℎ∙𝑣0

2∙𝑖2 ))
2

− 4 ∙ 𝑘𝑓𝑦 ∙
1

𝜆2) (53) 

where 𝑘𝑓𝑦 =
𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑓𝑦
 is the reduced maximum stress ratio due to the compressive residual 

stresses. Introducing 𝑘𝑅𝑆 =
𝜎𝑅𝑆

𝑓𝑦
  the value of 𝑘𝑓𝑦 can be given by Eq. (54). 

 𝑘𝑓𝑦 = 1 − 𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝜆) ∙ 𝑘𝑅𝑆. (54) 

Using the simplification concept of the original Ayrton-Perry formula Eq. (53) can be 

simplified to the form given by Eq. (55) representing the modified buckling curve.  

 χ =
1

2
∙ (Φ𝑅𝑆 − √Φ𝑅𝑆

2 −
4∙𝑘𝑓𝑦

𝜆2 ) (55) 

where Φ𝑅𝑆 = 𝑘𝑓𝑦 +
1

𝜆2 ∙ (1 +
ℎ∙𝑣0

2∙𝑖2 ) is the value to determine the modified buckling reduction 

factor. Φ𝑅𝑆 can be further converted to Eq. (56) using the previously defined expressions for 

𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 and 𝜆1. 
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 Φ𝑅𝑆 = 𝑘𝑓𝑦 +
1

𝜆2
+

𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒∙𝜆1(𝑓𝑦)

2∙𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣∙𝜆
 (56) 

where 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣 =
𝐿

𝑣0
    is the ratio between the length and the initial geometrical imperfection. 

7.3.2 Evaluation of the improved buckling curve 

Based on Eqs. (54) – (56) it can be concluded, that the modified buckling curve depends on the 

slenderness (𝜆), on the shape of the cross-section (𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒), on the yield strength (𝑓𝑦), on the 

geometrical imperfection compared to the length (𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣) and on the compressive residual 

stresses compared to the yield strength (𝑘𝑅𝑆). Fig. 82 and Fig. 83 present the dependencies of 

the column buckling curve on these parameters.  

    
Fig. 82: Dependence of the improved buckling curve on the a) residual stress b) imperfection. 

    
Fig. 83: Dependence of the improved buckling curve on the a) yield stress b) cross-section. 

It can be observed that the residual stress and the geometrical imperfection have significant 

impact on the buckling resistance. The character of the residual stress has a good agreement 

with the results observed based on the deterministic numerical simulations introduced in 

Section 5.2.2.3. Moreover, the yield strength has a remarkable effect on the buckling curve 

which is not considered in the current design methods. Fig. 83 b) shows that the buckling 

curve theoretically depends on the shape of the cross-section, but practically the possible 

change in the 𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 parameter is small and it has a negligible effect on the flexural buckling 

resistance. 

a) b) 

a) b) 
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7.4 Calibration of the improved buckling curve for welded square box sections 

7.4.1 Introduction of the new design formula 

The general aim is to create a formula that can be used as a general design proposal. In the 

current flexural buckling design method the determination of the geometry (𝜆, 𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒) and the 

steel grade (𝑓𝑦) is needed, the other parameters are implemented and restricted in the formulas. 

In the improved design method, the magnitude of the axial compressive residual stress of the 

given cross-section is also a parameter. Designers are usually not capable to decide or calculate 

these values thus the design code should contain proposals for the calculation of the decisive 

residual stresses. Residual stress models such as the model introduced in Section 3.5.3 for 

welded HSS square box sections are available in the literature. However, the other parameters 

of the introduced modified formula; the initial imperfection (𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣) and the reduction function 

of the residual stress (𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝜆)), should be built into the design model. This section presents the 

verification of the input parameters based on the detailed Monte Carlo simulation. 

7.4.2 Verification process 

The basis of the calibration is the result of the stochastic analysis presented in Section 6.4. Fig. 

75 shows the obtained characteristic (lower 2.3% quantile) buckling curves for the HSS type 

material grades. These resistances are the target values for the improved buckling curve. 

During the calibration process the 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣 and the 𝑟𝑒𝑑 parameters are determined on the way that 

the results of the improved Ayrton-Perry type design formula should approximate the results of 

the Monte Carlo analysis. Another criterion is that the design formula can give slightly lower 

resistance values than provided by the Monte Carlo simulation in order to remain on the safe 

side. Based on these criteria two new formulas are developed; a simple (model type ‘A’) and a 

more complex model (model type ‘B’). Eq. (57) presents the calibrated 𝑟𝑒𝑑 function applicable 

between 0.3 < 𝜆 < 1.2. This is the same for both solutions (type ‘A’ and ‘B’) depending only on 

the slenderness of the column. The 𝑟𝑒𝑑 function is equal to 0 if 𝜆 < 0.3 and equals to1.0 if 𝜆 >

1.2. 

 𝑟𝑒𝑑 =
1

2
∙ [1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (

𝜆−0.3

0.9
∙ 𝜋)]. (57) 

In case of the model type ‘A’ 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣 is equal to 750 independently from all the other parameters. 

This value fits the manufacturing tolerance according to EN 1090-2 [44]. In case of the model 

type ‘B’ Eqs. (58)-(60) show the verified 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣, which depends on the slenderness and on the 

yield strength. 

 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣,𝐵 = 750        𝑖𝑓 𝜆 < 1.3 (58) 

 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣,𝐵 = 750 +
2.2∙𝑓𝑦−750

2
∙ [1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (

𝜆−1.3

0.4
∙ 𝜋)]        𝑖𝑓 1.3 < 𝜆 < 1.7  (59) 
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 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣,𝐵 = 2.2 ∙ 𝑓𝑦         𝑖𝑓 𝜆 > 1.7 (60) 

where 𝑓𝑦 should be given in MPa. Fig. 84 demonstrates the calibrated 𝑟𝑒𝑑 and 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣,𝐵 in the 

function of the relative slenderness ratio. 

   
Fig. 84: Dependence of the a) 𝑟𝑒𝑑 function and b) the 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣,𝐵 on the slenderness. 

Fig. 85 and Fig. 86 display the difference between the calibrated design formula and the results 

of the Monte Carlo simulation compared to the buckling curves of the EN 1993-1-1 [1]. On 

these diagrams the 𝜒 reduction factors are scaled by the buckling curve c. The diagrams reveal 

that the model type ‘B’ gives higher resistances in the higher slenderness region than model 

type ‘A’. Fig. 87 presents the comparison of the reduction factors between the calibrated design 

formula and the results of the Monte Carlo simulation for the particular calculated points of 

the buckling curves. Table 7.1 presents the statistical evaluation of the improved and currently 

proposed Ayrton-Perry formulation. Using the same safety approaches that are introduced in 

Section 6.4.3, the safety factors are calculated. The safety factor based on the lower 2.3% 

quantile method is 𝑘2.3% = 0.993≈1.0 for both model type ‘A’ and ‘B’, and the predefined 

partial safety factor is 𝛾𝑀
∗ = 0.931 for model type ‘A’ and 𝛾𝑀

∗ = 0.933 for model type ‘B’. 

Based on the safety factors it can be concluded that both proposed design formulas provide the 

necessary safety level according to EN 1990 Annex D [13] and could be used with adequate 

safety in the design. The advantage of the proposed model is that the designer does not need to 

choose between several buckling curves in order to calculate the buckling resistance. 

Moreover, the proposed formula provides still safe, but higher resistances than the current 

design formula of the Eurocode. 

Table 7.1: Statistical evaluation of the new design proposals (𝜒𝑀𝐶𝑆 𝜒𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙⁄ ). 

 model ‘A’ model ‘B’ 
Mean 1.027 1.015 
Max 1.078 1.078 

Min (k2.3%) 0.993 0.993 
Variance 0.022 0.022 

a) b) 
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Fig. 85: Comparison of the model type ‘A’ (AP), the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) and the Eurocode 

buckling curves. 

 
Fig. 86: Comparison of the model type ‘B’ (AP), the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) and the Eurocode 

buckling curves. 

 
Fig. 87: Comparison of the a) model type ‘A’ or b) model type ‘B’ and the Monte Carlo simulation. 

a) b) 
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8 Summary and further studies 

8.1 Summary and conclusions 

In present dissertation a comprehensive study is accomplished for the flexural buckling 

behaviour of HSS welded box and cold-formed hollow section columns.  

As a first step longitudinal residual stress measurements are carried out on welded and cold-

formed sections. Based on the test results the shape and the intensity of the measured residual 

stresses are evaluated and residual stress models are developed for both section types. 

An extensive experimental program is carried out for the determination of the flexural 

buckling resistance of welded and cold-formed HSS columns. The experimental program 

contained measurement of the initial out-of-straightness amplitudes and material properties of 

the tested columns. Based on the detailed experimental program a deterministic numerical 

parametric study is executed to analyse the effects of the influential parameters and to 

determine the flexural buckling resistance of compressed welded box and cold-formed hollow 

sections. Stochastic numerical analysis using Monte Carlo simulations is also carried out to 

determine the characteristic values of the buckling resistance. In the analysis the geometrical 

parameters (width, thickness), the material properties, the residual stresses and the geometrical 

imperfections are considered as probabilistic variables. Based on the executed experiments, 

deterministic and stochastic analyses the author determined the applicable column buckling 

curves, which can be used in the design of HSS columns ensuring the required safety of the 

EN1990. The buckling curves given in Table 8.1 are proposed for design purposes using the 

partial safety factor γM1=1.0. 

Table 8.1: Applicable buckling curves. 

Section type S420 S460 S500 S700 S960 
welded box section c c b b a 

cold-formed hollow section c b b b a 
 

Furthermore, the basic concept of the Ayrton-Perry type formulation for the flexural buckling 

problem of box section columns is improved implementing the effect of the residual stresses 

into the design process. Enhanced general column buckling curve is developed which can be 

used for welded box sections made from steel grades between S420 – S960. The formulation 

and the applicability of the new column buckling curve are compatible with the current 

buckling curves of the EN 1993-1-1, however applicable for high strength steel grades. The 

presented method could be a general method, but independent calibration is needed for 

different cross-section types (for example: I-sections) and manufacturing processes. 
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8.2 Proposal for further studies 

Future studies related to the presented research work are recommended in several directions: 

 The numerical studies (both deterministic and stochastic) shall be extended to welded 

and cold-formed rectangular closed sections. Following the extended numerical 

analysis the flexural buckling resistance should be evaluated and analysed in function 

of the h/b ratio. 

 The numerical studies (both deterministic and stochastic) shall be extended to hot-

rolled and welded I and H sections. Based on the results of the extended numerical 

analysis applicable column buckling curves should be proposed for I sections made of 

HSS steel grades, and the presented improved calculation method for the column 

buckling curve of welded sections can be calibrated for welded I and H sections. 

 Following the same research strategy the local buckling behaviour of HSS welded and 

cold-formed section columns shall be studied and based on the results applicable local 

buckling curves should be proposed for HSS steel grades. 
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9 New scientific results 

9.1 Theses 

Thesis 1 

I experimentally investigated the axial residual stress distribution in welded square box and 

cold-formed square hollow sections. I determined the observed tendencies of the residual stress 

pattern and developed improved residual stress models applicable for steel grades of S235 – 

S960.  

a) I designed and completed residual stress measurements on 21 welded box section and on 

13 cold-formed hollow section columns made from steel grades of S235 – S960 using 

sectioning method. 

b) I proved that the maximum tensile residual stress in welded sections can reach the value 

of the yield strength independently from the steel grade. 

c) I proved that the average compression residual stress in welded sections does not depend 

on the steel grade, but it depends on the b/t ratio and on the plate thickness.  

d) I proved that the average bending residual stress in cold-formed sections does not depend 

on the b/t ratio, but it depends on the steel grade.  

e) Based on the experiments I developed two improved residual stress models for the 

investigated section types separately, which models are applicable for steel grades of 

S235 – S960. 

Related publications: [SB1], [SB2], [SB3], [SB8], [SB10], [SB11] 

Thesis 2 

I experimentally investigated the initial global imperfection (out-of-straightness) of welded 

square box and cold-formed square hollow section columns. 

a) I designed and completed out-of-straightness measurements on 49 welded box section 

columns and on 45 cold-formed hollow section columns made from steel grades of S235 

– S960. 

b) I proved that the out-of-straightness does not depend on the steel grade, therefore the 

same out-of-straightness imperfection shape and magnitudes are expected for HSS and 

for NSS members. 

c) I statistically evaluated the measured imperfection magnitudes and I proved that the GEV 

(General Extreme Value) and Gamma distributions give a good approximation for the 

experimental data pool. I specified the parameters of the GEV and Gamma distributions 

that can be used to predict the initial out-of-straightness imperfection of welded and 

cold-formed columns, separately. 

Related publications: [SB4], [SB5], [SB6], [SB9], [SB10] 
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Thesis 3 

I experimentally investigated the flexural buckling behaviour of welded square box and cold-

formed square hollow section columns. I determined the flexural buckling resistances and 

specified the applicable column buckling curves. 

a) I designed and completed an experimental research program on 49 welded box section 

and on 45 cold-formed hollow section columns made from steel grades of S235 – S960 

to investigate their flexural buckling behaviour. 

b) I proved that the flexural buckling reduction factor of welded box section and cold-

formed hollow section columns made from steel grades of S500 – S960 is higher than the 

reduction factor of columns made from steel grades of S235 – S420 and significantly 

larger than the standard resistance developed for NSS. 

c) I statistically evaluated the measured resistances and I proved that based on the 

experiments the column buckling curve b of EN 1993-1-1 can be used for welded 

square box section columns using S500 and higher steel grades with adequate safety. 

d) I statistically evaluated the measured resistances and I proved that based on the 

experiments the column buckling curve b of EN 1993-1-1 can be used for cold-formed 

square hollow section members using S460 and higher steel grades with adequate safety. 

Related publications: [SB4], [SB5], [SB9], [SB10], [SB12] 

Thesis 4 

I numerically investigated the flexural buckling behaviour of welded square box and cold-

formed square hollow section columns using deterministic and stochastic numerical modelling. 

Based on the evaluation of the numerical flexural buckling resistances I specified the applicable 

column buckling curves. 

a) I developed advanced finite element models to determine the flexural buckling resistance 

using GMNI analyses. 

b) I proved that the buckling reduction factor of HSS columns can be higher due to the (i) 

increased yield strength and (ii) the reduced relative magnitude of residual stresses. 

c) I designed and completed a deterministic numerical parametric study to determine the 

characteristic flexural buckling curves for different steel grades. I statistically evaluated 

the obtained numerical resistances and I defined the applicable column buckling curves. 

d) I designed and completed a stochastic research program using Monte Carlo simulations 

to determine the characteristic flexural buckling curves for different steel grades. Based 

on the statistical evaluation of the obtained distribution functions applicable column 

buckling curves are proposed. 

e) I proved that HSS square section columns can be also designed according to the design 

process of EN 1993-1-1 using a modified imperfection parameter (α). I proposed a 

modified imperfection parameter based on the results of the numerical simulations. 

Related publications: [SB4], [SB5], [SB6], [SB9] 
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Thesis 5 

I modified the original analytical Ayrton-Perry type formulation implementing the effect of 

residual stresses and the yield strength to determine the flexural buckling reduction factor of 

welded box sections. The proposed analytical calculation method of the column buckling curve 

might be extended and calibrated for all type of welded sections knowing the magnitude of the 

compressive residual stress and the yield strength. Based on the results of the stochastic 

numerical analysis the improved column buckling curve is calibrated for welded square box 

sections made from steel grades between S420 – S960. 

Related publications: [SB7], [SB13] 
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Appendix 1 – Welding parameters of the welded specimens 

The input parameters of the welding process are summarized in Table A1.1. It can be seen that 

the welding speed is significantly lower in case of the specimens manufactured by the SSAB 

than in case of Ruukki’s specimens, and the current and voltage values are also smaller in case 

of the S500 specimen. However the current and voltage values for S960 specimens are close to 

each other. As the test results showed, the welding speed may have influence on the residual 

stress distribution and intensities, therefore its value is important by the evaluation of the 

residual stresses. 

Table A1.1: Welding data. 

Specimen 
Current [A] Voltage [V] 

Welding speed 
[cm/min] Effi-

ciency 

Total 
heat, Q 

[kJ/mm] 

Number 
of passes 

Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 1 Pass 2 

W5-195×6_R 185 185 25 27 57 65 n.a. n.a. 2 

W5-150×6_R 185 185 25 27 57 65 n.a. n.a. 2 

W5-120×6_R 185 185 25 27 57 65 n.a. n.a. 2 

W5-250×4_S 100 15 20 0.8 0.4 1 

W9-250×6_R 185 188 24.3 27 57 65 n.a. n.a. 2 

W9-220×6_R 185 188 24.3 27 57 65 n.a. n.a. 2 

W9-170×6_R 185 188 24.3 27 57 65 n.a. n.a. 2 

W9-120×6_R 185 188 24.3 27 57 65 n.a. n.a. 2 

W9-120×6_S 200 23 38 0.8 0.7 3 
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Appendix 2 – Residual stress measurement techniques 

The allowable residual stress measurement techniques can be classified into two groups, which 

are the “destructive” and the “non-destructive” methods. The principle of the destructive 

methods is the releasing of the stresses. After or during the relaxation it is needed to measure 

the difference between the relaxed and the stressed state. The non-destructive methods are 

mainly new developments. 

Destructive residual stress measurement methods 

Sectioning method 

Using the sectioning method the specimen is cut in strips or layers (Fig. 88) and then the strain 

changes between the cutted and non-cutted phases are measured. Sectioning in strips gives 

information about the stress levels in the plane of the plate and the layering shows how the 

stresses varies through the thickness of the specimen. 

 

Fig. 88 – Sectioning method [28]. 

The measurement of the strain change can be recorded by strain gauges or mechanical tools 

that determine the elongation of the sectioned strip. The measurement of elongation 

mechanically may be done using a Staeger meter where the distance of reference points are 

measured before and after the sectioning. The difference between the two measurements is the 

basis of the calculation of the released strain. Using strain gauges the difference in the recorded 

strains before and after the sectioning can be also determined. The benefits of the sectioning 

method is that it is economical and easy to understand, but there is a disadvantage; the 

measured relieved strain can be measured only on the surfaces and cannot be measured the 

strain distribution through the material thickness.  

Hole drilling method 
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The main principle of this method is to drill a hole in the specimen and record the developed 

strains using rosette strain gauge or mechanical measurement methods. There are several types 

of this method available: deep hole drilling, centre / blind hole drilling, trepan technique. The 

deep hole method is used for measuring thick plates. The measurement is initiated by the 

drilling of a small reference hole through the specimen. The diameter and depth of this 

reference hole is carefully measured. The main part of the method is when a column of the 

material containing the reference hole in the middle is trepanned out of the specimen. After it 

the released residual stresses can be calculated using the change of the diameter and the depth 

of the reference hole. Using the two data residual stresses can be determined in transversal and 

axial direction of the reference hole. 

 
Fig. 89 – Deep hole method [28]. 

The centre or blind hole methods are based on using a rosette strain gauge with the individual 

strain gauges situated around a hole positioned in the centre of the gauge. The drilling can be 

done either partially through the thickness or completely through. The process of the drilling 

can be done in increments in order to determine the change of the strain levels at different 

depths. 

 
Fig. 90 – Blind hole method – The drilling is done in the centre of the rosette gauge [28]. 

The trepanning technique is almost the same as the deep hole method just without the 

reference hole. Instead of the hole a rosette strain gauge is placed in the middle of the 
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measurement area. The method may be used to investigate changes in strains through the 

thickness with incremental removal of the material. 

Non-destructive residual stress measurement methods 

These methods are mainly based on new advanced technical innovations. This methods may be 

used on site, on existing structures, but the equipment for the measuring is usually expensive 

and in some cases not portable. 

Neutron diffraction technique 

The neutron diffraction method is based on the reflection of the neutrons when going through 

the material. The reflection angle gives information about how severe the distortions among the 

crystals in the material is. The depth penetration in steel is 38 mm. The method is very 

accurate, however a nuclear reactor is needed to supply the neutrons, so the usage of the 

method is quite restricted. Using this method the full stress tensor can be determined. 

X-Ray measurement 

X-ray method is similar as neutron diffraction method, the method is based on the reflection of 

the X-ray. However this method is usable only for recording the stresses at the surface of the 

specimen because the penetration depth of the X-ray in steel is only about 8 – 20 µm. 

Other methods 

Some other non-destructive stress measurement methods still exist, I would like only mention 

them: ultrasonic conduction, photo-stress coating or laser speckle-shear technique. 
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Appendix 3 – Results of the residual stress measurement on welded sections 

A3.1 – Measured residual stress patterns on welded sections 

 
Fig. 91: Residual stresses on W4.2-180×8_I specimen. 

 

Fig. 92: Residual stresses on W5-195×6_R specimen. 
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Fig. 93 – Residual stresses on W5-250×4_R and W5-150×6_R specimen. 

 
Fig. 94 – Residual stresses on W9-250×6_R specimen. 
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Fig. 95 – Residual stresses on W9-220×6_R and W9-170×6_R specimen. 

  
Fig. 96: Residual stresses of W2-120×6 and W3-120×6 specimens. 

  
Fig. 97: Residual stresses of W4.6-120×6 and W5-120×6_R specimens. 
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Fig. 98: Residual stresses of W9-120×6_R and W9-120×6_S specimens. 

 
Fig. 99: Comparison of residual stresses of 120×6 specimens. 
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A3.2 – Membrane residual stress patterns on welded sections 

The measured data is presented for the specimens made from steel grade S235, S355, S420 – 

S460, S500 and S960 separately in Fig. 100 – Fig. 109. On the diagrams the numbers in the 

parenthesis are referring to the blok/t ratio (b/t-2). The weld is always located on the side “A”. 

The horizontal axis of the diagrams shows the normalized plate width to make the 

comparability easier for specimens having different widths. The vertical axis shows the 

measured residual stresses in (MPa). The points on the diagrams show the locations of the 

strain gauges. 

 
Fig. 100 – Residual stresses of S235 specimens on side A. 

 
Fig. 101 – Residual stresses of S235 specimens on side B. 
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Fig. 102 – Residual stresses of S355 specimens on side A. 

 
Fig. 103 – Residual stresses of S355 specimens on side B. 

 
Fig. 104 – Residual stresses of S420, S460 specimens on side A. 
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Fig. 105 – Residual stresses of S420, S460 specimens on side B. 

 
Fig. 106 – Residual stresses of S500 specimens on side A. 

 
Fig. 107 – Residual stresses of S500 specimens on side B. 
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Fig. 108 – Residual stresses of S960 specimens on side A. 

 
Fig. 109 – Residual stresses of S960 specimens on side B. 
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Appendix 4 – Further evaluation of the tensile residual stress of welded sections 

The numerous measurements made on the compressive part of the specimens show that the 

compression residual stress distribution is quasi-uniform. However, the slope of the residual 

stress diagram is relative large in the corner zones, therefore the measurements on the tension 

side are less reliable, because the exact location and the averaging property of the strain gauges 

can have significant influence on the measured values. Therefore, the evaluation of the tensile 

residual stresses are extended, and based on the measured compressive residual stresses and 

based on the equilibrium equations the tension residual stresses are also calculated as well. 

Using these principles a residual stress diagram and the extreme values of the tension and 

compression residual stresses are determined for all the 21 test specimens. One of these 

equilibrium based residual stress diagrams compared to the measured real residual stresses can 

be seen in Fig. 110. 

 
Fig. 110: Derived residual stress model for W2-80×5 specimen 

Comparison of the measured and calculated maximum tensile residual stresses is shown in Fig. 

111 – Fig. 112. The results show that the measured and calculated maximum tensile residual 

stresses are in good agreement and its value almost reach the yield strength for all the studied 

steel grades. In case of the specimens made from S355, S420 and S460 steel materials the 

calculated tensile residual stresses are close to the yield strength. However, in case of the test 

specimens made from S235 the tensile stresses are always higher than the yield strength of the 

base material. There are two possible explanations for this phenomenon. The weld material has 

better quality than the base material, therefore the yield strength in the corner zone can be 

higher. In case of NSS the ultimate / yield strength ratio is higher, than for HSS materials, 

therefore the hardening effect in the heat affected zone can be also larger. From the test results 

it can be also observed, that in case of specimens made from S960 steel grade the tensile 

residual stresses in the corners based on the equilibrium are always smaller or equal as the 

measured maximum tensile residual stresses and the calculated values for the S960 specimens 
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never reach the actual yield strength. It means that a slight reduction can be observed in the 

measured tensile residual stresses for HSS materials, but its decreasing tendency is questionable 

due to the uncertainties in the measurements in the tension zone. 

 
Fig. 111: Measured and calculated tensile residual stress at the corners on HSS specimens 

 
Fig. 112: Measured and calculated tensile residual stress at the corners on NSS specimens 
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Appendix 5 – Residual stress measurement database for welded sections 

Author fy,nom fy,meas b b0 t b/t σrc σrc,mean σrt σrt,max 
Pavlovic-

Kuhlmann 
355 379 180 172 4 45 -130 -130 367 

367 
355 379 160 152 4 40 -160 -160 367 

Rasmussen-
Hancock 

650 705 90 80 5 18 

-163 

-169 

  

-112 
-174 
-227 

650 705 120 110 5 24 

-125 

-114 
-135 
-112 
-84 

650 705 150 140 5 30 
-78 

-73.3 -78 
-64 

Ban-Shi-
Shi-Wang 

460 505.7 100 80 10 10 

-203.5 

-197.5 

142.5 

289.8 

-187.5 207.8 
-201.6 246.5 
-146.9 141.1 

  212.9 
  163.8 
  201.8 
  289.8 

460 505.7 140 112 14 10 

-144.9 

-183.7 

132.9 

312.8 

-191 76.4 
-251.1 192.6 
-147.7 52.4 

  312.8 
  254.7 
  252.6 
  222.7 

460 505.7 150 130 10 15 

-144.8 

-164.2 

259.4 

366.2 

-149.2 306.2 
-165.7 294.9 
-197.2 296.5 

  342.4 
  366.2 
  332.2 
  348.2 

460 505.7 240 216 12 20 

-78.5 

-93.5 

312.7 

431.3 

-67.2 202 
-115.5 219.6 
-112.7 278.3 

  341.3 
  418.3 
  431.3 
  343.8 

460 505.7 330 306 12 27.5 

-74.5 

-68.5 

289.3 

489.9 

-53.6 263.8 
-99.6 239.6 
-46.2 246.4 

  408.3 
  489.9 
  473.2 
  223.7 
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460 505.7 330 306 12 27.5 

-88 

-78.5 

258 

477.7 

-43.2 247.7 
-104.3 243.2 

  247.8 
  386.6 
  477.7 

460 505.7 380 360 10 38 

-83 

-78.5 

168.8 

455.6 

-67.8 246 
-81.5 269.2 
-81.5 220.2 

  455.6 
  292.5 
  353.7 
  383.3 

Ban et al. 
(Usami, 

Fukumoto) 

460 505.7 139.6 130.7 4.49 31.1 -181.8 -181.8 454.4 454.4 
460 

 
206.4 197.6 4.43 46.6 -125 -125 

  460 
 

269.7 260.7 4.48 60.2 -85.2 -85.2 
  

Wang et al. 

460 505.8 110.9 88.1 11.4 9.7 -130 

-128.1 

334.5 

334.5 
460 505.8 110.9 88.1 11.4 9.7 -114.5 244.3 
460 505.8 110.9 88.1 11.4 9.7 -137 326 
460 505.8 110.9 88.1 11.4 9.7 -130.8 218.7 
460 505.8 156.5 133.7 11.4 13.7 -98.5 -98.5 342.4 342.4 
460 505.8 219.8 197 11.4 19.3 -71.7 -71.7 397.4 397.4 

Clarin 
420 441.3 101.3 95.2 3.05 33.2 -176.5 -176.5 435.5 435.5 
700 772.7 109.3 101.1 4.09 26.7 -309.1 -309.1 618.2 618.2 

1100 1350.7 85.5 77.54 3.98 21.5 -256.6 -256.6 783.4 783.4 

Somodi 

500 552 120 108 6 20 -186.2 
-169.2 517 517 

500 552 120 108 6 20 -152.1 
500 552 150 138 6 25 -105.2 

-127.3 420 420 
500 552 150 138 6 25 -149.3 
500 563 195 183 6 32.5 -96.2 

-103.8 473 473 
500 563 195 183 6 32.5 -111.4 
500 624 250 242 4 62.5 -118.5 

-109.1 527 527 
500 624 250 242 4 62.5 -99.6 
960 1010 120 108 6 20 -48.3 

-70.6 528 528 
960 1010 120 108 6 20 -92.9 
960 992 120 108 6 20 -116.7 

-144.7 840 840 
960 992 120 108 6 20 -172.7 
960 992 170 158 6 28.3 -90.8 

-104.3 889 889 
960 992 170 158 6 28.3 -117.7 
960 992 220 208 6 36.7 -127.7 

-123.8 793 793 
960 992 220 208 6 36.7 -119.9 
960 992 250 238 6 41.7 -74.4 

-76.3 931 931 
960 992 250 238 6 41.7 -78.1 
235 327 80 70 5 16 -161.8 -161.8 347 347 
355 404 80 70 5 16 -185.1 -185.1 396 396 
460 506 80 70 5 16 -176.4 -176.4 431 431 
235 324 120 108 6 20 -181.7 -181.7 365 365 
235 325 150 138 6 25 -160.3 -160.3 334 334 
355 414 120 108 6 20 -110.9 -110.9 414 414 
355 391 150 138 6 25 -150.0 -150.0 440 440 
460 488 120 108 6 20 -121.1 -121.1 568 568 
460 479 150 138 6 25 -129.7 -129.7 526 526 
420 451 180 164 8 22.5 -109.1 -109.1 352 352 
235 318 180 164 8 22.5 -133.5 -133.5 390 390 
235 317 180 164 8 22.5   

 
412 412 

235 320 180 164 8 22.5 -90.8 -90.8 413 413 
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Appendix 6 – Results of the residual stress measurement on cold-formed sections 

The results of the residual stress measurements can be seen in Fig. 113 – Fig. 119. The 

measured values are given in MPa. The blue lines represent the measured residual stresses on 

the outer surface and the orange lines correspond to the residual stresses on the inner surface. 

It can be observed that on the outer surface tension, and on the inner surface compression 

residual stresses are measured, as expected based on the previous test results found in the 

international literature made on cold-formed specimens using the continuous forming method. 

At those points where inner and outer residual stresses are also measured the obtained values 

are averaged, which are marked by dashed green lines on the diagrams. 

 
Fig. 113: Residual stresses of CF5-200×5 specimen. 
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Fig. 114: Residual stresses of S500 - 120×6 and 130×4 specimens. 

   
Fig. 115: Residual stresses of S700 - 150×8 and S700 150×4 specimens. 
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Fig. 116: Residual stresses of S960 - 150×7 and 120×4 specimens. 

 
Fig. 117: Residual stresses of S960 - 120×6 and S420 - 100×3 specimen. 
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Fig. 118: Residual stresses of S420 - 150×5 and S460 - 150×8 specimens. 

   
Fig. 119: Residual stresses of S420 - 120×6 and S460 - 120×4 specimens.  
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Appendix 7 – Residual stress measurement database for cold-formed sections 

Author fy,nom fy,meas b t b/t σrb 
Key-Hancock 250 416 161.8 4.9 33.0 225.0 

Li et al. (CRF) 
235 266 135 12 11.3 170.9 
235 248 135 10 13.5 173.4 
235 246 200 5 40.0 104.9 

Tong et al. 
(CRF) 250 391 135 10 13.5 226.8 

Sun et al. (CF) 
350 457 152 13 11.7 234.0 
355 330 152 6.35 23.9 162.0 

Ma (SHS) 900 960 120 4 30.0 537.6 

Somodi 

500 623 120 6 20.0 503.0 
500 573 130 4 32.5 504.4 
500 567 200 5 40.0 397.3 
700 799 150 4 37.5 547.5 
700 742 150 8 18.8 564.9 
960 1049 120 4 30.0 560.5 
960 1088 120 6 20.0 419.0 
960 1114 150 7 21.4 372.0 
420 458 100 3 33.3 305.7 
420 506 120 6 20.0 328.5 
420 479 150 5 30.0 341.1 
460 508 150 8 18.8 477.5 
460 559 120 4 30.0 323.0 
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Appendix 8 – Geometry and material of the flexural buckling specimens 

Before the buckling tests the width and thickness values of the test specimens are measured and 

summarized in Table A7.2 and Table A7.3. The definition of the different widths and the side 

numbering of the specimens are shown in Fig. 120. The specimen lengths are presented by the 

parameter Lcolumn and the distance between the hinges in the test (buckling length of the 

specimen) is given by the value of Leff . 

       

Fig. 120: Definition of different widths and the side numbering of the cross-sections.  

Table A7.2: Measured width and length of the welded test specimens, [mm]. 

Name Code bA bB bC bD tnom treal Lcolumn Leff 
W2-I80×5-2500A 21/1 80.7 79.7 80.7 79.6 5 5.2 2498 2638 
W2-I80×5-2500B 21/2 80.1 80.2 80.4 80.3 5 5.4 2498 2638 
W2-I80×5-2000A 34/2 81.0 79.7 80.4 79.5 5 5.3 1997 2137 
W2-I80×5-2000B 34/3 80.3 80.1 80.3 80.2 5 5.4 1999 2139 

W2-I120×6-2800A 23/1 120.2 119.7 121.2 120.5 6 6.1 2798 2938 
W2-I120×6-2800B 23/2 120.4 120.4 120.4 120.4 6 6.3 2798 2938 
W2-I120×6-2500A 24/1 119.8 119.3 119.5 119.3 6 6.2 2500 2640 
W2-I120×6-2500B 24/2 119.7 119.1 119.9 119.2 6 6.2 2500 2640 
W2-I150×6-2800A 25/1 150.1 149.0 150.8 148.8 6 6.2 2799 2939 
W2-I150×6-2800B 25/2 150.6 150.1 150.1 149.0 6 6.1 2798 2938 
W2-I180×8-2800A 26/1 179.4 162.7 179.4 177.9 8 8.1 2800 2940 
W2-I180×8-2800B 26/2 179.8 178.0 179.8 178.2 8 8.1 2800 2940 
W3-I80×5-2000A 27/1 80.0 79.6 80.2 79.9 5 5.1 1998 2138 
W3-I80×5-2000B 27/2 80.0 79.6 80.7 79.5 5 5.3 1998 2138 

W3-I120×6-2800A 28/1 121.1 120.0 117.8 119.0 6 6.3 2801 2941 
W3-I120×6-2800B 28/2 118.3 120.1 118.9 120.0 6 6.3 2800 2940 
W3-I120×6-2500A 29/1 119.2 120.5 119.3 120.0 6 6.2 2501 2641 
W3-I120×6-2500B 29/2 118.4 120.0 118.9 119.6 6 6.1 2501 2641 
W3-I120×6-1800A 30/1 118.4 120.1 118.8 120.7 6 6.2 1802 1942 
W3-I120×6-1800B 30/2 118.1 119.8 118.2 119.3 6 6.2 1801 1941 
W3-I150×6-2800A 31/1 147.8 150.9 148.8 151.0 6 6.1 2798 2938 
W3-I150×6-2800B 31/2 148.1 151.4 147.9 151.5 6 6.1 2800 2940 
W3-I180×8-2800A 32/1 178.1 180.2 178.6 179.4 8 8.0 2800 2940 
W3-I180×8-2800B 32/2 179.4 178.7 179.1 179.5 8 8.1 2799 2939 

W4.2-I120×6-2800A 35/1 119.5 120.6 120.1 120.6 6 6.2 2801 2941 
W4.2-I120×6-2800B 35/2 119.3 120.2 120.4 120.0 6 6.0 2798 2938 
W4.2-I120×6-2500A 36/1 119.5 119.6 120.1 119.5 6 6.1 2500 2640 
W4.2-I120×6-2500B 36/2 119.7 119.7 119.7 120.2 6 6.1 2498 2638 
W4.2-I120×6-2000A 37/1 119.9 120.6 120.4 121.1 6 6.0 2000 2140 
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W4.2-I120×6-2000B 37/2 120.3 120.3 120.1 119.8 6 6.0 2001 2141 
W4.2-I120×6-1500A 38/1 120.5 120.5 119.8 120.6 6 6.0 1502 1642 
W4.2-I120×6-1500B 38/2 120.5 120.8 120.6 120.1 6 6.0 1501 1641 
W4.2-I180×8-2800A 40/1 180.0 179.8 180.5 179.8 8 7.8 2809 2949 
W4.2-I180×8-2800B 40/2 179.9 180.0 178.2 179.6 8 7.9 2809 2949 
W4.6-I80×5-2500A 33/1 80.3 79.5 80.0 79.5 5 5.1 2499 2639 
W4.6-I80×5-2500B 33/2 80.0 80.3 80.2 79.4 5 5.1 2499 2639 
W4.6-I80×5-2000A 34/1 80.1 79.9 80.7 80.3 5 5.3 2000 2140 
W4.6-I80×5-2000B 34/4 80.4 79.9 80.8 80.1 5 5.1 2000 2140 

W4.6-I150×6-2800A 39/1 149.3 150.2 148.9 150.5 6 5.9 2798 2938 
W4.6-I150×6-2800B 39/2 148.8 150.1 148.9 149.7 6 6.1 2798 2938 

W5-R120×6-2800 6 119.3 119.8 119.3 120.1 6 6.00 2800 2940 
W5-R120×6-2300 7 119.5 120.0 119.5 119.7 6 6.00 2300 2440 
W5-R150×6-2000 8 149.3 149.3 149.3 149.8 6 5.90 2000 2140 
W7-S140×6-2800 17 140.2 140.2 140.3 140.1 6 6.02 2800 2940 
W7-S140×6-1500 18 140.3 140.1 140.3 140.2 6 6.04 1501 1641 
W7-R180×8-2800 9 179.2 180.0 179.3 179.9 8 8.05 2800 2940 
W9-S120×6-2800 10 116.8 119.7 116.4 120.0 6 6.05 2800 2940 
W9-S120×6-1200 11 117.0 119.4 117.7 119.2 6 6.05 1200 1340 
W9-R160×8-2600 12 159.0 160.0 159.0 159.9 8 8.00 2600 2740 

 

Table A7.3: Measured width and length of the cold-formed test specimens [mm]. 

Name Code bA-C,e bB-D,e bA-C,m bB-D,m tnom treal rout,real Lcolumn Leff 

CF4.2-R100×3_3A 1/1 100.3 100.3 100.2 100.6 3 3.32 7 2799 2939 

CF4.2-R100×3_3B 1/2 100.1 100.5 100.0 100.5 3 3.23 6 2799 2939 

CF4.2-R100×3_3C 2/1 99.8 100.2 100.0 100.7 3 3.23 6 2599 2739 

CF4.2-R100×3_3D 2/2 100.0 100.2 100.0 100.4 3 3.18 7 2599 2739 

CF4.2-R120×6_2A 3/1 120.5 120.4 120.6 120.9 6 6.17 14 2798 2938 

CF4.2-R120×6_2B 3/2 120.6 120.5 120.5 120.8 6 6.22 14 2799 2939 

CF4.2-R120×6_2C 4/1 120.4 120.4 120.3 120.4 6 6.00 16 2500 2640 

CF4.2-R120×6_2D 4/2 120.3 120.4 120.7 120.5 6 6.08 16 2499 2639 

CF4.2-R150×5_1A 5/1 150.7 150.6 151.1 152.1 5 5.32 10 2799 2939 

CF4.2-R150×5_1B 5/2 150.4 150.9 151.0 151.9 5 5.40 10 2799 2939 

CF4.2-R150×5_1C 6/1 150.5 150.7 150.9 151.6 5 5.22 11 2400 2540 

CF4.2-R150×5_1D 6/2 150.8 150.7 150.7 151.9 5 5.28 11 2399 2539 

CF4.2-R150×5_1E 7/1 150.6 150.8 150.9 151.2 5 5.23 11 1900 2040 

CF4.2-R150×5_1F 7/2 150.3 150.9 151.0 151.7 5 5.25 11 1899 2039 

CF4.6-R80×5_3A 10/1 80.3 80.3 80.3 80.2 5 5.15 13 2499 2639 

CF4.6-R80×5_3B 10/2 80.4 80.2 80.2 80.0 5 5.23 13 2499 2639 

CF4.6-R80×5_3C 11/1 80.5 80.0 80.3 79.8 5 5.23 12 2099 2239 

CF4.6-R80×5_3D 11/2 80.5 80.1 80.3 80.0 5 5.30 12 2099 2239 

CF4.6-R80×5_1A 12/1 80.3 80.2 80.3 79.9 5 5.18 12 1100 1240 

CF4.6-R80×5_1B 12/2 80.3 80.0 80.3 80.2 5 5.23 11 1100 1240 

CF4.6-R120×4_2A 13/1 120.0 120.1 120.1 120.7 4 3.97 9 2799 2939 

CF4.6-R120×4_2B 13/2 120.1 120.4 120.0 120.7 4 4.20 8 2799 2939 

CF4.6-R120×4_1A 14/1 120.4 120.5 120.4 121.0 4 4.30 9 2100 2240 

CF4.6-R120×4_1B 14/2 120.0 120.2 120.3 121.0 4 4.30 9 2101 2241 

CF4.6-R150×8_2A 8/1 151.0 150.0 151.0 151.1 8 8.22 22 2798 2938 

CF4.6-R150×8_2B 8/2 150.9 150.2 151.6 150.8 8 8.05 22 2800 2940 

CF4.6-R150×8_1A 9/1 150.5 150.0 151.1 150.2 8 8.15 22 2400 2540 

CF4.6-R150×8_1B 9/2 150.8 150.2 151.1 150.2 8 8.17 21 2399 2539 

CF5-V120×6_3A 1a 120.1 120.1 120.6 120.5 6 6.00 13 2806 2946 
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CF5-V120×6_3B 1b 120.2 120.2 120.6 120.5 6 6.05 13 2806 2946 

CF5-V120×6_3C 1c 120.2 120.2 120.7 120.6 6 6.05 13 2806 2946 

CF5-R140×8_2A 13 140.7 140.7 141.3 140.8 8 7.83 22 2500 2640 

CF5-R140×8_1A 14 140.8 140.8 141.3 141.0 8 7.83 22 1800 1940 

CF7-R150×8_2A 2a 151.1 151.1 151.7 151.7 8 7.85 20 2800 2940 
CF7-R150×8_2B 2b 151.0 151.1 151.7 151.7 8 7.75 20 2800 2940 

CF7-R150×8_1A 15a 151.0 151.1 151.7 151.7 8 7.89 20 2000 2140 
CF7-R150×8_1B 15b 151.1 151.1 151.6 151.5 8 7.88 20 2000 2140 

CF7-R120×6_3A 16a 120.9 120.6 120.7 121.3 6 5.98 14 2800 2940 

CF7-R120×6_3B 16b 121.0 120.4 120.8 121.1 6 5.93 14 2800 2940 
CF9-R120×6_3A 3a 120.3 120.0 120.3 120.7 6 5.95 14 2798 2938 

CF9-R120×6_3B 3b 120.3 119.6 120.4 120.6 6 6.05 14 2800 2940 
CF9-R150×7_2A 4a 151.5 151.1 153.2 152.5 7.1 6.90 16 2800 2940 

CF9-R150×7_2B 4b 151.5 151.1 153.1 152.3 7.1 6.85 16 2800 2940 

CF9-R150×7_1A 5a 152.4 151.0 154.5 152.2 7.1 6.90 16 1700 1840 

CF9-R150×7_1B 5b 151.9 151.0 154.0 152.2 7.1 6.85 16 1700 1840 
 

Based on the measured geometries the area, inertia of the cross-section, and the local and 

global slenderness of the specimens are calculated. The calculations are made based on Eqs. 

(61) – (64) for welded and based on Eqs. (65) – (68) for cold-formed specimens. For the 

calculation of the slenderness the measured yield strength (see in Table A7.4 and Table A7.5) 

and 210 GPa as the modulus of elasticity are used.  

 𝐴𝑊 = 4 (
𝑏𝐴𝐶+𝑏𝐵𝐷

2
− 𝑡) ∙ 𝑡 (61) 

 𝐼𝑊,𝐵𝐷 = 2 (
𝑏𝐴𝐶

3∙𝑡

12
+

𝑡3∙(𝑏𝐵𝐷−2𝑡)

12
+ (𝑏𝐵𝐷 − 2𝑡) ∙ 𝑡 ∙ (

𝑏𝐴𝐶−𝑡

2
)

2

) (62) 

 𝐼𝑊,𝐴𝐶 = 2 (
𝑏𝐵𝐷

3∙𝑡

12
+

𝑡3∙(𝑏𝐴𝐶−2𝑡)

12
+ (𝑏𝐴𝐶 − 2𝑡) ∙ 𝑡 ∙ (

𝑏𝐵𝐷−𝑡

2
)

2

) (63) 

 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑘,𝑊 =
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑏𝐴𝐶,𝑏𝐵𝐷)−2𝑡

𝑡
 (64) 

 𝐴𝐶𝐹 = 4 (
𝑏𝐴𝐶,𝑒+𝑏𝐵𝐷,𝑒

2
− 2𝑟𝑜) ∙ 𝑡 + (𝑟𝑜

2 − 𝑟𝑖
2) ∙ 𝜋 (65) 

 𝐼𝐶𝐹,𝐵𝐷 = 2 (
(𝑏𝐴𝐶,𝑒−2𝑟𝑜)

3
∙𝑡

12
+ (𝑏𝐵𝐷,𝑒 − 2𝑟𝑜) ∙ 𝑡 ∙ (

𝑏𝐴𝐶,𝑒+𝑏𝐴𝐶,𝑚
2

−𝑡

2
)

2

+
𝑟𝑜

2∙𝜋

2
(

𝑏𝐴𝐶,𝑒−2𝑟𝑜

2
+

4𝑟𝑜

3𝜋
)

2

−
𝑟𝑖

2∙𝜋

2
(

𝑏𝐴𝐶,𝑒−2𝑟𝑜

2
+

4𝑟𝑖

3𝜋
)

2

)(66) 

 𝐼𝐶𝐹,𝐴𝐶 = 2 (
(𝑏𝐵𝐷,𝑒−2𝑟𝑜)

3
∙𝑡

12
+ (𝑏𝐴𝐶,𝑒 − 2𝑟𝑜) ∙ 𝑡 ∙ (

𝑏𝐵𝐷,𝑒+𝑏𝐵𝐷,𝑚
2

−𝑡

2
)

2

+
𝑟𝑜

2∙𝜋

2
(

𝑏𝐵𝐷,𝑒−2𝑟𝑜

2
+

4𝑟𝑜

3𝜋
)

2

−
𝑟𝑖

2∙𝜋

2
(

𝑏𝐵𝐷,𝑒−2𝑟𝑜

2
+

4𝑟𝑖

3𝜋
)

2

)(67) 

 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑘,𝐶𝐹 =
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑏𝐴𝐶,𝑒,𝑏𝐵𝐷,𝑒)−2𝑟𝑜

𝑡
 (68) 

The material properties of all the different types of specimens are measured and considered in 

the evaluation procedure. Table A7.4 and Table A7.5 summarize the measured average values 

for all the test specimens. The Young’s modulus (E) is considered equal to 210 GPa in the 

numerical study. Fig. 121 – Fig. 123 show the obtained engineering stress-strain curves from 

the coupon tests. 
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Table A7.4: Measured material properties for welded specimens [MPa]. 

Material Specimen code 
Plate 

fy fu 

S235 

21/1 326 470 

21/2 326 466 

34/2 324 473 

34/3 322 468 

23/1 326 451 

25/1 325 482 

26/1 307 445 

S355 

27/1 415 574 

28/1 411 565 

31/2 393 511 
32/1 397 545 

S420 
35/2 464 533 

40/2 458 529 

S460 

33/1 514 575 

33/2 508 581 

34/1 507 577 

34/4 499 571 

39/1 476 535 

S500 6, 7, 8 546 636 

S700 
17, 18 670 735 

9 741 803 

S960 
10, 11 1005 1047 

12 1073 1153 
 

Table A7.5: Measured material properties for cold-formed specimens [MPa]. 

Material Specimen code Plate Corner 
Edge of 

plate 

fy fu fy fu fy fu 

S420 

1/1, 1 /2, 2/1, 2/2 458 552 - - - - 

3/1, 3/2, 4/1, 4/2 506 551 - - - - 
5/1, 5/2, 6/1, 6/2, 

7/1, 7/2 
479 561 - - - - 

S460 

8/1, 8/2, 9/1, 9/2, 508 563 - - - - 

10/1, 10/2, 11/1, 
11/2, 12/1, 12/2 

601 655 - - - - 

13/1, 13/2, 14/1, 
14/2 

559 598 - - - - 

S500 
1a,1b,1c 624 656 - - 672 691 

13,14 614 662 - - - - 

S700 

2a,2b 742 839 815 951 - - 

15a,15b 751 834 - - - - 
16a,16b 741 830 - - - - 

S960 
3a,3b 1088 1182 1109 1271 - - 

4a,4b,5a,5b 1114 1199 1215 1399 - - 
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Fig. 121 – Engineering stress-strain curves of HSS welded specimens 

 

Fig. 122 – Engineering stress-strain curves of NSS welded specimens 
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Fig. 123 – Engineering stress-strain curves of cold-formed specimens 
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Appendix 9 – Verification of the hinge-like behaviour of the testing fixture 

A9.1 – Verification based on end-eccentricity measurements 

The end eccentricities are calculated from the measured end-moments as presented in Section 

4.4.2. However, the measured bending moment can have two origins: (i) loading eccentricity 

and (ii) rotational restrain of the loading device, if it does not behave as a pure hinge. In the 

current tests rollers are placed at the column ends, which are expected to behave as a pure 

hinge without any rotational restraint. However, to separate the effect of the loading 

eccentricity and the rotational restraint the loading eccentricity is measured by another way as 

well, using optical determination (distance measurement) in case of several specimens. The 

centre of the specimen and the centre of the hinge are signed by red lines, as shown in Fig. 124. 

A photo has been made for both ends of all the specimens before the testing and the end-

eccentricities are determined from the distance between the red lines by a digital evaluation 

process, as shown in Fig. 124. 

  
Fig. 124 – Determination of end-eccentricity in situ using digital evaluation 

The end eccentricities are determined by both methods and finally they are compared. Fig. 125 

shows the comparison between the digitally evaluated eccentricities and the calculated 

eccentricities coming from the strain gauge measurements. Good agreement is found between 

the end-eccentricities derived from the in-situ measurements and based on the evaluation of 

the initial slope of the M–N curves. It means that the initial slope of the M–N curve 

characterises the end-eccentricity and the support can be considered as a pinned support. 

(However, almost all the points in Fig. 125 are above the black line, but still quite close to it, 

which means that the support has a small rotational restraint, but it can be still characterised as 

a pinned support.) 
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Fig. 125 – End-eccentricity measured in situ and using M–N curve. 

A9.2 – Verification based on the rotation measurements of the end fixture 

The measured rotation of the end fixture and the measured lateral displacement at mid length 

are compared for the 26 HSS (S500, S700, S960) specimens. If the end fixture has a pure 

hinge-like behaviour, then the lateral displacement at mid length (vmid) and the rotation of the 

end fixtures (rotfix) has theoretically a linear connection depending the effective length of the 

column by Eq. (69). 

 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑥 = tan−1 (
𝜋∙𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑑

𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓
) (69) 

The theoretical rotation belonging to 1 mm lateral displacement (rot1,theo) is calculated for each 

specimens by Eq. (70). 

 𝑟𝑜𝑡1,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜 = tan−1 (
𝜋

𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 [𝑚𝑚]
) (70) 

The rotation of the end fixture – displacement at mid length diagrams are plotted and evaluated 

for both ends of the specimens. Fig. 37 shows two examples for the evaluation of these 

diagrams. The initial slope of these diagrams are determined and considered as the 

experimental rotation belonging to 1 mm lateral displacement (rot1,exp). Finally, experimental 

and the theoretical values are compared by Eq. (71). 

 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑡 =
𝑟𝑜𝑡1,𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑟𝑜𝑡1,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜
 (71) 

The average calculated ratio for the 26 specimens is 89%, which shows that practically the 

end-support can be considered as a hinged connection. 
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Fig. 126 – Rotation of the end fixture – displacement at mid length diagrams for Specimen 2b and 10 
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Appendix 10 – Global imperfection measurements 

During the evaluation of the imperfection measurements the regular errors are filtered out and 

the global shape of each specimen is derived along both x and y axis. All the measured 

geometries also contained the initial deformation of the measuring device as well, which has a 

small deflection due to its self-weight. The initial deformation of the measuring device has been 

also eliminated from the real column imperfections by measuring both sides of the specimens. 

To filter out this imperfection and the measuring errors the evaluation process of the 

measurements consisted the following steps: 

 Step 1: The measured data is recorded with 50 Hz frequency, every continuous data 

line contained about 1000 data depending on the length of the specimen. For an easier 

data management at the first step 41 points are fitted for every continuous data row 

along the specimen length, resulting in one data point in every 1/40 of the specimen’s 

length. 

 Step 2: The data measured on each side of the specimens are averaged (average of two 

measurement lines pro side) to have only one shape for each column sides.  

 Step 3: The results of the measured shapes on the opposite sides are averaged, which 

gives the out-of-straightness of the measuring device, as presented in Fig. 127. 

 Step 4: The shape and the magnitude of the real column imperfections are determined 

from the measured data minus/plus the out-of-straightness of the measuring device.  

 Step 5: The evaluation is made separately for the forwards and backwards 

measurements, which are averaged, however the results for the two directions gave 

almost the same result for all the specimens (Fig. 128).  

 
Fig. 127 – Filtering out the regular errors in x direction  
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Fig. 128 – Averaging of forward and backward direction for 16a specimen in x direction 

The final results of the imperfection measurement for the 54 HSS specimens are shown in Fig. 

129 and Fig. 130 for the cold-formed specimens having S500 – S960 steel grades, in Fig. 131 

and Fig. 132 for the cold-formed specimens having S420 – S460 steel grades, and in Fig. 133 

and Fig. 134 for the welded specimens having S500 – S960 steel grades. 

 
Fig. 129 – Global imperfection in x direction for cold-formed specimens I 
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Fig. 130 – Global imperfection in y direction for cold-formed specimens I 

 
Fig. 131 – Global imperfection in x direction for cold-formed specimens II 
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Fig. 132 – Global imperfection in y direction for cold-formed specimens II 

 
Fig. 133 – Global imperfection in x direction for welded specimens 
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Fig. 134 – Global imperfection in y direction for welded specimens 

The maximum out-of-straightness imperfection magnitudes are summarized in Table A8.6 for 

the HSS welded and in Table A8.7 for the cold-formed specimens. 

Table A8.6: Out-of-straightness imperfection for welded specimens [mm]. 

Name Code L vAB vCD 
|vAB /L 
x1000| 

|vCD /L 
x1000| 

W5-R120×6-2800 6 2800 0.25 0.34 0.085 0.116 
W5-R120×6-2300 7 2300 0.32 0.06 0.131 0.025 

W5-R150×6-2000 8 2000 0.48 0.22 0.224 0.103 
W7-S140×6-2800 17 2800 0.46 0.5 0.156 0.170 

W7-S140×6-1500 18 1501 0.43 0.23 0.262 0.140 

W7-R180×8-2800 9 2800 0.72 -0.61 0.245 0.207 

W9-S120×6-2800 10 2800 -1.83 0.82 0.622 0.279 

W9-S120×6-1200 11 1200 -0.80 0.26 0.597 0.194 
W9-R160×8-2600 12 2600 0.66 0.22 0.241 0.080 
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Table A8.7: Out-of-straightness imperfection for cold-formed specimens [mm]. 

Name Code L vAB vCD 
|vAB /L 
x1000| 

|vCD /L 
x1000| 

CF4.2-R100×3_3A 1/1 2799 -0.002 0.285 0.001 0.097 

CF4.2-R100×3_3B 1/2 2799 -0.148 -0.144 0.050 0.049 

CF4.2-R100×3_3C 2/1 2599 -0.056 0.256 0.021 0.093 

CF4.2-R100×3_3D 2/2 2599 0.140 0.361 0.051 0.132 

CF4.2-R120×6_2A 3/1 2798 -0.146 -0.314 0.050 0.107 

CF4.2-R120×6_2B 3/2 2799 -0.229 0.165 0.078 0.056 

CF4.2-R120×6_2C 4/1 2500 0.017 -0.186 0.006 0.071 

CF4.2-R120×6_2D 4/2 2499 -0.100 -0.119 0.038 0.045 

CF4.2-R150×5_1A 5/1 2799 -0.005 0.157 0.002 0.053 

CF4.2-R150×5_1B 5/2 2799 0.062 0.333 0.021 0.113 

CF4.2-R150×5_1C 6/1 2400 -0.081 0.038 0.032 0.015 

CF4.2-R150×5_1D 6/2 2399 0.132 0.022 0.052 0.008 

CF4.2-R150×5_1E 7/1 1900 0.080 0.138 0.039 0.067 

CF4.2-R150×5_1F 7/2 1899 0.056 0.084 0.027 0.041 

CF4.6-R80×5_3A 10/1 2499 0.115 -0.074 0.043 0.028 

CF4.6-R80×5_3B 10/2 2499 0.003 -0.211 0.001 0.080 

CF4.6-R80×5_3C 11/1 2099 0.300 -0.202 0.134 0.090 

CF4.6-R80×5_3D 11/2 2099 0.682 -0.436 0.305 0.195 

CF4.6-R80×5_1A 12/1 1100 0.325 -0.162 0.262 0.131 

CF4.6-R80×5_1B 12/2 1100 0.242 -0.253 0.195 0.204 

CF4.6-R120×4_2A 13/1 2799 0.418 -0.229 0.142 0.078 

CF4.6-R120×4_2B 13/2 2799 0.490 0.132 0.167 0.045 

CF4.6-R120×4_1A 14/1 2100 0.184 -0.121 0.082 0.054 

CF4.6-R120×4_1B 14/2 2101 0.259 0.001 0.115 0.000 

CF4.6-R150×8_2A 8/1 2798 -0.045 -0.129 0.015 0.044 

CF4.6-R150×8_2B 8/2 2800 0.013 -0.074 0.004 0.025 

CF4.6-R150×8_1A 9/1 2400 0.012 -0.076 0.005 0.030 

CF4.6-R150×8_1B 9/2 2399 -0.014 -0.024 0.006 0.010 

CF5-V120×6_3A 1a 2806 -0.35 -0.62 0.119 0.210 
CF5-V120×6_3B 1b 2806 -0.51 -0.58 0.173 0.197 

CF5-V120×6_3C 1c 2806 0.15 -0.68 0.051 0.231 

CF5-R140×8_2A 13 2500 0.26 -0.14 0.098 0.053 

CF5-R140×8_1A 14 1800 0.11 -0.09 0.057 0.046 

CF7-R150×8_2A 2a 2800 -0.67 -0.1 0.228 0.034 
CF7-R150×8_2B 2b 2800 -0.58 0.19 0.197 0.065 

CF7-R150×8_1A 15a 2000 0.24 0.1 0.112 0.047 
CF7-R150×8_1B 15b 2000 0.24 -0.06 0.112 0.028 

CF7-R120×6_3A 16a 2800 -0.31 -0.17 0.105 0.058 

CF7-R120×6_3B 16b 2800 -0.22 -0.15 0.075 0.051 
CF9-R120×6_3A 3a 2798 -0.55 0.36 0.187 0.123 

CF9-R120×6_3B 3b 2800 -0.52 0.63 0.177 0.214 
CF9-R150×7_2A 4a 2800 -0.26 0.38 0.088 0.129 

CF9-R150×7_2B 4b 2800 -0.26 0.07 0.088 0.024 

CF9-R150×7_1A 5a 1700 -0.23 -0.11 0.125 0.060 

CF9-R150×7_1B 5b 1700 -0.14 0.15 0.076 0.082 
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Appendix 11 – Flexural buckling sample test sheets 

Cold-formed S500 specimens 
CF5-

R140×8_1A 
CF5-

R140×8_2A 
CF5-

V120×6_3A 
CF5-

V120×6_3B 
CF5-

V120×6_3C 
No. 14 No. 13 No. 1a No. 1b No. 1c 
Ruukki Ruukki Voestalpine Voestalpine Voestalpine 

L=1800 mm L=2500 mm L=2805.5 mm L=2805.5 mm L=2805.5 mm 
bnom=140 mm bnom=140 mm bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm 

t=7.83 mm t=7.83 mm t=6.00 mm t=6.05 mm t=6.05 mm 
fy=614 MPa fy=614 MPa fy=624 MPa fy=624 MPa fy=624 MPa 
F=2435 kN F=1974 kN F=1168 kN F=1422 kN F=1281 kN 
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Cold-formed S500 specimens 
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Cold-formed S700 specimens 

CF7-
R150×8_1A 

CF7-
R150×8_1B 

CF7-
R150×8_2A 

CF7-
R150×8_2B 

CF7-
R120×6_3A 

CF7-
R120×6_3B 

No. 15a No. 15b No. 2a No. 2b No. 16a No. 16b 

Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki 

L=2000 mm L=2000  mm L=2800 mm L=2800 mm L=2800 mm L=2800 mm 

bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm 

t=7.89 mm t=7.88 mm t=7.85 mm t=7.75 mm t=5.98 mm t=5.93 mm 

fy=751 MPa fy=751 MPa fy=742 MPa fy=742 MPa fy=741 MPa fy=741 MPa 

F=3106 kN F=2852 kN F=2606 kN F=2562 kN F=1015 kN F=992 kN 
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Cold-formed S700 specimens 
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Cold-formed S960 specimens 
CF9-

R150×7_1A 
CF9-

R150×7_1B 
CF9-

R150×7_2A 
CF9-

R150×7_2B 
CF9-

R120×6_3A 
CF9-

R120×6_3B 

No. 5a No. 5b No. 4a No. 4b No. 3a No. 3b 

Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki 

L=1700 mm L=1700  mm L=2800 mm L=2800 mm L=2798 mm L=2800 mm 

bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm 

t=6.90 mm t=6.85 mm t=6.90 mm t=6.85 mm t=5.95 mm t=6.05 mm 

fy=1114 MPa fy=1114 MPa fy=1114 MPa fy=1114 MPa fy=1088 MPa fy=1088 MPa 

F=4237 kN F=4506 kN F=3278 kN F=2876 kN F=1686 kN F=1554 kN 
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Cold-formed S960 specimens 
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Welded S500 specimens 
W5-R150×6_1 W5-R120×6_2 W5-R120×6_3 

No. 8 No. 7 No. 6 

Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki 

L=2000 mm L=2300 mm L=2800 mm 

bnom=150 mm bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm 

t=5.90 mm t=6.00 mm t=6.00 mm 

fy=551.5 MPa fy=524 MPa fy=558.5 MPa 

F=1849 kN F=1418 kN F=1168 kN 
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Welded S500 specimens 
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Welded S700 specimens 
W7-S140×6_1 W7-R180×8_2 W7-S140×6_3 

No. 18 No. 9 No. 17 

SSAB Ruukki SSAB 

L=1501 mm L=2800 mm L=2800 mm 

bnom=140 mm bnom=180 mm bnom=140 mm 

t=6.04mm t=8.05 mm t=6.02 mm 

fy=670 MPa fy=741 MPa fy=670 MPa 

F=2347 kN F=3386 kN F=1942 kN 
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Welded S700 specimens 
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Welded S960 specimens 
W9-S120×6_1 W9-R160×8_2 W9-S120×6_3 

No. 11 No. 12 No. 10 

SSAB Ruukki SSAB 

L=1200 mm L=2600 mm L=2800 mm 

bnom=120 mm bnom=160 mm bnom=120 mm 

t=6.05mm t=8.00 mm t=6.05 mm 

fy=1005 MPa fy=1073 MPa fy=1005 MPa 

F=2615 kN F=3730 kN F=1598 kN 
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Welded S960 specimens 
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Cold-formed S420 100×3 specimens 
CF4.2-R100×3_3A CF4.2-R100×3_3B CF4.2-R100×3_3C CF4.2-R100×3_3D 

No. 1/1 No. 1/2 No. 2/1 No. 2/2 

Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki 

L=2799 mm L=2799 mm L=2599 mm L=2599 mm 

bnom=100 mm bnom=100 mm bnom=100 mm bnom=100 mm 

t=3.32mm t=3.23 mm t=3.23 mm t=3.18 mm 

fy=458 MPa fy=458 MPa fy=458 MPa fy=458 MPa 

F=310 kN F=334 kN F=363 kN F=406 kN 
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Cold-formed S420 100×3 specimens 
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Cold-formed S420 120×6 specimens 
CF4.2-R120×6_2A CF4.2-R120×6_2B CF4.2-R120×6_2C CF4.2-R120×6_2D 

No. 3/1 No. 3/2 No. 4/1 No. 4/2 

Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki 

L=2798 mm L=2799 mm L=2500 mm L=2499 mm 

bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm 

t=6.17mm t=6.22 mm t=6.00 mm t=6.08 mm 

fy=506 MPa fy=506 MPa fy=506 MPa fy=506 MPa 

F=920 kN F=876 kN F=1081 kN F=939 kN 
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Cold-formed S420 120×6 specimens 
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Cold-formed S420 150×5 specimens 
CF4.2-

R150×5_1A 
CF4.2-

R150×5_1B 
CF4.2-

R150×5_1C 
CF4.2-

R150×5_1D 
CF4.2-

R150×5_1E 
CF4.2-

R150×5_1F 

No. 5/1 No. 5/2 No. 6/1 No. 6/2 No. 7/1 No. 7/2 

Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki 

L=2799 mm L=2799 mm L=2400 mm L=2399 mm L=1900 mm L=1899 mm 

bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm 

t=5.32mm t=5.40 mm t=5.22 mm t=5.28 mm t=5.23 mm t=5.25 mm 

fy=479 MPa fy=479 MPa fy=479 MPa fy=479 MPa fy=479 MPa fy=479 MPa 

F=1398 kN F=1248 kN F=1453 kN F=1462 kN F=1415 kN F=1454 kN 
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Cold-formed S420 150×5 specimens 
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Cold-formed S460 80×5 specimens 
CF4.6-

R80×5_3A 
CF4.6-

R80×5_3B 
CF4.6-

R80×5_3C 
CF4.6-

R80×5_3D 
CF4.6-

R80×5_1A 
CF4.6-

R80×5_1B 

No. 10/1 No. 10/2 No. 11/1 No. 11/2 No. 12/1 No. 12/2 

Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki 

L=2499 mm L=2499 mm L=2099 mm L=2099 mm L=1100 mm L=1100 mm 

bnom=80 mm bnom=80 mm bnom=80 mm bnom=80 mm bnom=80 mm bnom=80 mm 

t=5.15mm t=5.23 mm t=5.23 mm t=5.30 mm t=5.18 mm t=5.23 mm 

fy=601 MPa fy=601 MPa fy=601 MPa fy=601 MPa fy=601 MPa fy=601 MPa 

F=478 kN F=462 kN F=691 kN F=650 kN F=879 kN F=871 kN 
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Cold-formed S460 80×5 specimens 
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Cold-formed S460 120×4 specimens 
CF4.6-R120×4_2A CF4.6-R120×4_2B CF4.6-R120×4_1A CF4.6-R120×4_1B 

No. 13/1 No. 13/2 No. 14/1 No. 14/2 

Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki 

L=2799 mm L=2799 mm L=2100 mm L=2101 mm 

bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm bnom=120 mm 

t=3.97mm t=4.20 mm t=4.30 mm t=4.30 mm 

fy=559 MPa fy=559 MPa fy=559 MPa fy=559 MPa 

F=785 kN F=865 kN F=935 kN F=867 kN 
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Cold-formed S460 120×4 specimens 
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Cold-formed S460 150×8 specimens 
CF4.6-R150×8_2A CF4.6-R150×8_2B CF4.6-R150×8_1A CF4.6-R150×8_1B 

No. 8/1 No. 8/2 No. 9/1 No. 9/2 

Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki Ruukki 

L=2798 mm L=2800 mm L=2400 mm L=2399 mm 

bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm bnom=150 mm 

t=8.22mm t=8.05 mm t=8.15 mm t=8.17 mm 

fy=508 MPa fy=508 MPa fy=508 MPa fy=508 MPa 

F=1748 kN F=1903 kN F=1940 kN F=2023 kN 
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Cold-formed S460 150×8 specimens 
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Appendix 12 – Statistical evaluation of measured out-of-straightness 

The distributions that are rejected based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at 95% confidence 

are marked by strikeout in Table A10.8 – Table A10.10. Table A10.11 summarizes the 

parameters of the fitted GEV distributions for all of the five grouping. The probability density 

function (PDF) of the best 3 distributions in case of the 5 different grouping is compared with 

the empirical PDF in Fig. 135 – Fig. 139. 

Table A10.8 – Evaluation of distributions in case of all specimens 

Number Distribution p-value 
1. GEV 0.968 
2. Burr 0.767 
3. Exponential 0.286 
4. Weibull 0.286 
5. Lognormal 0.087 
6. Gamma 0.076 
7. Normal 0.000 

 

Table A10.9 – Evaluation of distributions grouped based on manufacturing process 

 Cold-formed Welded 
 
 Number Distribution p-value Number Distribution p-value 
 1. Gamma 0.806 1. Burr 0.880 
 2. GEV 0.699 2. GEV 0.745 
 3. Burr 0.607 3. Lognormal 0.739 
 4. Weibull 0.167 4. Exponential 0.528 
 5. Exponential 0.126 5. Gamma 0.524 
 6. Normal 0.044 6. Weibull 0.521 
 7. Lognormal 0.010 7. Normal 0.000 

 

Table A10.10 – Evaluation of distributions grouped based on material type 

 NSS HSS 
 
 Number Distribution p-value Number Distribution p-value 
 1. Burr 0.835 1. Weibull 0.966 
 2. GEV 0.832 2. GEV 0.947 
 3. Weibull 0.456 3. Lognormal 0.924 
 4. Gamma 0.178 4. Burr 0.919 
 5. Lognormal 0.162 5. Gamma 0.510 
 6. Exponential 0.124 6. Normal 0.171 
 7. Normal 0.000 7. Exponential 0.029 

 

Table A10.11 – Parameters of fitted GEV distribution 

Grouping k σ μ 
All 0.36107 7.5025E-5 7.5617E-5 

Cold-formed 0.11409 5.0895E-5 5.4371E-5 
Welded 0.29981 1.1044E-4 1.1449E-4 

NSS 0.40065 7.6364E-5 6.8282E-5 
HSS 0.20758 6.8589E-5 9.8262E-5 
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Fig. 135 – Empirical and fitted probability density functions in case of all specimens 

 
Fig. 136 – Empirical and fitted probability density functions in case of cold-formed specimens 

 
Fig. 137 – Empirical and fitted probability density functions in case of welded specimens 
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Fig. 138 – Empirical and fitted probability density functions in case of NSS specimens 

 
Fig. 139 – Empirical and fitted probability density functions in case of HSS specimens 
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Appendix 13 – Further important findings of the stochastic analysis 

A13.1 – Results based on the welded sections 

The coefficient of variation values of the buckling resistance for the HSS type material grades 

for all MCS-s using the response surface are shown in Fig. 140. The diagram shows that the 

yield stress does not have significant effect on the CoV values in case of low slenderness ratios 

(λ<1), but in case of high slenderness ratio (λ>1) lower yield strength results in slightly higher 

CoV. Moreover, the CoV slightly depends on the slenderness; specimens with slenderness ratio 

between 1.2 and 1.4 have higher scattering on the buckling resistance, depending on the yield 

stress. The reason for this is that the geometrical imperfection has much greater impact on the 

buckling resistance in case of this slenderness region than in case of low or much higher 

slenderness. Thus the scattering of the imperfection does not result in scattering significantly in 

the buckling resistance in case of columns with low or very high slenderness. Moreover the 

diagram shows that the scattering of the cases when the CoV of the fy is only 0.05 is 

significantly lower, this shows the important effect of the CoV of the variables. The average 

coefficient of variation is between 0.09 and 0.11 depending on the slenderness if the CoV of the 

fy is 0.07.  

 

Fig. 140 – CoV of the Monte Carlo simulations with 50 samples for HSS type material grades 

The correlation between the buckling resistance and the variables independently from each 

other based on the 10000 samples of the MCS on the Response Surface is evaluated and shown 

in Fig. 141 – Fig. 143 for the S700 column having 1.2 slenderness. The red line shows the 

trend of the data, the green lines correspond to the mean values. 
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Fig. 141 – Correlation between buckling force and input variables: a) yield strength, b) thickness  

   
Fig. 142 – Correlation between buckling force and input variables: a) width, b) global imperfection 

   
Fig. 143 – Correlation between buckling force and residual stress: a) λ=1.2, b) λ=0.6 

Obviously the higher the yield stress, cross-section width and plate thickness, the higher is the 

buckling resistance. However the width of the cross-section has seemingly really small impact 

a) b) 

a) b) 
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on the resistance, but this can be explained by its small coefficient of variation (νb=0.005) 

compared to the CoV of the other variables. The higher the geometrical imperfection, the lower 

is the resistance value, the horizontal axis of the Fig. 142 b) shows a multiplication factor that 

gives the amplitude of the applied imperfection if it is multiplied by L/1000. This diagram also 

shows the special distribution of the imperfection, the density of the point-cloud proves that 

there are much more cases with small imperfection and there are just a few cases with 

imperfection higher than L/1000 (these are the points over the value 1.0 of the horizontal 

axis). Fig. 143 shows that the value of the residual stress has unquestionable impact on the 

buckling resistance, however the sign and the magnitude of the correlation highly depends on 

the slenderness, the sign of the correlation is opposite between the case of λ=1.2 and λ=0.6. 

The related Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficients are shown in the correlation 

diagrams, this coefficient describes the type of the correlation. The rank-order correlation 

coefficients for the 50 MCS-s of the HSS type material grades are summarized in Fig. 144. The 

lines with the same colour correspond to one variable. Every single line among the lines of a 

colour corresponds to one of the examined material grades (S420, S460, S500, S700, S960). 

 
Fig. 144 – Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficients for HSS type material grades 

Fig. 144 shows that the material grade practically does not have influence on the correlation 

coefficient of the yield stress, the cross-section width and the plate thickness. Moreover these 

coefficients also does not depend on the slenderness significantly, the average coefficients 

approximately 0.8, 0.5 and 0.05 for the yield stress, the plate thickness and the cross-section 

width, respectively. These values correspond well with the CoV of the related input variables 
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(0.7, 0.5 and 0.05, respectively). The correlation coefficients are shown separately for the 

imperfection and the residual stress in Fig. 145 and Fig. 146, respectively. 

 
Fig. 145 – Rank-order correlation coefficients of imperfection for HSS type material grades  

 
Fig. 146 – Rank-order correlation coefficients of residual stress for HSS type material grades 

Fig. 145 shows that the influence of the imperfection is small if the slenderness is low (λ≤0.45), 

the influence of the imperfection is increasing with the increasing of the slenderness up to 

λ=1.4. In case of high slenderness (λ>1.4) the influence of the imperfection is decreasing with 

the increasing of the slenderness, this decreasing phenomenon depends on the yield stress. In 

case of higher steel grades (S700, S960) this decreasing effect much more significant. 
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Fig. 146 shows that in case of small slenderness (λ≤0.45) the residual stress does not have 

practical effect on the buckling resistance because of the full plastic behaviour. Between 

0.45>λ>0.8 there is an unusual behaviour; the residual stress has beneficial effect on the 

buckling resistance. If the value of the compressive residual stress is higher, the size of the 

tensioned part has to be bigger due to the equilibrium. In this slenderness region the 

compression residual stress does not decrease the resistance significantly, because the ductility 

ability is enough to negate the effect of the compression stress. However the tensile residual 

stress causes that these parts of the cross-section does not reach the yield stress during the 

failure which effect could increase the buckling resistance. This increasing effect is less 

significant in case of high steel grades. If the slenderness is high (λ>0.8) the buckling 

phenomenon is elastic, because of this the tensile residual stress does not have relevant 

influence on the buckling resistance, on the contrary the compressive residual stress causes that 

the yield stress is reached earlier in the compressed zones (on the middle of the plates), this 

results in a decreased stiffness and therefore this decreases the buckling resistance. The effect of 

the residual stress is the highest around λ=1.2. In case of very high slenderness the buckling 

phenomenon is fully elastic and the stress at the failure does not reach the yield stress, because 

of this the effect of the residual stress is decreasing with the increasing of the slenderness if the 

slenderness is higher than 1.2. Fig. 146 shows that this decreasing effect is much more 

significant in case of high steel grades (S700, S960). 

The results show that in case of high slenderness (λ>1.4) the resistance-decreasing effect of the 

geometrical imperfection and residual stress is less significant in case of high steel grades 

(S700, S960), this results in more favourable buckling behaviour in case of high steel grades 

than in case of lower steel grades (S500 and lower steel grades). 

A13.2 – Results based on the cold-formed sections 

The coefficient of variation values of the buckling resistance for the HSS type material grades 

for all MCS-s using the response surface are shown in Fig. 140. The diagram shows that the 

yield stress does not have significant effect on the CoV values in case of low slenderness ratios 

(λ<1.2), but in case of high slenderness ratio (λ>1.2) the S960 steel grade represents slightly 

lower CoV, than the steel grades with lower yield strength. Moreover, the CoV slightly depends 

on the slenderness; specimens with slenderness ratio between 1.2 and 1.4 have the highest 

scattering on the buckling resistance. The reason for this is that the geometrical imperfection 

has much greater impact on the buckling resistance in case of this slenderness region than in 

case of low or much higher slenderness. Thus the scattering of the imperfection does not result 

in scattering significantly in the buckling resistance in case of columns with low or very high 
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slenderness. The average coefficient of variation is between 0.08 and 0.10 depending on the 

slenderness.  

 
Fig. 147 – CoV of the Monte Carlo simulations with 50 samples for HSS type material grades 

 


